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MAPLE FUDGE OF 12 OAKS has taken Ashley Brandel and
her family from Lake Mills, Wis., on a sweet ride, earning
Grand Champion honors of both the Junior and Open Shows
at last year’s World Dairy Expo.

A sweet surprise
The Brandel family had no idea the Milking Shorthorn calf they purchased a few
years ago would lead them to the winner’s circle at World Dairy Expo not once,
not twice, but three years in a row.
by Abby Bauer

T

HERE are some calves that seem destined
for greatness from the start. They have
the look, the pedigree, or the numbers.
Then there are others that are diamonds in the rough, an unexpected hero. That
was the case for Maple Fudge of 12 Oaks, the
Grand Champion Milking Shorthorn of both
the Open and Junior Shows at last year’s World
Dairy Expo.
Ashley Brandel was just 8 years old when her
family attended their first Wisconsin Dairyland
Milking Shorthorn Sale. Matt and Tracy Brandel,
who milk mostly Holsteins on their family’s farm
in Lake Mills, Wis., wanted to dabble in a different breed with their children. After doing some
research, they decided to check out the Milking
Shorthorn sale.
Earlier in the day, Ashley’s older brother,
Colton, purchased a calf, Apple, that became the
foundational cow of his Milking Shorthorn herd.
As the sale wound down, Ashley had not bought
a calf yet, but she had an eye on one she thought
was very cute. That calf was Fudge, the last animal in the sale.
Tracy never really said her daughter could bid on
the calf, but as she was busy gathering up the rest
of the family, she heard the auctioneer say, “Sold to
the little girl.” And with the final tap of the gavel,
Fudge was theirs.

Beyond expectations
Fudge and Apple found their new home at
Straussdale Holsteins. That is where Matt farms
with his uncle, Jim, and cousin, Bruce. They
milk 230 cows, raise all their replacements, and
run about 750 acres of cropland. Bruce’s oldest
The author is an associate editor for Hoard’s Dairyman.

daughter, Mariah, works full time on the farm,
and Tracy is also active on the dairy in addition
to working at the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection.
Matt and Tracy’s children, Colton (age 14), Ashley (age 12), Katie (age 10), and Justin (age 9), all
actively work on the dairy, along with their cousins. “The kids all work well together,” said Tracy,
“and our farm family has been very supportive of
the kids’ projects.”
The Brandel children are busy with school,
sports, and working on the farm. Their chores
include milking cows, feeding calves, helping with
harvest, and doing whatever else needs to be done.
The family is also very active in their 4-H club,
the Southside Eagles. The children participate
in speaking contests, do community service, and
show beef, sheep, horses, and — of course — dairy.
Fudge made a few appearances at local shows
as a calf and heifer. It wasn’t until she started
bagging up before her first lactation, though,
that they realized she could really be something special.
After earning reserve champion honors at the
open show at Wisconsin State Fair in 2016, a
friend of the extended family, Brett Hildebrandt,
approached the Brandels about housing Fudge.
They took the Hildebrandt family up on that offer.
“They got her on a show program,” said Tracy.
“Their guidance and talents really developed her.”
The next stop for Fudge was the 2016 World Dairy
Expo. The Brandels had never shown there before,
and Tracy said it was overwhelming at times.
“I remember thinking, ‘We don’t belong here,’”
Tracy recalled. “We were out of our league.”
Yet, it was worth the steep learning curve,
because Fudge won her Junior Two-Year-Old Cow
class and then went on to be named Intermediate

Champion and Grand Champion Milking Shorthorn of the Junior Show. That meant a trip to the
Supreme Champion ceremony for Fudge and her
leadsman, Ashley.
“It was really cool to be under the spotlight in
my first year,” she said.
Fudge headed back to World Dairy Expo in 2017
as a Junior 3-year-old. Once again, she won her
class and was tapped Intermediate Champion
and then Grand Champion of the Junior Show.
As a 4-year-old, Fudge was ready to make
another trip to Madison. Tracy said they knew the
4-year-old class would be tough, so their expectations were not too high. However, 2018’s World
Dairy Expo surpassed the two years prior, as
Fudge not only won the Junior Show, but she was
also chosen as Grand Champion of the Open Show.
“I get emotional when it comes to good cows,
and it’s pretty cool to make a little girl grand,”
announced Judge Brian Behnke of Albany, Wis.,
when he named Fudge as the Open Show Champion.
The Brandels are still in awe about the success
Fudge has had. “We just wanted to find two foundational cows for the kids,” Tracy said. “Never in a
million years, never in our wildest dreams, did we
think any of this would be possible.”
Even more important to the family are the
friends they’ve made on this journey. “We have so
much gratitude for all the people we have met who
have given us the best part of them,” Tracy said.
Ashley agreed. “The people have been great,
both in and out of the showring,” she said.
“We are also excited to be part of the Milking
Shorthorn genetic expansion,” Tracy said, “but
the biggest blessing in all of this is the people
we’ve met.”

It starts in the barn
Showing isn’t just fun and games for the Brandel
crew, though. Matt, Tracy, and the children all work
hard alongside their extended family to operate
their dairy farm.
“Times are tight, and there is a lot of distress
in the dairy industry right now,” said Tracy. Both
Matt and Tracy were expected to understand the
financial side of dairy when they were showing
and growing up on dairy farms, and they instill
those same life lessons into their children.
For this reason, Tracy said the kids’ projects
must cash flow. For instance, to help pay for their
trips to World Dairy Expo, Colton and Ashley
worked nightline duty at the show.
“We are very proud of the kids for the time they
have put into their dairy projects,” Tracy said.
She reminds them often that success in the showring begins at home.
“It starts in the barn first,” she said. “You have to
work for it, and you have to pay attention to details.”
Having the kids so involved on the farm is
something Matt and Tracy very much enjoy. “It is
super rewarding to work beside the kids. That is
my favorite part,” Tracy said.
With all the lessons they are learning on the
farm at an early age, the future for Ashley and
her siblings looks very bright as they grow up and
become even more involved in the dairy industry.
And as for Fudge? After being flushed, the
92-point cow has been bred back to calve in the
spring. She won’t be making the trip to World
Dairy Expo this year, but the Brandels look
forward to bringing Fudge back to the colored
shavings in the future.

NAVIGATE THE FUTURE
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In a continually evolving dairy
industry, a broad spectrum of
implements, technology, and gadgets make up the tools that allow
each farmer to better their operation. Having the right tool at hand

shares equal importance
with the right management and the right framework to make that device
its most effective.
In the workbench that
is our individual farms
and the collective dairy industry, it’s about the tools
we select and the way we
employ them that matter
most. Fortunately, World
Dairy Expo brings together
almost every instrument
a dairy farmer could imagine. It’s
our hope that our coverage of the
event helps you harness those tools
to improve your farm.
Cover design by Todd Garrett,
Hoard’s Dairyman art director.
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CLASS III CONTRACTS SLID 30 CENTS to a $17.20 midpoint with a

range of $16.80 to $17.40 for the final four months of 2019. For the new
year, CME trading indicated a $16.50 midpoint for January-to-July Class
III futures. Those contracts had traded 20 cents higher in early August.
IT’S AN EPIC BATTLE between the “low-price” villain and the “high-price”

hero, suggested Mark Stephenson. He paints a scenario where Class III
could average above $18 in 2020 because dairy product inventories might
become tight. To learn more, read Milk Check Outlook on page 533.
NEARLY 17,000 DAIRY FARMS ENROLLED in the Dairy Margin Cover-

age (DMC) program since June 17. Producers have until September 20
to sign up for retroactive indemnities covering all of 2019’s milk production. To enroll, visit your local USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) office.
“FOR MANY SMALLER DAIRIES, THE CHOICE is probably a no-

brainer as retroactive coverage through January has already assured
them that the 2019 payments will exceed the required premiums,”
advised USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue in regard to the DMC program.
DAIRY COW CULLING REMAINED 4.7 PERCENT ahead of last

year’s pace as 1.894 million head were sent to packing plants through
the first seven months when compared to the same time last year.
In July alone, 256,800 head were sent to slaughter, up 7.1 percent.
U.S. MILK PRODUCTION WAS FLAT IN JULY as the nation’s dairy

farms collectively produced 18.3 billion pounds — essentially the
same when compared to last year. Dating back to February, only
April with its 0.2 percent gain showed any sign of additional milk.

Made from 100% COLOSTRUM
Protection for the newborn calf.

MILK’S WOES HAVE BEEN HITCHED TO CEREAL. The Kellogg Com-

pany reported that cold cereal sales were off 5 percent through the first
half of the year. Overall, the collective cold cereal category dropped 6
percent over the past five years even as the U.S. population continued
to grow. Of course, cereal and beverage milk are complementary foods.

See us at World Dairy Expo, Booth MC-15

1-888-493-7033
www.imutek.com

$1.75 BILLION WILL BE DIRECTED to Canadian dairy farmers over eight

years. That announcement came from Prime Minister Justin Trudeau,
and the payment will compensate farmers for lost sales due to trade
pacts with the European Union, Pacific nations, and other countries.
THE FIRST PAYMENT WOULD BE NEAR $28,000 for an 80-cow dairy,

and total payments this year would be $345 million. Reuters noted
that Canada will hold its national election in less than two months.
NESTLE TOPPED THE LIST of North America’s largest dairy proces-

sors with $14.7 billion sales. Rounding out the top 10 on Dairy Foods
annual list were: Saputo, Dean Foods, Danone North America, Kraft
Heinz, Agropur, Schreiber Foods, Dairy Farmers of America, Lala
Group, and Land O’Lakes. There were no changes among the top five.
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grain forages matter less than management when it comes to growing quality feeds.

EasySwing Cow Brushes
®

No
Electricity
Needed!

ENSURE CONSISTENT INTAKE IN EARLY LACTATION. Longer

forage particles don’t equate to more physically effective fiber and
better fresh cow health.
WEATHER THE FALL FEED MARKET CHAOS. Strange summer

weather will give way to interesting feed markets this fall. Stay
abreast of market fundamentals to conquer the ambiguity.

Rubber Flooring

When you can’t be there
For some it is a bucket list item. Others
see it as an annual journey. Every year
in early October, Madison, Wis., becomes
the epicenter for the dairy industry.
Whether you come to exhibit cattle, compete in a youth contest, or stroll the trade
show, World Dairy Expo is where it all
happens. For those who cannot attend in person, Hoards at Expo provides you with the next best option: coverage of the week’s events and
the people who make them happen – minus the grilled cheese.
Follow us at www.hoards.com/HAE.

Flooring for all areas of the barn!
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He’s unmatched in the showring
David Bachmann’s Pinehurst Farms exhibited four World Dairy Expo Grand Champions in four
different breeds — a feat unmatched to this very day.
by Corey Geiger

W

HILE David “Dave”
Bachmann Sr. fully
retired from dairy
farming a few years
back, the Wisconsin dairyman continues to write new chapters when it
comes to his ongoing impact within
the Holstein breed.
This June, Golden-Rose Barbritzi
B-Red classified Excellent 90 with
an Excellent 93 udder. With that
appraisal, this senior 3-year-old completed 20 consecutive generations of
Excellent Holstein females tracing
directly back to Audrey Posch, EX-93.
Although Barbritzi doesn’t carry Mr.
Bachmann’s Pinehurst prefix, seven of
these 20 generations do.
“I received a call from a Pennsylvania breeder who unearthed the first
20-generation Excellent cow,” said
Bachmann of a June telephone conversation. “There’s only one 20-generation cow,” he said to the crowd
gathered at the 134th annual meeting of the Holstein Association USA.
“There are five 19-generation Excellent cows; there are 18 18-generation
Excellent cows; there are another 18
17-generation cows; and there are 46
16-generation Excellent cows.” Bachmann shared this information upon
receiving the coveted Elite Breeder
Award from the Holstein Association
USA that evening.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

The author is the managing editor of Hoard’s
Dairyman.
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Bachmann also occasionally sold
Brown Swiss and Ayrshire cattle. In
his 17th and final year of managing
sales at World Dairy Expo, Bachmann managed four sales including
the World Premier Holstein Sale, Colored Breeds, Brown Swiss, and the
Breeders’ Challenge Sale.

One of three nationals
“That’s a total of 88 Excellent cows
with 16 or more consecutive Excellent cows . . . every one of them has
seven generations of Excellent Pinehurst cows behind them,” said the
Sheboygan Falls, Wis., dairyman.

City boy turned farmer
Pinehurst Farms traces its roots
back to 1845 when David Giddings
cleared the land three years before
Wisconsin joined the United States as
the 30th state. In 1912, Peter Reiss,
president of C Reiss Coal Company,
purchased the well-established farm
from the Giddings family. Reiss set
out to make it a modern-day, showplace farm and his summer home.
Peter Reiss died in 1928.
Peter Bachmann, in 1945, and
David Bachmann, in 1947, came to
Pinehurst to help manage the property. In 1948, they purchased a John
Deere agency in Sheboygan Falls,
with Peter assuming the management of the dealership and David
remaining at Pinehurst. The Bachmanns were “city boys,” sons of a
Chicago doctor who had died in his
early 40s. Their mother was the
daughter of Peter Reiss from Sheboygan. In 1950, David and Peter
purchased Pinehurst from the Peter
Reiss Estate.
In 1955, after operating the two
entities as a partnership, they
agreed to dissolve the partnership
with David becoming sole owner of

THE 1976 SHOW SEASON WAS HISTORICAL AS PINEHURST FARMS became the first
herd to win both Premier Breeder and Exhibitor at all three National Holstein Shows. Shown
(L to R) in this Ken Vial photo are: Greg Bovre, David Bachmann Sr., Ken Empey, Norm
Nabholz (in front of Empey), Barr y Quickfall, Rick Bovre, and David Brown at the Western
National in Fresno, Calif. Bachmann, Empey, Nabholz, and Quickfall would all go on to win
the Klussendor f Award.

Pinehurst and Peter taking over the
Bachmann Implement Company.
“The better the team you have, the
better the success,” advised Bachmann. “I came to Wisconsin in 1947,
and I did not have very much farming experience. People told me, ‘You
can’t find good help anymore. Nobody
wants to work,’” he said.
“Back then, I hired three local
farmers who worked for me the rest
of their lives,” reminisced Bachmann. “Those three guys had 120
years of service to Pinehurst Farms.
I can’t thank them enough.
Those three men worked so well
together and were tops at all phases
of farming. This allowed Bachmann to engage in other related
agricultural endeavors to enhance
knowledge, income, and exposure
to cattle all over the United States.
This took him into the cattle sales
business. He became an auction
sales manager in partnership with
Henry P. “Sonny“ Bartel and added
Darrel Pidgeon and Greg Bovre to
the staff.
When it comes to World Dairy Expo
lore, Bachmann and Bartel not only
named but managed the first three
World Premier Sales held in 1968,
1969, and 1970. Bachmann returned
to the helm of the World Premier
Sale in 1975 and managed sales for
the next 13 years. In addition to the
World Premier Sale, which predominately featured Holstein genetics,

“At the start, we didn’t know if it
was going to make it . . . but then it
gained superiority over all shows,”
said Bachmann, who exhibited at
the very first World Dairy Expo in
1967 and continued to show there
through the turn of the century.
So shaky was World Dairy Expo’s
start, Bachmann took his famed
show herd to all three major dairy
shows following the demise of the
National Dairy Cattle Congress in
Waterloo, Iowa. That was an expensive effort, but an effort Bachmann
took seriously. The undertaking was
important to secure All-American
nominations. Those labors paid off
as Pinehurst was the leading exhibitor and breeder of All-American
nominees from 1975 to 1981.
The 1976 show season was a defining moment in show history as the
Pinehurst Farms’ show herd became
the first and only showstring to be
named Premier Breeder and Premier Exhibitor at all three national
shows — Harrisburg, Pennsylvania’s Eastern National; Madison, Wisconsin’s Central National;
and Fresno, California’s Western
National. Pinehurst repeated that
feat in 1980, and no herd has replicated that accomplishment in the
past four decades.
“Showing cattle is a sport,” said
Bachmann, known to many friends
simply as “Senior.” “We enjoyed
the competition.”

THE 1980 PINEHURST SHOW CREW repeated the amazing feat from 1976 by winning
both the Premier Breeder and Premier Exhibitor banner at all three national shows. Terr y
Lee headed up the show crew and recruited some of the most important talent. Shown
back row (L to R): Terr y Lee, Greg Henderson, Greg Mell, Jim Lewis, and David Bachmann
Sr. Shown in front are Japanese and American farm trainees. Lee went on to become the
youngest person to win the Klussendor f Award in 1981. Others who worked with Bachmann
and won the Klussendor f Award were Buddy Fleming, Joel Kietzman, and Bert Stewart.
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Over the ensuing years, the famed
Pinehurst herd would garner over
200 All-American nominations that
culminated with over 50 All-American and Reserve All-American
Awards. Pinehurst was named Premier Exhibitor at 21 national shows
and earned Premier Breeder at 15
national shows.
Specifically at World Dairy Expo,
Pinehurst exhibited four Grand
Champions in four different breeds
— Ayrshire, Holstein, Jersey, and
Red and White. The feat remains
unmatched after 52 World Dairy
Expos. Of those champions, the
Ayrshire and Jersey went on to be
named Supreme Champion.

Enjoyed the hunt

FIRST ROUND

KNOCKOUT!
Treat mastitis at dry-off with
powerful, proven Quartermaster.®
In a 2012 university study of more than 1000 dairy cows,
Quartermaster ® Suspension (penicillin-dihydrostreptomycin in oil)
was shown to be 93% effective in curing intramammary infections
during the dry period.1 Its 2 active ingredients, including a firstgeneration penicillin, deliver a powerful punch against mastitiscausing bacteria for highly effective dry cow therapy, round after
round, year after year.
For more information on Quartermaster Suspension,
contact your veterinarian or call (888) 493-0861.
Quartermaster-rx.com

DESCRIPTION:
Each 10 mL disposable syringe contains 1,000,000
units of procaine penicillin G, micronized, and 1 gram
of dihydrostreptomycin base, as dihydrostreptomycin
sulfate, in an extended action base consisting of
1% w/v hydrogenated peanut oil, 3% w/v aluminum
monostearate, and peanut oil, q.s. Manufactured by
a non-sterilizing process.
INDICATIONS:
For intramammary use to reduce the frequency of
existing infection and to prevent new infections with
Staphylococcus aureus in dry cows.
WARNINGS:
For udder instillation upon drying off only. Not to be
used within six (6) weeks of freshening. Not for use
in lactating cows. Milk taken from animals within
96 hours (8 milkings) after calving must not be used
for food. Animals infused with this product must not
be slaughtered for food within 60 days from time of
infusion nor within 96 hours after calving.
CAUTION:
Federal law restricts this drug to use by or on the
order of a licensed veterinarian.
STORAGE CONDITIONS:
Store at controlled room temperature 20° to 25°C
(68° to 77°F). Store under dry conditions.
HOW SUPPLIED:
Quartermaster Suspension is supplied as:
Packers of 12–10 mL ( .33 Fl Oz) disposable syringes
with 12 convenient single-use isopropyl alcohol pads.
NDC 44567-901-03
Pails of 144–10 mL (.33 Fl Oz) disposable syringes
with 144 convenient single-use isopropyl alcohol pads.
NDC 44567-901-05

ATTENTION DOCTOR:
It is your responsibility to inform your client
of the warnings stated above so as to avoid
adulteration of meat or milk and possible
prosecution under Federal law.

40
YEARS

Don’t just treat mastitis. MASTER IT.

Reference: 1. Arruda AG, Godden S, Rapnicki P, et al. Randomized noninferiority clinical trial evaluating 3 commercial dry cow mastitis preparations:
I. Quarter-level outcomes. J Dairy Sci. 2013;96:4419–4435.
© 2019 QUARTERMASTER is a registered trademark of West Agro Inc. 68751
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HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Throughout his life, Bachmann
loved the hunt of finding, helping
prove, and merchandising bulls.
Among his finds were 10 bulls that
Bachmann discovered and later sold
to A.I. studs for well over $100,000.
This took place prior to 1970.
Bachmann’s first All-American
was a bull named Pinehurst Peerless. The Nosawa Company of Japan
purchased him for $15,000. In 1968,
that was the highest price Pinehurst
Farms had ever sold a Holstein.
That first sale got Bachmann
started in the export business. Over
the next 25 years, he visited Japan
once or twice a year, putting together
select animals for buyers and working with several trading companies.
Bachmann eventually exported
cattle to Bulgaria, China, Croatia,
France, Hungry, Italy, Russia, Serbia, Spain, and Turkey. A savvy
marketer, Bachmann also exported
horses, ponies, and mink.
As part of those sales efforts, Bachmann became a master of data. As a
result, his catalog business eventually
produced more than 700 sale catalogs.
“We exported thousands of animals
all over the world, including the Orient, Western Europe, and Eastern
Europe,” said Bachmann. “It was a
lot of fun and a great opportunity.
“We also managed four National
Holstein Convention Sales,” he
said. “We had the first sale with
over $1 million gross sales average. We were pretty proud of that
achievement,” said Bachmann, who
served an eight-year stretch on the
Holstein Association USA board
of directors, later chairing its
finance committee.
When listing the very best Holstein breeders in North America,
Bachmann’s name is on a short list
of the elite. “He is one of history’s
all-time great breeders of registered Holsteins,” commented Horace
Backus, the “Dean of Pedigrees.”
He bred or developed two 97-point
cows; 12 96-point animals; and 44
individuals that were 95 points or
greater. For this and many other
breeding achievements, Bachmann
won the Klussendorf Trophy at
the 1995 World Dairy Expo, and
National Dairy Shrine named him
the Distinguished Cattle Breeder
the very next year.
“I believe that cows breed to the
average of their inheritance,” he said.
“We try to update the average of their
inheritance with each generation.”

USVET-68751_QuartermasterAd-HoardDairyman_FNL.indd 1

WG Critical Care, LLC
Paramus, NJ 07652

Quartermaster is a trademark of West Agro, Inc.
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World Dairy Expo
exhibitor list and guide
Locator code:		
AL = Arena Level, Coliseum		
			MC = Main Concourse, Coliseum		
			EH = Exhibition Hall			

TC = New Holland Trade Center
AR = Arena
TM = Trade Mall

Highlighted exhibitors have advertisements in this issue.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

A
ABS Global...................... AL 153-155, EH CR01
Acme Engineering & Mfg Corp...... EH 1505-1507
Activon................................................ EH 6001
ADA Enterprises.............................. AR 484-485
ADF Milking..................................EH 1615-1616
ADM Animal Nutrition................... EH 1611-1712
Advanced Animal Diagnostics............... EH 2405
Advanced Comfort Technology...... EH 1713-1716
Advanced Preservative Systems	������������ AR 486
Afimilk.........................................EH 3601-3702
Ag Tech Security.....................................AL 182
Ag-Bag....................EH 2601-2702; TM 664-665
Agpro......................................... EH 1813-1814
AgrAbility of Wisconsin......................... EH 6209
Agrarian Solutions...................... EH 4001-4103
Agri Feed International............................AL 163
AgriBuckle.............................................. AL 174
Agriclé.............................................TC 872-898
Agri-Comfort............................... EH 5015-5017
Agricow............................................ AR 474-475
Agricultural Engineering Associates	������������TM Q
AgriFinancial.......................................... AR 452
Agri-King................................. MC 47-50; EB 7-8
Agri-Placement Services....................... EH 6004
Agri-Plastics Mfg..... TC 906-936; EH 5015-5017
Agri-Pro Enterprises of Iowa.................. EH 3913
Agriprom.................................................AR 424
AgriSteel USA........................... EH 2006-2107B
AgriTech Analytics....................................MC 32
Agri-Trac Inc..........................................EH 1705
Agri-View.............................................. EH 3403
AgroChem................................... EH 6002-6003
Agromatic....................................EH 2011-2116
Agrotech USA.................................. AR 487-488
AgroVantage System....................EH 4207-4208
AgSource Cooperative Services	����������� EH 4515
AgVet Associates.........................EH 3511-3513
Ajinomoto Animal Nutrition......................AL 134
AktivPULS............................................ EH 3916
Albers Equipment....EH 2705-2706; TM 690-692
Alforex Seeds..............................EH 1911-1912
Algonite........................................... AL 106-107
Allflex Livestock Intelligence........ EH 3608-3709
Allflex USA.................................. EH 4511-4513
Alliance Tire Group..................................AL 119
Alltech........................................ EH 3201-3306
Al’s Concrete Products........................... AR 492
Ambic Equipment.........................EH 1311-1314
Amelicor.............................................. EH 4205
American Agco Trading Company	����������� AR 498
American Dairy Coalition............. EH 2615-2616
American Dairy Goat Association	�������������MC 10
American Dairy Science Association	��������� AL 178
American Dairymen.............................. EH 1305
American Farm Bureau Insurance	���������� AR 444
American Farm Rubber............................AL 198
American Guernsey Association	��������������AL 195
American Jersey Cattle Association	��� AL 101-102
American Milking Shorthorn Society	�����������MC 84
Ameriprint Apparel...................... EH 4518-4529
Amino Plus.......................................... EH 2415
AMS Galaxy USA..............................TC 807-836
AMS Genetics International.............. AL 121-122
AMTS................................................. MC 16-17
Andis Company.......................................MC 1-8
Animal Agriculture Alliance................... EH 4505
Animal Health International..........EH 3713-3715
Animart...................................... EH 2815-2918
Animat.........................................EH 1401-1402
Anka Products............................ EH 4011-4113
Apex Valves.................................EH 3511-3513
Appleton Steel.........................................TM HH
Aqua Innovations....................................AR 473
Arm & Hammer........................... EH 4216-4217
Armando Álvarez Group............................MC 67
Armenta.............................................. EH 6210
Arntjen Germany.............................. AL 141-142
Artex Barn Solutions....................EH 2017-2318
Artex Manufacturing...............................TM 684
Artwork by APJ.........................................MC 77
Aspen..........................................EH 3713-3715
Associated Milk Producers................... EH 4407
AutoVent..........................................TC 807-836
AXCE.......................................................MC 45
Ayrshire Breeders Association.............MC 78-79

B
Bag Man..........................................AR 414-418
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Balchem Corp............................. EH 1804-1806
Barclay Truck Rebuilding and Mfg	������������ TC 817
Bauer North America................... EH 1115-1118
Bavarian Fleckvieh Genetics	������������������� AL 103
Bayer Animal & Crop Science.......EH 4004-4007
Bayland Buildings ..................... EH 2006-2107B
Beacon Automation ................................TC 916
Beco Dairy Automation................. EH 1601-1702
BeefTrader.com......................................TC 902
Bender Machine Works........................ EH 3407
Best Footing Concrete Grooving	���������������MC 46
BioControl North America........................ AL 207
Bioret Agri...................................EH 6107-6208
Biorigin...................................................AL 199
Bio-Vet........................................ EH 1503-1504
BioZyme.................................................TC 882
Bird Gard............................................... AR 447
Blackhawk Technical College................. MC 38tt
BMO Harris Bank................................. EH 4422
Bock’s Identi Company.................EH 3511-3513
Boehringer Ingelheim.................. EH 2806-2909
Boerger.....................................................TM Q
Bonnie Mohr Studio.......................... MC WL 2-3
Boomerang Sand Bedding Systems	���AR 410-413
BouMatic/Robotics.....EH 3801-3909 & 3703-3704
Bovine Boutique.......................... EH 4501-4503
Bovine Frequency Products......................AL 148
Bovine Innovations Group........................AL 211
BoviSync.................................................TC 903
Boviteq................................................... AL 216
Brickl Bros........................................... EH 1608
Britespan Building Systems......... EH 4301-4302
Britz Networks.........................................MC 60
Brown Bear Corporation......................... AR 455
Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders Assn	����������AL 189
Burrows Enterprises............................ EH S7-S8
Byler Industrial Tool & Supply	�����������������TC 869
Byron Seed..................................... AR 433-434

C
Calf Blankets by Udder Tech............ AR 500-504
CalfHero.com................................... AL 170-172
Calf-Star.........................EH 1411-1514; TM 725
CalfStart......................................EH 1211-1214
Calf-Tel....................................... EH 2008-2309
Cambridge Technologies.........................AL 220
Can-am BRP US.............................. TM 678-679
Canarm...................................... EH 1903-1906
Cargill Animal Nutrition................ EH 3401-3502
Carmel Group..........................................TC 855
Carol’s Original Works.......................... EH 4428
Cary Sign............................................. EH 4432
Centerplate............................ Food concessions
Central Life Sciences.................. EH 3411-3412
Channel Seed.............................EH 4006-4007
Chr. Hansen.................................... AR 437-438
Citura.....................................................AR 518
CLAAS of America....................... EH 2603-2604
Clarifly Larvicide.......................... EH 3411-3412
Clipper Parts & Repair..............................MC 87
Coburn... EH 2801-2905 & 2703-2704; TC 825-826
Coffee Wagon............................................ TM R
Cogent Breeding..............................AL 156-158
ColoQuick........................................ AL 170-172
Comfort Hoof Care....... AL 109-111 & 184-186B
Comfort Slat Mat.............................TC 818-819
Comstock Creamery............................. EH 6110
Conewango Products Corp.................... EH 1107
Conklin Company.........................EH 4207-4208
Connecterra-Ida......................................TC 802
Connor Agriscience......................... AR 490-491
Consumer Physics.................................. AR 457
Continental Plastic Corporation	��������� MC 88-89
Contree Sprayers and Equipment	������������AR 517
CoPulsation Milking System	��������������������MC 65
Cordex North America....................... EH 4515.5
Cotran Corporation.....................................MC 9
Cotton........................................ EH 4105-4106
Cottonseed...........................................EH 4107
Country Silver and Gifts........................ EH 4429
Cowhouse International....................TC 847-848
CowManager............................... EH 4001-4103
Cowsmopolitan Dairy Magazine........ AL 192-193
Crane Pumps & Systems................. TM 754-755
Creva Agri International...........................TC 883
CRV........................................................AL 105
Crystal Creek..........................................TC 893
Cumberland Valley Analytical Service	�����������AR 511
Custom Safety Groovers..........................AL 138
Cybil Fisher Photography........................ TM AAA

D

F

Dairy Agenda Today.................................AL 194
Dairy Applications................................ EH 4431
Dairy Beef Quality Assurance................ EH 4508
Dairy Business Association.................. EH 6211
Dairy Calf and Heifer Association	���������� MC 83tt
Dairy Farmers of America............EH 4506-4507
Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin......... EH 6304-6307
Dairy Girl Network................................. MC 31tt
Dairy Grazing Apprenticeship	������������������TC 843
Dairy Health Products.............................TC 938
Dairy Herd Management.............. EH 2505-2506
Dairy Lane Systems................................TC 940
Dairy Management Inc................EH 4320-4322
Dairy One........................................... MC 16-17
Dairy Record Management Systems	������ MC 37-38
Dairy Star................................................MC 33
Dairy Tech....................................EH 1211-1214
Dairyland Hoof Care........ AL 109-111 & 184-186B
Dairyland Laboratories......................... EH 4104
DairyLand Structures..............................TC 823
DairyLighting.com...................................TC 883
Dairymaster USA....................... EH 2111B-2312
Dairypower Equipment............................ AR 466
DairyRealty.com.......................................MC 41
Dane County Land Conservation	�������������TC 867
Dane County Pork Producers	����������������� TM 784
DariTech......................AR 421-423; TC 813-841
DaSilveira Southwest..............................AR 515
Datamars....................................EH 2401-2403
DBC Ag Products..........................EH 1613-1614
DCC Waterbeds........................... EH 1713-1716
Dejno’s Shavings & Pellets......................AL 150
DeLaval...................................... EH 3011-3315
Delta Livestock Construction....... EH 1813-1814
Destron Fearing.......................... EH 4511-4513
Development Resources of Iowa.......AR 470-471
Diamond V.................................. EH 3616-3718
Dick Meyer Company.............................EH 2416
Digested Organics.................................. AR 443
Dinamica Generale US................EH 5005-5006
Doda USA....................................... TM 720-721
Dodgeland Ag-Systems......................... EH 1604
Double S Liquid Feed Services	���������������AL 113
DPI Global........................................... EH 4308
Dr. Register & Associates..................... EH 2406
Drench-Mate...................................... MC 34-35
DSM Food Specialties USA................... EH 3914
DSM Nutritional Products..................... EH 3915
DVO..................................................... EH 4206
Dymax.....................................................MC 51
Dynamint Udder Cream........................ EH 4013

4-D Ag Fashion/Ag World........... TM 670; TC 806
4dBarn................................................ EH 6303
Fabdec....................................................MC 69
Family Dairies USA............................... EH 3507
Famo Feeds............................................TC 805
FAN Separator USA..................... EH 1115-1118
Farm Inc................................................. TC 917
Farmers National Company.......................MC 36
FarmFirst Dairy Cooperative................. EH 3507
Fastrack......................................EH 4207-4208
Featherlite Trailers..................................... TM T
Feed Supervisor Software.................. MC 80-81
Feedstuffs........................................... EH 2614
Fight Bac............................................. EH 1609
Five-G Consulting........................ EH 1813-1814
Fleet Farm........................................... EH 5012
Fliegl.............................................. TM 708-709
Ford Distributing.............................TM 630-632
Foremost Farms USA................... EH 4410-4411
Form-A-Feed........................................ EH 4404
Forster-Technik................................ TC 877-878
Forward Farm Lines......................... TM 674-675
Fox Valley Quality Control Lab............... EH 3507
Fox Valley Technical College.................. MC 28tt
Foxworthy Supply..................................EH 1709
Frenchville Trailer Sales.......................... TM 749
Fritsch Equipment Corp..........................TM 648
Fulinks Science and Technology Co	���������� TC 891
Furst-McNess Company...............EH 3408-3509
FutureCow...................................EH 3817-3918

E
Easy Boss E............................................TC 845
EasyFix........................................EH 1817-1918
EBJ Livestock Market..............................TC 902
Eby.................................................TM 646-647
Ecolab......................................... EH 2717-2718
EcoPlanet Environmental...................... EH 4219
Ecosyl Products.......................... EH 4203-4204
Edge Dairy Farmer Cooperative	������������ EH 6211
Edney Distributing Co...................... TM 700-702
Eisenmann Corporation............................MC 24
Eisentraut AG Services.................... TM 671-672
Elanco Animal Health.................. EH 4324-4325
Ellsworth Cooperative Creamery	���������� EH 6109
ELMEGA..................................................AL 201
Emlab Genetics.......................................AL 118
Endovac Animal Health................EH 4306-4307
Energrow.................................... EH 1205-1206
Energy Feeds International...................... AL 179
Enogen Feed.......................................... AR 496
Enve Acres Ag Supply..............................TC 868
Environ Partners.....................................TC 803
Envision........................................... AL 127-128
Enz-A-Bac Advanced Products	����������������� AL 175
EPISURG Group of Industries	������������������AL 129
Esmilco............................................... EH 4408
Essential Water Solutions........................MC 59
Estrotect............................................. EH 3504
Eurofins Scientific................................ EH 6009
EuroTier 2020..........................................MC 28
EverLast Lighting....................................AL 209
Evolution International...................... AL 221-222
Extrutech Plastics................................ EH 2814
EZ PVC...................................................TC 821
E-Zee Milking Equipment..............EH 2811-2913
EZid Livestock ID....................................AL 130

G
G&D Chillers...........................................AR 514
Gabel Belting......................................... AR 436
GEA....EH 2001-2305, 4313-4316 & 4601-4603
GEA FIL........................................EH 3511-3513
Gempler’s............................................... AL 147
Genes Diffusion.................................... AL 174B
Genetics Australia Co-operative	��������������AL 160
GENEX.....................AL 218-224; EH 1605-1606
Geno Global.....................................AL 153-155
GGI-SPERMEX..................................AL 139-140
Gift Farm................................................... TM S
Giltspur Scientific.................................... AL 137
Glen Dimplex Thermal Solutions	�������������TC 947
Global Cow.......................... EH 4409; MC WB 8
Global Dairy Institute... EH 1215-1318 & 2017-2318
Global Genetic Resources........................MC 54
Global Nutritech Biotechnology	������������ EH 6005
Golden Calf Company....................... AL 170-172
Göweil Maschinenbau............................ AR 448
Grassland Oregon...................................AL 112
GrassWorks/Graze..................................TC 867
Green County Development Corp	���������� MC 38tt
Green Meadows Forage............... EH 4310-4312
Green Source Automation....................... AR 454
Greenfield Contractors......................... EH 3816
GREENFREESTALL............................AR 410-413
Groviv........................................................ TM U
GVD Feed Covers....................................TC 939

H
H&E Innovations.....................................TC 894
H&S Mfg. Co........... EH 3415-3518; TM 710-712
Hamilton Industries.................................TC 901
Harvestore.................................. EH 1201-1303
Hatfield Mfg.................................... AR 464-465
Hay & Forage Grower.............................. AR 428
Haybuster....................................... AR 403-406
Heartland Cooperative Services	���������MC 57-58
HerdStrong.................................EH 4305-4309
Highline Manufacturing........................... AL 151
Hoard’s Dairyman.... AL 213-217; EH 4327-4328
Holland Dairy Valley..........................TC 847-848
Holm & Laue Export....... EH 1411-1514, TM 725
Holstein Association USA....................MC 29-31
Holstein International...............................MC 27
Holstein Plaza.................................. AL 121-122
HolsteinTrader.com.................................TC 902
Hoof Supervisor................................. MC 80-81
Hoof Trimmers Association.......................MC 66
Hoofcount....................................... TC 904-905
Hover Chute........................................... AR 468
Hubbard Feeds........................... EH 4008-4109
Huber - Technik.......................................TC 884
See Agri-Comfort.................... EH 5015-5017
See Seneca Dairy Systems.......... TC 927-928
See Superior Mat & Comfort........ TC 885-886
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I
I.D.ology.............................................. EH 4309
IBA............................................. EH 2501-2504
ICD, IRZ Construction Division	����������������TC 941
IDEXX.................................................. EH 1207
IGES.................................................... EH 1307
Images Custom Embroidery.................... EH S04
ImmuCell Corporation.......................... EH 2914
Immuno-Dynamics...................................MC 71
Imu-Tek....................................................MC 15
IMV Imaging................................ EH 5013-5014
Innovative Lighting Technology	����������������AL 196
INSEME...........................................AL 156-158
Insight FS................................................MC 42
Insure My Forage................................... AR 505
Interdamo USA........................................ AL 162
Intermizoo............................................ AL 174B
International Cryogenics.......................... AL 197
International Protein Sires...................MC 18-20
International Stock Food Corp.....EH 4303-4304
International Veterinary Supplies	������������AL 135
Investors Community Bank................... EH 4504
Investors Insurance Services................ EH 4504

J
J&D Manufacturing.......................EH 1101-1106
Jamesway Farm Equipment........ EH 3001-3106B
JanAire Curtains..................................... AR 432
Jaylor Fabricating.......................................TM D
JBS........................................................TC 870
JDJ Solutions....................................... EH 4013
Jenkins Iron and Steel..................... TM 718-719
Jetstream Genetics..........................AL 190-191
JMB North America................................ AR 493
Jobe Valves.................... EH 4013 & 4011-4113
John Deere.................................. TM M, N & OO
John Deere Financial................................MC 12
Johnson’s Innovations............................ AR 453
Jones Equipment Company..............TM 638-639
JOURDAIN S.A.S.....................................TC 940
JOZ..................................................AR 512-513
JT Boats Manure Agitators	������������������������ TM A

K
Kaiwaka Clothing........................ EH 6007-6008
Kansas Dept. of Agriculture............MC 45tt-46tt
Keenan....................................... EH 3201-3306
Kelly Ryan Equipment Company....... AR 400-402
KenAg................................................. EH 1803
Kent Feed....................................EH 2611-2712
Kestrel Weather Meters..........................TC 804
Kifco.....................................................TM 685
Kleen Test Products..............................EH 2715
Kozie’s Express Concessions	���������������� TM 782
Kraemer Wisconsin Cheese.................. EH 6111
KSI Supply..............................................AL 206
KTG - North America - CDP........................MC 55
Kuhn North America.................................TM E-F
Kunafin................................................ EH 1603

L
La Belle Colostrum............................... EH 3615
Labby..................................................... AL 210
Laboratoire M2.................................... EH 3404
LA-CO Industries..................................... AL 173
Laird Mfg........................................TM 636-637
Lakeshore Technical College................. MC 30tt
Lallemand Animal Nutrition.............. AR 494-495
Land O’Lakes.............................. EH 4412-4414
Larry Schultz, Artist..................... EH 4420-4421
LEDWisconsin.................................. AL 114-115
Legend Rubber...................................EH 4517.5
Lely........................... AR 461-483 & 499; TM I-J
Lemken USA................................... TM 706-707
Let’s Ride Boots & Apparel....................... TM AA
Linzmeier Business Solutions............... EH 5010
LiquiTube Marketing International	�����������TC 890
Livestock Exporters Assn USA	������������� EH 5000
Lone Star Enterprises.............................. EH S1
LOWE Equipment Attachments	�������������EH 1704
LSE Manufacturing................................... EH S1
LuckNow Products........................ TM 752-753B
LVI Litter Processors................................ EH S3

M
Madero Dairy Systems................ EH 1408-1509
Madison Business Improvement	���������� EH 4530
Magnation Water Technologies	���������������TC 827
MAI Animal Health................................ EH 2605
MAI/Genesis........................................ EH 3503
Malaysian Palm Oil Board.........................MC 39
Manitoba Forage and Grassland... EH 4214-4215
MAPAgri...................................................MC 13
MarginSmart........................................ EH 5010
Marloo Equipment.......................... TM 640-644
Masters Choice Hybrids............... EH 2417-2518
Mastitis Management Tools.............. AL 124-125
Maximus.................................................TC 895
McFinn Technologies............................ EH 3514
McLanahan Corporation..................TM 656-667
Mensch Manufacturing.................... TM 694-705
Merck Animal Health....................EH 2411-2513
Messer Repair & Fabricating............TM 698-699
Metalcraft by K........................................MC 63
Meyer Mfg. Corp........................................ TM P
Micro Technologies..................... EH 2606-2607

MicroMist Systems......................... AR 509-510
Micron Bio-Systems....................EH 3408-3509
Micronutrients..................................... EH 1204
Mid-State Equipment.................................. TM K
Midwest Sidewalls..................................TC 881
Midwestern BioAg........................EH 1811-1812
Midwestern Hoofcare...............................TM HH
milc group............................................ EH 5003
Milk Bar NZA................................... TC 825-826
Milk Specialties Global................ EH 3413-3414
Milker’s Helpers..........................EH 5008-5009
Milkplan SA................................ EH 4114-4115
Minitube USA.......................................... AL 214
Miraco........................................ EH 1815-1816
MISCO Refractometer.............................TC 822
Mistral............................................. AL 106-107
MJE Livestock Equipment........................TC 856
MLD Veterinary Suppliers.........................MC 44
Morris Concessions............................... TM 790
Motomco.................................................MC 14
MSW Plastics....................................... EH 1304
MTech Dairy Solutions................. EH 4415-4417
Multimin USA...............................EH 3511-3513
Munters Corporation.................... EH 1706-1707
MVE Chart.......................................AL 226-227
MWI Animal Health...................... EH 2606-2607
My Dairy Dashboard.................... EH 4425-4426
Mycogen Seeds...............................AR 476-478

N
Nasco.....................................................MC 1-8
National All-Jersey............................ AL 101-102
National Dairy Shrine..........................TM P1 DS
National Hay Association............. EH 4310-4312
NDEco.........................................EH 1415-1518
Nebraska Alfalfa Marketing Assn..... EH 2617-2618
Nebraska State Dairy Association	���������EH 2414
Nedap Livestock Management..... EH 1915-1916
Neogen Corporation.................... EH 3613-3614
Neptune Enterprises.......................TM 650-652
New Generation Genetics........................AL 187
New Holland.............................................. TM C
New Vision Ag and Specialties	����������������AL 212
New York Holstein Association.......... AL 192-193
New Zealand Fieldays Society...... EH 4011-4113
Nexgrow.................................................AR 472
NextGen Group................................TC 818-819
Nextire........................................... TC 800-801
Nooyen Manufacturing.............................MC 64
Normande Genetics................................TC 844
North American Normande Assn	�������������TC 842
North Brook Farms...................... EH 3813-3815
Northeast Iowa Dairy Foundation	���������� MC 29tt
Northern Biogas.........................................TM Q
Northern Dairy Equipment........... EH 1112-1114
Norwood Sales............................... TM 722-724
NovaVive................................................TC 859
Novita Nutrition.......................................TC 900
Novus International..................... EH 1403-1404
NRV......................................................EH 1703
Nu-Ag/Bosko.............................. EH 2603-2604
Nucor Building Systems...........................MC 43
Nuhn Industries.............................. TM 676-687
NuPulse.......................................EH 2811-2913
Nutech Biosciences....................EH 6300-6301

O
O&T Farms..........................................MC 57-58
Oak Ridge Foam & Coating Systems	���������� AR 497
Octaform Systems................................. AR 446
Olmix............................................... AL 106-107
Omega Naturals..................................MC 57-58
Onfarm Solutions........................ EH 1112-1114
Organic Valley..................................TC 857-858
Origination..............................................AL 215
Osseo Plastics & Supply...................... EH 4326
Oxbo International Corporation	�������������� AR 506

P
PACIFIL S.A.............................................TC 820
Page & Pedersen International	������������ EH 5007
Papa Ruben’s......................................... TM 793
Papillon Agricultural Company	���������������EH 2707
Passion Ag.............................................TC 865
Patz Corporation....................... EH 2113B-2316
Paul Mueller Company..................EH 1807-1909
Paul WERNER........................................ TM 714
Peach Teats......................................... EH 4013
Peak Forage Solutions............................. EH B-1
Penn. Center for Dairy Excellence	�����������AL 188
Pennsylvania Dept. of Agriculture	������������AL 188
Penta Equipment.............................TM 680-682
Performance Probiotics............... EH 3604-3605
Phibro Animal Health Corp........... EH 4516-4517
Pieper Automation & Electric	������������������TC 854
Pinnacle Climate Technologies..... EH 4201-4202
Pioneer........................................EH 2407-2509
Pipping Concrete.................................... AR 431
Pizza Hut............................................... TM 781
Polled Dairy Cattle.................................. AL 131
Poly Dome................................................. TM B
PortaCheck.......................................... EH 4209
Precision Hoof Care.................................TM HH
Prime Metal Buildings & Components	��������� EH 5011
Prioridad Lechera/Priority IAC.............. MC 72-73
Pro Chiller Systems.............................. EH 5004
ProActive Solutions USA....................... EH 3505
ProCROSS..............................................AL 108
Prof. Dairy Producers Foundation	���������� MC 67tt

Professional Dairy Producers of WI	������ EH 4427
Pro-Fit Show Supply................................... TM V
ProfitSource......................................... EH 2404
ProGentus.......................................AL 143-145
Progressive Pubs.... AR 441-442 & 458; EH 4400
Promat....................................... EH 1215-1318
Protekta......................................... TC 929-930
Protexia...........................................TC 852-853
Provimi.............................. TC 830-831; AR 518
Provita Animal Health........................... EH 1306
Provita Supplements.............................. AR 430
Puck...............................................TM 634-635
Puli-Sistem.................................... AL 176-176B
Purina Animal Nutrition................ EH 4412-4414
Purple Cow Gift Shop.................. EH 4518-4529

Q
QualiTech...................................EH 4405-4406
Quality Concessions.............................. TM 780
Quality Liquid Feeds....................EH 4329-4330
Quality Roasting................................... EH 3506
Quatro Boots/Skellerup....................AR 414-418

R
R Braun.......................................... TM 726-727
R&D LifeSciences........................EH 2713-2714
Ralco.......................................... EH 1208-1309
Raytec Manufacturing..............................MC 21
RCI Engineering.........................................TM O
Recon Technologies.................... EH 1112-1114
Red & White Dairy Cattle Assn	���������������� AL 161
Redback Boots USA.................................MC 85
Redmond Minerals................................. AR 420
Reed Footwear.................................AR 414-418
Renn Mill Center......................... EH 1913-1914
RESCO.....................................................MC 70
Ritchey Livestock ID.................................MC 53
Ritchie Industries........................ EH 1405-1407
River Valley Farm.........................TM Semex Tent
RJB Company...............................EH 1311-1314
Roll-O-Matic Curtains.......................AR 470-471
Rostech Electronics............................. EH 3603
Roth Mfg......................................... TC 906-936
Roto-Mix..................................... EH 3016-3318
Rovibec Agrisolutions.................. EH 3007-3309
RP Feed Components.................. EH 2615-2616
RPC-BPI Agriculture..................... EH 3606-3607
RSI Calf Systems...................................TM 645
Rubes Cartoons...................................... EH C-1

S
S.I. Feeders...............................................TM G
Safe-Trac Grooving................................. AR 445
SCCL................................................... EH 3405
Scherer..................................................TC 879
Schlueter Company.........EH 4016-4018 & 3916
Schwartz Mfg. Company..............EH 1108, TM H
Sealpro Silage Barrier Film.............. AR 490-491
Secco International...................... EH 1617-1718
Secure Covers.................................AR 414-418
Select Sires............. EH 4001-4103; AL 167-169
Semex........................................TM Semex Tent
Seneca Dairy Systems..................... TC 927-928
Serval Canada......................................EH 1703
Setric Best....................................... EH 4509.5
Seven Treasures...........................MC EB 1-EB 4
Sgariboldi.......................................TM 654-655
Shady Lane Curtains...............................TC 828
Shanghai Terrui International Trade	���TC 918-920
Shoof International.............................. EH 6302
Shredlage................................... EH 2603-2604
Sikkema Equipment.........................TC 921-923
Sila Grow Sales (BC)...............................AL 225
Silostop.......................................... AR 450-451
Sitrex.............................................TM 630-632
Skinner AgSolutions...................................TM Q
Slot Drain Systems.................................TC 896
Slurrystore.................................. EH 1201-1303
SMITH Surface-Prep Solutions	���������������� TC 871
SOFIVO...................................................AL 208
SomaDetect...........................................TC 880
SOP.................................................AL 180-181
South Dakota Dept. of Agriculture	�������� EH 4514
South Dakota State University........... EH 4513.6
Southern IL Scale...................................TC 948
Southwest WI Technical College	������������ MC 48tt
Soy Best..................................... EH 4210-4211
Spectrum Premium Non-GMO.......... AR 426-427
Sperm Processor Pvt.............................. AL 116
SSI Corporation................................... EH 2613
St. Jacobs ABC................................AL 153-155
Starbar....................................... EH 3411-3412
Steel Cow Gallery & Studios............... EH 4515B
StepRight Stockmanship...AL 109-111 & 184-186B
Steuart Labs............................................MC 86
STgenetics.... AL 146 & 156-158; EH 4212-4213
Stockyard Style................................TC 850-876
Structures Unlimited.............................. AR 456
Sundown Industries Corp..................... EH 1111
Sun-North Systems..................... EH 2608-2709
Superior Attachments..................... TC 944-946
Superior Mat & Comfort.................. TC 885-886
Supranusa Rubber..................................TC 942
Supreme International................. EH 3007-3309
Sure Step Consulting... AL 109-111 & 184-186B
Swissgenetics.............................TM Semex Tent
Synergy Metalworks........AL 109-111; 184-186B
Syngenta............................................... AR 496
Systems Technologies.............................TC 854

T
Tags4All Global................................AR 410-413
Tasco Dome Covered Structures	�������������TC 846
Teagle Machinery................................... EH S02
TechMix................................................EH 2716
Tenderfoot Products............................. EH 1307
The Country Today.................................. AR 435
The National Dairy FARM Program	�������� EH 4508
The Nutra-Glo Company...........................AL 200
Thunderstruck Ag Equipment............TC 852-853
Tie Down Engineering..............................TC 866
Timab Magnesium USA...........................AL 159
Tire Sidewall Depot.................................AR 516
Titan International............................TC 925-926
Toast Food Truck.................................... TM 792
Topcon Agriculture...........EH 1501-1502; MC 21
Trakrite Global................AL 109-111; 184-186B
Trakrite Services.............AL 109-111; 184-186B
Trans Ova Genetics..........................AL 143-145
TransAgra International............... EH 1109-1110
Trelleborg Wheel Systems Americas	���TM 728-729
TriCal Superior Forage.............................TC 892
Trident Processes...................................AR 425
Trioliet................... EH 2206-2307; TM 660-662
Triple Crown Products........................... EH 4510
Triple-Hil Sires........................................AL 123
Truck Supervisor................................ MC 80-81
Tuffy Tilt Tables......................................TM 688
Turner............................................. TC 863-889
Twin Mountain Fence Company	���������������TC 943
2Gamma.................................................MC 56

U
U.S. Screen Company.......................TM 716-717
Udder Comfort................................. AL 164-166
Udder Gun..........................................MC 22-23
Udder Tech..................................... AR 500-504
UNIFORM-Agri.......................................EH 1708
University of WI Cheese Stand... TM Cheese Stand
Up North Plastics................................. EH 3406
Upsi-Daisy Cow Lifter..............................TC 829
US Dairy Export Council...............EH 4320-4322
US Forage Research.... AR Forage Superbowl Area
USDA Farm Service Agency/NRCS	������� EH 4402
USDA NASS/AMS...................................... EH 4403
USDA-APHIS-VS.................................... EH 4401
UW-Extension Dairy Team...................... MC 21tt
UW-Madison CALS.........................MC 39tt-40tt
UW-Madison - Dairy Science.................. MC 37tt
UW-Madison Veterinary Medicine	���������� MC 41tt
UW-Platteville Agriculture...................... MC 35tt
UW-River Falls - CAFES.......................... MC 27tt

V
Validus.................................................. AR 467
Valley Agricultural Software......... EH 4331-4332
Valley Fudge and Candy........................ EH 6011
Valley Vet Supply......................................MC 40
Valmetal USA............................ EH 3001-3106B
Van Beek Natural Science........... EH 5001-5002
Vantage Dairy Supplies........................... AL 149
Vaughan Company.......................... AR 407-408
Ventec Canada.............................EH 4317-4319
Versa Corporation...........................TM 696-697
VES Environmental........ EH S5-S6; TC 861; TM W
Vets Plus.....................................EH 2713-2714
Vettec.................................................. EH 1607
Vilofoss.......................................... TC 929-930
Virtus Nutrition.................................... EH 4323
Vita Plus Corporation.................. EH 1801-1902
Volac International...................... EH 4203-4204
Volac Wilmar Feed Ingredients..... EH 4203-4204

W
Wagler & Associates................................MC 43
Wahl Clipper & Lister Shearing	���������������MC 1-8
Waikato Milking Systems NZ/USA.... EH 6101-6205
WeCover Structures.........................AR 507-508
Western Ag Enterprise..............................MC 11
Westwaard.......................................AR 421-423
Westway Feed Products...................... MC 75-76
Wetit Teat Spray Technology.............TC 913-914
WG Critical Care/Quartermaster......EH 4116-4118
Where Food Comes From........................ AR 467
WI Livestock ID Consortium.................. EH 4430
Wieser Concrete Products...............TM 658-669
Winfield United............................ EH 4412-4414
Wisconsin Beef Council........................ EH 4509
Wisconsin Cattlemen’s Assn.... EH 4509.6; TM 783
Wisconsin Cheese Makers Assn	������������EH 4423
Wisconsin DATCP................................. EH 4424
Wisconsin Farmers Union...................... MC 68tt
Wisconsin Holstein Association	��������������AL 104
W-L Alfalfa............................................EH 3707
Woodchuck Bedding Spreader	��������������� TM 649
World Forage Analysis Superbowl	��������� AR WFAS
World Wide Sires.................................MC 25-26
Worthington Industries..................... AL 132-133

X, Y, and Z
YES Equipment ....EH 2514-2516; TM 750B-752B
Y-Tex Corporation........................ EH 4014-4015
Yunker Plastics...................................... AR 480
Zeeland Farm Services............................AL 205
Zelpharma..............................................TC 860
Zero Lameness........................................TM HH
Zinpro Performance Minerals........EH 3611-3712
Zoetis......................................... EH 3811-3912
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Huvepharma............................... EH 3705-3706
Hygieia Biological Laboratories	���������������AL 126
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Set your World Dairy Expo schedule
October 1 to October 5
Commercial exhibits open daily
Tuesday through Friday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Monday, September 30

Main Events

8 a.m. National 4-H Dairy Cattle
Judging Contest, National Intercollegiate Dairy Cattle Judging
Contest, and International PostSecondary Dairy Cattle Judging
Contest, Coliseum
2 p.m. Showmanship Judges Clinic,
Coliseum
7 p.m. National 4-H, National
Intercollegiate, and International
Post-Secondary Dairy Cattle Judging Contests Banquet, Exhibition
Hall

Tuesday, October 1

Main Events

7:15 a.m. International Junior
Holstein Show, Coliseum
7:30 a.m. International Ayrshire
Show, Coliseum
8 a.m. FFA Judging Events, Sale
Pavilion, Exhibition Hall, and
Sheraton Hotel
3 p.m. International Jersey Show:
heifers, Coliseum
3 p.m. International Milking Shorthorn Show: heifers, Coliseum

Educational Forums

1 p.m. “Domestic and global
beverage trends: How U.S. dairy
innovation can seize the opportunity,” sponsored by Dairy Managment Inc.
Speakers: Paul Ziemnisky and
Kristina Alexander, Dairy Managment Inc., Exhibition Hall

Virtual Farm Tours

2 p.m. Kieler Farms Inc., Platteville, Wis., sponsored by GEA,
Exhibition Hall

Wednesday, October 2

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Jersey
Show: cows and groups, Coliseum
11 a.m. Mycogen Seeds Forage
Superbowl Awards Luncheon, Exhibition Hall
12:30 p.m. International Milking
Shorthorn Show: cows and groups,
Coliseum
2 p.m. International Brown Swiss
Show: heifers, Coliseum
4 p.m. Top of the World Jersey
Sale, Sale Pavilion
5 p.m. World Dairy Expo Welcome Reception, Exhibition Hall
7 p.m. Dinner with the Stars Recognition Banquet, Exhibition Hall

484

7:30 p.m. World Ayrshire Event
Sale, Sale Pavilion

Educational Forums

11 a.m. “What drives financial
success on a dairy,” sponsored by
McLanahan Corporation
Speaker: Steve Bodart, Compeer
Financial, Exhibition Hall
1 p.m. “The makeup of your milk
check,” sponsored by Page & Padersen
International Ltd.
Speaker:
Calvin
Covington,
Southeast Milk Inc., Exhibition Hall

Forage Seminars

10 a.m. “Interseeding alfalfa into
silage corn”
Speaker: John Grabber, U.S.
Dairy Forage Research Center,
Arena Building
1:30 p.m. “How we make dairyquality hay and baleage”
Speaker: Don Hasselquist, Forage
producer, Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tours

12 p.m. Moo-Riah Dairy, Melba,
Idaho, sponsored by Quality Liquid
Feeds Inc., Exhibition Hall
2 p.m. Aurora Ridge Dairy, Aurora, N.Y., sponsored by Semex,
Exhibition Hall

Virtual Farm Tours

12 p.m. Albright Jerseys LLC,
Willard, Ohio, sponsored by American Jersey Cattle Association,
Exhibition Hall
2 p.m. Richland Dairy LLC, Kenyon, Minn., sponsored by Lely,
Exhibition Hall

Thursday, October 3

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Brown Swiss
Show: cows and groups, Coliseum
1:30 p.m. International Guernsey
Show: heifers, Coliseum
1:30 p.m. International Red and
White Show: heifers, Coliseum
2 p.m. World Premier Brown
Swiss Sale, Sale Pavilion
5:30 p.m. National Dairy Shrine
Reception and Banquet, Exhibition
Hall
6 p.m. World Dairy Expo Youth
Showmanship Contest, Coliseum

Educational Forums

11 a.m. “Proactive management
practices to reduce antibiotic usage
on your dairy”
Speaker: Michael Capel, Perry
Veterinary Clinic, Exhibition Hall
1 p.m. “Climate change — reducing
the dairy industry’s carbon footprint
and greenhouse gas emissions,” sponsored by SOP S.r.l.
Speaker: Frank Mitloehner,
University of California-Davis, Exhibition Hall

Forage Seminars

10 a.m. “Corn silage hybrids: Cost
of digestible fiber”
Speaker: Mike Miller, William
H. Miner Agricultural Research
Institute, Arena Building
1:30 p.m. “Managing manure on
forage crops for economic and environmental benefits”
Speaker: Eric Young, U.S. Dairy
Forage Research Center, Arena
Building

ment of Agriculture, Exhibition Hall
2 p.m. Paulus Dairy LLC, Fredonia, Wis., sponsored by Select Sires
Inc., Exhibition Hall

Saturday, October 5

Main Events

Friday, October 4

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Guernsey
Show: cows and groups, Coliseum
7:30 a.m. International Red and
White Show: cows and groups,
Coliseum
12 p.m. International Holstein
Show: heifers, Coliseum
5 p.m. International Reception,
Exhibition Hall
7 p.m. World Classic 2019 Holstein
Sale, Coliseum

Educational Forums

11 a.m. “Why heifer maturity matters,” sponsored by Diamond V
Speaker: Gavin Staley, Diamond
V, Exhibition Hall
1 p.m. “Are you buying your milk
production?” sponsored by Quality
Liquid Feeds Inc.
Speaker: Bill Weiss, The Ohio
State University, Exhibition Hall

Forage Seminars

10 a.m. “Evaluating reduced-lignin alfalfa yield and quality across
the United States”
Speaker: Kim Cassida, Michigan
State University, Arena Building
1:30 p.m. “Incorporation of cereal-grain forages into rations for
lactating cows”
Speaker: Gonzalo Ferreira, Virginia Tech, Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tours

12 p.m. Ratliff Jerseys, Garnett,
Kan., sponsored by Kansas Depart-

7:30 a.m. International Holstein
Show: cows and groups, Coliseum
4 p.m. Parade of Champions and
Selection of 2019 Supreme Champions, Coliseum
5:30 p.m. World Dairy Expo closes

Educational Forum

11 a.m. “Dairy farm financial decision making in turbulent times,”
sponsored by Feed Supervisor
Software
Speaker: Chris Wolf, Cornell
University, Exhibition Hall

Forage Seminar

10 a.m. “Getting the most out of
your rations: Feed and nitrogen
efficiency”
Speaker: Geoff Zanton, U.S.
Dairy Forage Research Center,
Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tour

12 p.m. Fischer Clark Dairy,
Hatley, Wis., sponsored by Allf lex
Livestock Intelligence, Exhibition
Hall

Debuting this year will be more
educational sessions as part of
the 2019 Knowledge Nook. Up to
five presentations will be given
each day in the atrium of the
Exhibition Hall. For more information on these sessions, visit
on.hoards.com/KnowledgeNook.
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WORLD DAIRY EXPO
Service office
Restrooms

Concessions

Restrooms

Restrooms

Restrooms

Restrooms

1418 1518

1618 1718

1818 1918

2018 2118 2118B 2218 2318

2418 2518

2618 2718

2

1117

1217 1317

1417 1517

1617 1717

1817 1917

2017 2117 2117B 2217 2317
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2

1116

1216 1316
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1616 1716

1816 1916

2016 2116 2116B 2216 2316
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2

1115

1215 1315

1415 1515

1615 1715

1815 1915

2015 2115 2115B 2215 2315
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2

1114
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1614 1714

1814 1914

2014 2114 2114B 2214 2314
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2

1113
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1413 1513

1613 1713

1813 1913

2013 2113 2113B 2213 2313
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SSI 2613 2713
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1212 1312

1412 1512

1612 1712

1812 1912

2012 2112 2112B 2212 2312
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2
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2
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2
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2

1207 1307
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1607 1707

1807 1907

2007 2107 2107B 2207 2307
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2
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1806 1906

2006 2106 2106B 2206 2306
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2
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1605 1705

1805 1905

2005 2105 2105B 2205 2305
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2
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1604 1704

1804 1904

2004 2104 2104B 2204 2304
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1603 1703

1803 1903

2003 2103 2103B 2203 2303
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1402 1502

1602 1702

1802 1902

2002 2102 2102B 2202 2302
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2
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2

4301 4302 4303 4304 4305 4306 4307 4308 4309 4310 4311 4312 CR03
International
Stock Food
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6001

6101 6201

6303
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Concessions

Restrooms
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Mendota 1
Virtual Farm Tours

Restrooms
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Disinfection
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genomics,” Lohuis emphasized.
“Why do we continue to focus on so few families?” he asked. “Part of it is our expectations
have gone up. There are so many bulls to choose
from, and we have more traits, so now as farmers,
we want to have a bull that has it all. The A.I.
industry has responded by only selecting bulls
that meet those exacting standards. So, we end
up with fewer and fewer bloodlines, and this will
be a problem in the long run.”
Lohuis explained that inbreeding depression
can affect traits from fat yield to productive life,
with up to 13 days of productive life lost per every
1 percent gain in inbreeding.
Is inbreeding always bad?
“In terms of science, it depends on which sections of the genome are homozygous. Before
genomics, we looked at pedigree inbreeding but
did not know if it was ‘good’ inbreeding or ‘bad’
inbreeding,” said Lohuis. “Inbreeding can have
a negative impact, reducing fertility and production, creating higher probability of genetic defects
and disease, and creating loss of between-family
genetic variation — which ultimately reduces the
potential for long-term genetic gain,” he said.
“On the flip side, inbreeding can create more
uniformity in the best regions, ‘fix’ most desirable
alleles, ‘purge’ most undesirable alleles, and create more potential for hybrid vigor in crosses.
“The question, though, is what are we sacrificing long term?” he remarked.
Overall, Lohuis gave genetic diversity a C
minus. “There is still too much focus on too few
bloodlines, and we know that inbreeding is
increasing but cannot fully determine if it is a
problem,” he said. “In the end, we are probably
sacrificing too much long-term progress.”

Genomics still has a ways to go
While genetic progress has been enhanced, on-farm testing, genetic diversity,
understanding the genotype to phenotype relationship, and meeting consumer
expectations all deserve more attention.
by Ashley Yager

The author is a freelance writer who dairy farms with her family in
Highland, Wis.
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Understanding the genotype to phenotype relationship topic focused on identifying genotypes
that change the phenotype.
“When we started down this path, we thought
okay, this genomic tool is going to help us understand where all the genetic variation is coming
from. What’s causing a bad trait?” he said. “As
it turns out, maybe it’s a little more complicated
than we thought.
“We essentially still have a ‘black box.’ We don’t
necessarily know all the genes that are positive;
we just have a very good tool for assessing the
genome as a whole and coming up with a breeding
value. We really haven’t improved on the black
box approach yet,” he said.
Lohuis emphasized that the single nucleotide

Genetic diversity is definitely becoming a growing
concern among breeders industry-wide.
“When we started utilizing genomic testing
as an industry, the thought was there would be
more candidates for selection and that would
improve diversity,” the animal geneticist said.
“In theory, we should have been selecting animals from a lot of different families. That has
not been happening, as the rate of inbreeding
in general has almost doubled in the period of

Genetic diversity after accounting for inbreeding
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The next logical place to evaluate genomics is
on-farm testing.
“It’s no surprise that 100 percent of the bull
population is now being genomically tested,” he
said. “There are 600,000 females tested per year,
with an impressive uphill curve since 2008. There
are 650,000 of the 4.2 million heifers born each
year now tested, which accounts for 15 percent of
the population.”
Lohuis says it could be a lot better, and one of
the big reasons for testing is animal identification, particularly in large herds. “When these
herds start genomic testing, they often realize
animal ID was much less accurate than they initially thought,” he said. “Testing has the ability to
sharpen identification and provide producers the
opportunity to utilize their data in other areas,
such as culling decisions.
“Genomics, as a tool, truly tells more about
what you can do with your herd. Genomics can
aid in selecting the best cows to use for in vitro
fertilization (IVF) or a sexed program, whether
they should get conventional or beef semen or be
culled,” Lohuis said. “With the advent of sexed
semen, there’s much more opportunity to use beef

Received a “D”

Inbreeding is on the rise

1990

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Back to the report card

on the bottom portion of the herd.”
Overall, “on-farm testing” received a grade of
C. This service has improved animal identification, but many farms are only using their genomic
results as a tool for culling. On-farm genomic
testing is still a tool that is sorely underused.

Average inbreeding

T

HERE is no doubt that genomics has
made significant inroads with over 3
million dairy animals being tested in
the past decade. However, the science
of comparing DNA to observed and predicted animal performance could still do so much more.
To delve deeper into those ideas, Michael
Lohuis, who heads up Research and Innovation
at Semex Alliance, spoke about the issue during
the National Genetics Conference held earlier this
summer in Appleton, Wis.

Source: Forutan et al., BMC Genomics 2018
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polymorphism (SNP) profile is just a start. “We
still don’t fully understand the protein pathway
variation. Nonadditive genetic variation is difficult to predict, especially as it pertains to heterosis and inbreeding depression,” he said. “Few
additional causative mutations have been found.
“We have been able to identify some undesirable
haplotypes, such as HH1 through HH6 in the
Holstein breed, but the list is unimpressive for 10
years of work,” said Lohuis. There is still much
more work to be done.
With that said, Lohuis graded this category a
D, as genomics have overpromised and underdelivered. The genotype to phenotype path is very
complex, but there have been some discoveries made for disease traits. Expect much more
improvement in the category in the next 10 years.

Food matters most
The final category on the scorecard was meeting consumer expectations. In short, producing
products that consumers value.
“Consumers expect safe and affordable food,
and they expect it to be good for the environment.
While higher productivity per cow is good for the
environment, that may be something we as an
industry have not communicated well,” he said.
“Consumers want hormone and antibiotic free, no
cruelty to animals, and more choice. They want
taste, variety, locally produced, and the list goes
on. We’ve been slow to recognize that consumer
expectations have changed in the last 10 years
and we need to do a better job responding.

“One of the things we have done very well is
improve production efficiency for the environment,” he said. “We have better feed efficiency,
as milk yield has increased faster than dry matter intake through the years. Dairy produces less
greenhouse gas per kilogram of product produced
than pigs and broilers. We can do a much better
job talking about the improvements we’ve made
in greenhouse gas emissions: We are down 31
percent from 1990 to 2012.”
In this final subject, Lohuis graded it a D minus.
“Genomics has provided improved health and reproduction, but little effort has been exerted on direct
value for consumers . . . with A2A2 protein being the
Subject

Grade

exception. We have, however, made milk more sustainable, but that has been done unintentionally.”
The report card may not be all A’s, but Lohuis
believes we should feel good about what we have
done, and for the most part, genomics has been a
rousing success. “In the future, though, we can do
a much better job paying attention to consumers,
considering the competition we face in the grocery
stores,” said the big-picture geneticist.
THE 10-YEAR REPORT CARD ON GENOMICS
Last issue: High grades on two fronts
This issue: Genomics still has a ways to go

Objective

Comments

Genomic evaluation

A-

Provide relatively accurate
genomic rankings

• Application of theory relatively quickly
• Very quick uptake of new technology
• Perhaps too much instability in top animals

Genetic improvement

A+

Make faster genetic
improvement

• Doubled or tripled genetic progress
• Significant progress on low h2 traits
• Great return on investment

On-farm testing

C

Develop genomic tests
for on-farm use

• On-farm genomic testing is still underused
• Improved animal ID
• Many farms only using results for culling

Genetic diversity

C-

Preserve genetic variation
for future use

• Too much focus on too few bloodlines
• Inbreeding is increasing but is it a problem?
• Probably sacrificing long-term progress

Understanding genotype
to phenotype

D

Identify genotypes that
change phenotype

• Overpromised and underdelivered
• Genotype to phenotype path is very complex
• Some genes identified for disease traits

Meeting consumer
expectations

D-

Produce products that
consumers value

• Improved health and reproduction, but little effort
(A2A2 is exception) on direct value for consumers
• Made milk more sustainable (unintentionally)

FAST, COMPLETE MIXING AND PROCESSING

VISIT US AT

WORLD DAIRY EXPO

OCTOBER 1 - 5 • MADISON, WI • LOT TM E,F

VT 100 GII SERIES VERTICAL MAXX

®

• Rugged front and side conveyors (belt or chain and slat) for reliable service and long life
• Advanced auger design for superior feed movement and auger clean off
• Efficient mixing chamber promotes
a fast, complete mix
www.KuhnNorthAmerica.com
• Front, side and rear discharge options offer maximum versatility

320 – 760 cu. ft. mixing capacities

INVEST IN QUALITY ®

KuhnNorthAmerica.com
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MILK CULTURES MEAN MORE

or Manure Management Plan is in place. Waste
milk may cause a disruption to biological systems if it is dumped into drains or released into
surface water. Fenton recommended contacting
regulatory agencies to discuss the process and
permits for your area.
Additionally, feeding waste milk to calves is
an option. It’s one that’s commonly taken advantage of on many farms. Other livestock species
such as pigs might also provide a pathway for
waste milk removal as long as it is suitable as
animal feed. Evaluating waste milk for use or
disposal can potentially boost milk value.

ANTIBIOTICS: A DECAYING DEFENSE
For many years, a long-term, subtherapeutic dose of broad-spectrum antibiotic was used
on some farms to prevent disease and support
weight gain. The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Veterinary Feed Directive (VFD)
has since restricted such a practice. The Miner
Institute’s Cari Reynolds recently addressed
antibiotic usage in their monthly Farm Report.
Cautiously medicating animals may have prevented certain illnesses and promoted growth,
but it also attributed to certain resistant strains
in common bacteria such as E. coli, Klebsiella,
salmonella, and so forth. These antibiotics’
effectiveness is reduced considering that they
are also used to treat humans. If this continued,
limited treatment options for both humans and

Whole cottonseed prices are likely at or near
their seasonal high. Traditionally, a moderateto-firm sell-off develops during September,
potentially pulling cottonseed prices lower by
as much as $20 to $30 per ton. Weather conditions and continuing trade issues hovering over
the market may limit late fall moves, but price
spreads between soybean meal and whole cottonseed are expected to significantly widen in
the near future. When this happens, it may be
a good time to work with feed providers to lock
in a portion of late 2019 or early 2020 whole
cottonseed needs.
—Rick Kment, DTN Dairy Analyst

WASTE MILK HAS TO GO SOMEWHERE
Every day farms create a certain amount of
unsaleable milk, and it’s necessary to have a
plan for that waste milk. According to Pennsylvania State University’s Ginger Fenton, dairy
extension educator, outlining a route for waste
milk can prevent potential spread of pathogens
and other biosecurity concerns.
Whether waste milk originates from whey byproducts, waste water, nonsaleable milk, or some
other source, it can be used on farm. If storage
allows, adding waste milk to the manure storage system for eventual land application is an
option as long as a Nutrient Management Plan

Dec

energy sources that won’t cause irritability to
the calf’s intestines is also important.
He advised not to withhold milk from a scouring calf, and even encouraged feeding an extra
meal to aid in recovery. On the farm, a clothes
pin can be placed on the calf’s pen or hutch to
signal fellow employees to continually evaluate
their well-being. To view the webinar, please
visit on.hoards.com/WB_070819.

$345
$325
$305
$285
$265
$245
$225
$205
$185
$165
Oct

Even though diarrhea is a leading cause
of calf mortality on farms, it isn’t the disease directly that causes death, but rather the
impact it has on a calf’s body. The primary
issue is dehydration — the loss of body fluids.
Calves are extremely vulnerable to dehydration
because of their limited fat reserves.
“Be very aggressive in replacing fluids,” encouraged Geof Smith, a veterinarian at North Carolina
State University, during a July Hoard’s Dairyman
webinar titled “Treating diarrhea in dairy calves.”
The most obvious sign of dehydration is loose
manure, but observing results of the skin tent test
can also indicate the level of severity.
Smith recommended that treatment goals
include correcting dehydration, replenishing
electrolytes, stabilizing acid-base digestive
abnormalities, and providing nutritional support. “Do not assume all electrolytes can be fed
in milk,” Smith cautioned. Analyzing sodium,
potassium, and chloride levels in addition to

Soybean meal vs. whole cottonseed price

Nov

DETECT DEHYDRATED CALVES

Whole cottonseed prices have climbed $90 per
ton this summer on heightened demand ahead
of the upcoming 2019 harvest. Currently, whole
cottonseed prices are trading at their highest level since the summer of 2016, and traders
expect additional market movement through the
end of the year.

Aug

Those that survived after 50 days were included in
the analyses. Twice-weekly health exams included
a clinical respiratory score, ultrasound score
(based on lung mass involved), and body weight.
The study, which was published in the Journal of Dairy Science, concluded that calves with
lung consolidation at their first BRD had a lower
ADG than calves without lung consolidation.
This was the same for calves that had clinical
signs with their first BRD than those without
clinical signs. The researchers suggested that
ultrasound scoring and clinical scoring systems
be implemented in calf-rearing programs to
identify those at risk for poor growth.

Sep

Bovine respiratory disease (BRD) is one of the
leading factors of heifer death during the preweaning period. Long-term effects of BRD include
decreased survival to first calving and lost milk
production. A cohort study, conducted by the
Department of Dairy Science, Department of Medical Sciences, and School of Veterinary Medicine at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, identified a
cut point on a six-level ultrasound score at which
average daily gain (ADG) is affected. The study
also examined whether there is any added value in
utilizing a clinical respiratory score (CRS).
Calves from a commercial herd in Ohio were
enrolled at entry to an automated calf feeder barn.

WHOLE COTTONSEED PRICES RALLY

$ per ton

BOVINE RESPIRATORY DISEASE SLOWS CALF GROWTH

animals would result because of the resistance.
Reynolds mentioned that a more controlled
approach to antibiotics creates less resistance
and a more positive face for agriculture.
Instead of just broadly treating at an initial
sign of illness, taking the right treatment into
consideration — for the right animal, and at the
right time — can aid to determine a more efficient course of treatment. Reynolds explained
that many studies conducted to determine
economic impact of more sound antibiotic use
reported savings of approximately $20 to $60
per cow each year. It results in less milk kept
out of the tank, decreased withdrawal time,
fewer dollars spent on veterinarians, and more
money kept in producers’ pockets.

To effectively treat clinical mastitis, the causing organism must be identified. University of
Kentucky’s Donna Amaral-Phillips recommended
strategies for obtaining an accurate milk culture
and how to best move forward with the results.
Sterile milk samples should be collected after teats
are cleaned by a single-use alcohol pad. If samples are
to be plated off-farm, they should be stored in a cool
environment to reach the lab within 24 hours. Contaminated milk samples that are labeled “overgrown”
or “no growth” upon receiving results may cause frustration. “Overgrown” results occur more often because
the milk sample became tainted during collection.
After determining the pathogen, and treatment
has been administered, another milk sample should
be tested approximately two weeks postclinical
symptoms to evaluate effectiveness. Establishing
the causes of mastitis in the herd can help veterinarians develop treatment protocols for future use.

DAIRY FARM EMPLOYEE COMFORT
In many regions, heat stress lingers for a significant portion of the year. According to Izabella Toledo in the University of Florida’s Dairy
Update, it’s not only important to take extra
measures to protect dairy cows, but also farm
employees during stressful weather conditions.
Although many modern dairy farms have
shade, ventilation, and even air conditioning,
there are still activities that require physical
labor in hot environments. Some strategies that
may prevent employee heat stress include acclimatizing new employees to weather over time,
providing more frequent rest periods, installing more ventilation, encouraging employees to
wear breathable clothing, and scheduling outside tasks at cooler times of the day.
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Put practices in place

THIS DEMONSTRATION SHOWED THAT AN ALKALINE
FOAMING DETERGENT used properly can dramatically
reduce bacterial load even before a disinfectant is applied.

Sockett provided cleaning and sanitizing
protocols for calf pens and trailers. He recommended implementing a protocol that incorporates these steps into your regular routine.
It is important that livestock trailers and
calf pens be properly cleaned before the disinfectant is applied. High-pressure washing should not be used because of the risk
of cross-contamination of the environment.
More importantly, livestock owners and managers should understand that while highpressure washing removes debris such as
dried fecal material, it does not consistently
remove biofilms. Biofilm removal is an essential and vital component of proper cleaning.
1. Remove all bedding material
After the bedding material has been
removed, use a barn broom to sweep up the
remaining feed, dust, and organic debris.

The cleaning step is
so important
Before you can disinfect buildings or equipment, you must start
with properly cleaned surfaces.
by Abby Bauer

F

ARM life is a busy life, and it is
hard to fit everything into a day
that needs to be done. However,
to keep the animals on the farm
healthy — especially calves — cleaning and
disinfection are really two steps that shouldn’t
be skipped.
People may assume that disinfection kills the
most bacteria, but according to veterinarian
Donald Sockett with the Wisconsin Veterinary
Diagnostic Laboratory, that is not the case.
“The choice of disinfectant is far less important than the cleaning step,” he said. “Cleaning
is 10 times more important than disinfecting.”

BAUER
The author is an associate editor
for Hoard’s Dairyman.

Sockett addressed proper cleaning and
disinfecting protocols during a Professional
Dairy Producers of Wisconsin (PDPW) Calf
Care Connection workshop held in Fennimore,
Wis. He talked about biofilm, the habitat in
which bacteria live.
“It’s microscopic; you can’t see it,” he
explained. Almost all bacteria (90 to 99 percent) are sessile, which means they are static
organisms attached to surfaces, usually associated with a biofilm.
Unfortunately, a lot of disinfectants are
formulated to work on planktonic bacteria,

which are free-floating or swimming organisms in an aquatic environment. “Most disinfectants have minimal activity against
biofilms,” Sockett said.
In addition, farm environments provide
plenty of nutrition for bacteria in biofilms to
thrive on. This underscores the importance of
proper cleaning and disinfection.

The numbers don’t lie
With help from an audience volunteer,
Sockett cleaned and disinfected a spot on the
floor of an automobile shop classroom during
his presentation.
Sockett utilized an ATP (adenosine triphosphate) meter to evaluate the cleanliness
of the surface before and after the exercise.
The original score before the cleaning step
was 565 RLU (relative light units). The
higher the RLU, the more bacteria that is
present on the surface.
After washing the floor following Sockett’s
recommendations (similar to what is listed
in the sidebar), he tested the floor again. The
number fell to 10 after that cleaning step.
That means cleaning removed 98 percent of
the organic load in just one step.
“Doesn’t that just knock your socks off?”
marveled Sockett.
Following the sanitation step (also listed in
the sidebar), the ATP meter was used again,
yielding a result of just 2 RLU. After cleaning and disinfection, 99 percent of the organic
load on the floor was removed. Sockett said
it was amazing what proper cleaning and
sanitation can do to remove bacteria, and he
emphasized that it is not too difficult to do.

3. Alkaline foam cleaning
Apply an alkaline (pH 11 to 12) foaming
detergent using either a hand-held airless
foamer or an air-driven foamer.
Start at the lowest point of the livestock
trailer or calf pen and finish at the highest
point. Apply the alkaline foaming detergent
evenly to all the surfaces. Use plastic pH
indicator strips to verify that the pH of the
alkaline foaming detergent is correct.
4. Soak
Allow the detergent to soak for at least 10
to 15 minutes. Do not allow the foaming,
alkaline detergent to dry.
5. Rinse
Rinse thoroughly with water, using a garden
hose going from the highest point to the lowest
point of the calf pen or livestock trailer.
6. Acid foam cleaning
Apply an acid (pH 3 to 4) foaming detergent
using either a hand-held airless foamer or an
air-driven foamer.
Start at the lowest point of the livestock
trailer or calf pen and finish at the highest
point. Apply the acid foaming detergent evenly
to all the surfaces. Using pH indicator strips,
verify the pH of the detergent is correct.
7. Soak
Again, let everything soak at least 10 to
15 minutes. Do not allow the foaming acid
detergent to dry.
8. Rinse
Rinse thoroughly with water using a garden
hose, going from the highest point to the lowest point of the calf pen or livestock trailer.
9. Dry
Allow the calf pen or livestock trailer to completely dry before the disinfectant is applied.
10. Disinfection
Twelve to 24 hours prior to use, disinfect the
calf pen or livestock trailer with a 250-ppm
solution of chlorine dioxide, going from the highest point to the lowest point. There should be
five to 10 minutes of contact time.
A hand-held sprayer with rubber (Viton, for
example) seals or an airless foam applicator
can be used to apply the chlorine dioxide. It is
vital that the working concentration of chlorine
dioxide be verified with plastic test strips.
When using chlorine dioxide at concentrations of greater than 200 ppm, wear protective
eyewear and an R95 approved particulate respirator mask that is carbon lined (gray color).
The masks can be obtained in the paint section of any local hardware store.
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2. Soak with water
Thoroughly wet the calf pen or livestock
trailer with water using a garden hose. Apply
the water starting at the highest point and ending at the lowest point such as a floor drain.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN FARM

DO CO-OPS NEED TO TAKE EVERY DROP OF MILK?

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

MOST of us in the dairy industry are
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Michigan’s neighbor, Wisconsin — separated only by Lake Michigan and America’s
frustrated, if not absolutely mad, about
third-largest city, Chicago — had a $16.27
our economic plight. Farmers are working
mailbox price. That payout was a meager
as hard as ever, and many in our midst
8 cents above the federal order uniform
have had to borrow money just to continue
prices. While paltry
milking cows. This,
of course, has been Tight capacity and over supply premiums existed in
2018, that’s a far cry
due to pitiful milk
have beaten down prices.
from the 71-cent preprices that have been
mium Badger State farmers received in
further pruned by falling premiums and
milk checks just four years earlier.
negative producer price differentials.
Regrettably, Michigan’s story has
A great deal of U.S. milk has been
become the norm as milk searches for a
priced under Federal Milk Market Order
processing home. That’s because only five
standards that, in theory, should provide
of the 19 U.S. regions collecting mailbox
some price protections. However, those
prices reported milk checks above the
standards apply to pooled manufacturing
uniform or blend prices for its respective
plants buying milk from independent proFederal Milk Marketing Order.
ducers. The prices paid by manufacturing
What’s the solution?
plants buying milk through a cooperative
Historically, co-ops have taken every drop
or processed in a cooperative-owned plant
of milk from members and then found a
do not require audits to ensure federal
home for it. That may no longer be acceptorder minimums. Since the prices are
able moving forward. Some co-ops have
not enforced by the federal order system
already created supply controls to limit
in those situations, co-ops . . . on behalf
new milk within the entire co-op or within
of their farmer owners . . . and processors
a co-op region. From a national perspective,
can negotiate milk prices.
that hasn’t been near enough action.
For dairy farmers, that means higher
To move forward, cooperative leadership
milk prices when processors are chasing
must find more efficient avenues to market
milk. Such was the case in 2013 and 2014,
milk and balance supply and demand. That
when roughly half of all regions reporting
likely will require competing cooperatives
mailbox prices had pay prices far higher
to work far more closely than ever before to
than the Federal Milk Marketing Order
create highly coordinated supply chains.
blend price. That extra-milk-price basis
Compared to poultry, hogs, and sugar
meant that those purchasing milk were
beets that have coordinated supply chains,
paying premiums, and federal order prodairy’s collective supply chain remains
ducer price differentials were fully intact.
rather uncoordinated. There is a trade-off,
The tables have turned 180 degrees — it’s
however, as that coordination sometimes
a buyer’s market. These days, milk is chascomes with vertical integration.
ing plants as opposed to plants chasing
As for handling the oversupply of milk,
milk. That leaves cooperatives in a precarievery time a cooperative under prices
ous situation of trying to juggle both busimilk to gain a market or simply find a
ness ends — purchasing farmers’ milk and
home for that milk, all dairy farmers sufselling or processing that milk.
fer from marginalized milk checks.
Milk being sold under Federal Milk MarMilk buyers play a role, too.
keting Order class prices has become all too
These processors must fairly compensate
frequent these days. The situation is driven
co-ops for the costs involved with balancby record-high milk volumes, tight processing the ebbs and flows of the nation’s milk
ing capacity, longer milk hauling distances,
supply. From our vantage point, it’s been
higher transportation costs, and some
a largely unfunded mandate borne on the
countries placing retaliatory tariffs on U.S.
backs of farmer-owned cooperatives.
dairy products. These factors sucked the
Lastly, we have received a great deal of
premiums and producer price differentials
correspondence laying our nation’s milk
right out of milk checks, leaving us gasping
price woes firmly at the feet of co-op manfor life-saving financial oxygen.
agement. While an easy target, we believe
The extreme example is Michigan, where
that assessment is somewhat unfair. We
its burgeoning milk supply hit the tidal
believe most cooperative managers get
wave of insufficient plant capacity. In 2018,
up every morning and ask themselves
the Wolverine state’s mailbox price netted
whether they are doing all that they can
$14.17 — that was $2.30 per hundredweight
for their producer members. Given the
below the Mideast Federal Milk Marketing
cards dealt to those leaders, it’s been chalOrder’s uniform milk price at market averlenging to create a winning hand.
age butterfat and protein content.

CORN SILAGE UNDERPINS
DAIRY RATIONS

W

HEN it comes to the on-farm forage
marathon, corn silage has lengthened its
lead over alfalfa as a staple in dairy rations.
While alfalfa still plays a pivotal role by
delivering important nutrients to dairy
cows, corn silage packs more punch due to
higher crop yields and more postharvest
nutrition advancements in recent decades.
Just 20 years ago, alfalfa and corn
silage were in the same league, with 94.5
million tons of corn silage and 82 million tons of alfalfa harvested from America’s farm fields. During the ensuing two
decades, corn silage tonnage catapulted to
121.4 million tons, while alfalfa fell well
off the pace at 52.6 million tons last year.
From 1998 to 2018, corn silage yields
climbed from 16 to 20 tons per acre. Meanwhile, alfalfa stalemated in the mid-3.5ton-per-acre window. Those numbers reveal
that corn silage delivered 28.4 percent more
forage on just 3.3 percent more acres.
Yield is just part of the story.
Today’s corn silage delivers more milk
per ton, as well. That milk-making punch
was partially possible due to silage-specific hybrids such as brown midrib (BMR).
As hybrids were reaching farms, kernel
processing improved the cow’s utilization
of starch. Initially, forage and nutrition
specialists theorized that simply cracking or “nicking” the kernel would allow
rumen bugs a better gateway for digestion. As the knowledge expanded, USDA
Dairy Forage Research Center specialists learned that far more substantial
processing benefited rumen microbes,
and that led to the development of the
kernel processing score (KPS).
The third game changer involved fermentation. With the kernels cracked,
dairy specialists and farmers alike
determined that corn silage stored at
least three to four months made more
milk. The extended fermentation benefits
provided by enhanced kernel digestibility
continue to gather momentum for up to
eight months provided kernel processing
scores are in the 70-plus percent range.
While the newly implemented alfalfa
checkoff will help propel innovation, corn
silage has a big lead in the forage race. It’s
likely innovative research on high-cut corn
silage to improve both fiber digestibility and
starch concentration may even enhance its
role. Better hybrids and improved machinery could extend the lead further.
But the biggest driver may be the high
yields corn silage can deliver in close proximity to the dairy farm itself. It’s that
quality that will propel the crop further as
the forage of choice on larger dairy farms.

134 YEARS AGO
If we put the stalk and
the ear in the silo at the
glazing period, we then
reach the sum of the
combined feeding value
of both of them, and get
a larger return of feed
from the silo than we
would if we undertook
to feed the ear separate
and then have the poor
stalk separate.
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QUESTIONS FROM OUR READERS

Progressive by Nature.
Safety by Design.

safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day
safety day safety day safety day safety day safety day

Feed calves enough fiber
Is it still beneficial to include
fiber sources in a calf starter if
we are feeding a fiber source like
finely ground straw to the calves
mixed into the calf starter?
CANADA

J. G.

In our work at the University of
Guelph comparing chopped hay versus ground hay (in addition to feeding starter), we demonstrated that
the physical effectiveness of the
chopped hay contributed to greater
intake and feed digestibility postweaning. This suggests to me that
the benefit of forage comes from the
physical effectiveness (unless the
particle size is too long, which may
encourage sorting); thus, it would
not be recommended to include
ground straw mixed with starter, as
it is too small in particle size to provide any physical effectiveness.
At the end of the day, you want to
ensure that the entire diet (starter
and forage mix) contains sufficient
fiber for the calf. So, if providing a
forage source (at less than 5 percent
of total solid feed dry matter intake),
you want to make sure that the
starter has sufficient fiber to meet
the total requirements of the calf.
		 —TREVOR DEVRIES		
		

University of Guelph

—MIKE HUTJENS
		 University of Illinois 		
			

Cutting height options
I’ve read that while alfalfa
can be mowed to a 2-inch stubble height, cool-season grasses
shouldn’t be mowed tighter than
3 or 4 inches. What’s the best
mowing height for my alfalfagrass fields?
NEW YORK

The 200-pound rule
Does the “200-pound rule”
(pounds of peak milk times 200
equals the total lactation potential milk yield) apply to today’s
higher producing cows?
IDAHO

herds at 23,000 pounds was 290 for
first lactation cows. Second lactation
cows averaging 26,000 pounds were
at 230 pounds peak milk, and herds
producing 30,000 pounds were at
220 pounds of peak milk. The differences between herds from 21,000 to
30,000 pounds were similar, which
surprised us.
Jersey herds had similar ratios of
peak milk in each lactation group
number (first lactation peak milk
was 290 pounds for Jerseys, second
lactation cows were at 240 pounds,
and third lactation plus Jerseys
were at 220 pounds of peak milk).
Herd average ratios were similar in
Jersey herds from 17,000 to 21,000
pounds (and this compared to Holstein herds). To see published data,
review “How does your farm measure up?” in the Hoard’s Dairyman
August 25, 2018, issue, on page 491.

G. L.

The North Carolina Dairy Records
Processing Center at Raleigh summarized Holstein and Jersey herd
production groups based on their
rolling herd averages in December 2016. We calculated the ratio of
peak milk compared to their rolling
herd average by lactation number
(first, second, and third-plus).
The pounds of peak milk ratio for

We prosper thanks to our
partnerships!

on farms, ranches and in rural communities
through a variety of hands-on activities and
demonstrations.
For 25 years, ongoing support from sponsors and dedicated volunteers have allowed Sobering statistics reveal that every three
days a child dies and every day 33 children
the Progressive Agriculture Safety Day®
are injured in agriculture-related incidents.
program to impact more than 1.7 million
children and adults. Our program has grown The Progressive Agriculture Safety Day®
program provides the education, training
to be recognized as the largest rural safety
and health education program for children and resources to make farm and ranch life
safer and healthier for children and their
in North America.
communities.
Last year, 380 Progressive Agriculture
It’s easy to get involved.
Safety Days® were held in communities
Contact us to find out how you, your
across the U.S., Canada, and American
organization or your community can join
Samoa. These Safety Days taught nearly
100,000 children and adults how to stay safe the effort to make our vision, “No child
would become ill, injured or die from farm,
ranch and rural activities” a reality at
888-257-3529 or www.progressiveag.org.
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R. W.

That depends in part on whether
you want your cutting management
to favor the alfalfa or the grass.
Mowing at 2-inches will reduce
grass regrowth, and in some cases
(particularly in seeding-year reed
canarygrass), it may kill the plants.
Raising the cutterbar to a 3- to
4-inch height (4 inches during the
seeding year) will have minimal
impact on forage quality but obviously will reduce yield. A “happy
medium” would be 3-inch stubble
height after grass plants become
well established.
		

©2019 Progressive Agriculture Foundation

Webinars

—EV THOMAS
Oak Point Agronomics

Dairying with the Dempsters

Incorporating fats
in the dairy ration
FREE WEBINAR
HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

September 9, 2019 at Noon CST
Presented by Adam Lock, MIchigan State University

“Bud, you need a haircut. You’re
starting to look like a Highland.”

Register online at hoards.com/webinars
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A different kind of champion
by Kassidy Buse

W

HILE champion bovines are being
named on the colored wood shavings
at World Dairy Expo in Madison,
Wis., each October, the best of the
best in forages are also competing for a title of their
own. Just a stone’s throw away from the Coliseum
Showring lies the Arena Building, home of the
World Forage Analysis Superbowl, which is closely
watched over by Doug Harland, laboratory manager
for Dairyland Laboratories in DePere, Wis.
Harland’s involvement in the Superbowl goes
all the way back to when he started at AgSource
Laboratories in 1988. While he wasn’t directly
involved with the Superbowl at the start, he did
some work in the background, aside from his early
job responsibilities of quality testing hay from
around the state and driving his mobile foragetesting van to hay auctions during the winter.
As the competition began to grow, so did Harland’s role. He started assisting with “crunching
the numbers” and was more hands-on in data
analysis. “I just sort of shadowed in those days
and learned the ropes,” Harland reflected.
In 2012, AgSource’s feed and forage division was
purchased by Dairyland. With that acquisition,
Dairyland opened a lab facility in DePere, Wis.,
which Harland now manages. Harland not only
took over the lab, but also the Forage Superbowl
and has maintained that role since 2013.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

A deep-rooted history
The World Forage Analysis Superbowl started
as a collaborative effort between Holstein World,
World Dairy Expo, University of Wisconsin-Extension, and the Wisconsin Dairy Herd Improvement
(DHI) Cooperative. AgSource joined the mix in
1986 with their involvement in the verification of
DHI records, since the entries originally came from
working dairy farms. Along with an entry submission, farms would report their herd size, rolling
herd average, and DHI number to be verified.
Many changes were made to the contest over the
years. Hay & Forage Grower became a sponsor,
and the contest was split into two divisions: Dairy
and Commercial. The Dairy division consisted
of hay, haylage, and corn silage while Commercial was divided into hay and baleage. One large
sample was submitted for analysis and shipped
directly to AgSource.
The top 25 entries in each category were then
judged and narrowed down to the top 20; these
were then displayed at World Dairy Expo. Each
category had a Grand Champion and a top First
Time Entrant. An Overall Grand Champion was
named for the entire contest.
In 2002, the Superbowl became the first forage
contest to implement a new ranking system based
on RFQ (relative forage quality). These days, RFQ
remains a key component in the hay and haylage
categories, while the corn silage categories focus
more on milk per ton. There are now seven categories: Dairy hay, commercial hay, grass hay,
baleage, haylage, standard corn silage, and BMR
(brown midrib) corn silage. Contest entries are
The author was the 2018 Hay and Forage Grower summer editorial
intern. She is currently working toward a master’s degree in ruminant
nutrition at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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received from across the U.S.
The final scores are determined using a weighted
formula of 70 percent milk per ton or RFQ and 30
percent on a judge’s visual score. The prizes are still
monetary, totaling over $25,000 per year, with the
top four in each category receiving cash awards.
An Overall Grand Champion is named along with
a Grand Champion First Time Entrant. Another
award that has been included in the past 10 years is
the Quality Counts Award.

Exponential growth
Starting out, the contest was primarily producer
driven. “Mostly, producers would send in their
samples and compare it to their neighbors,” Harland explained. He quickly added that the growth
over the years has been astronomical, largely
because of corporate influence and sponsorship.
Harland emphasized that the focus is still on
forages. “There’s a difference between growth and
change. Growth would be adding the new categories and parameters like digestibility, while change
would definitely be the corporate influence, which
is very reflective of the dairy industry,” he said.
“In some ways, I kind of miss the producer driven
part of it,” Harland reminisced. “That being said,
one of the best parts of my week is when a producer
comes up to me and says, ‘Thank you for doing this;
I can use this and get ideas from other producers.’”
For Harland, the most rewarding part of the
contest is watching producers network. Many
commercial growers gain steady clients because
people see their name and forages displayed.
During the contest, producers are able to share
what does and doesn’t work for them when it
comes to growing their forages.
“Being able to foster that opportunity for them to
learn from each other is so fulfilling for me,” Harland said. He noted that many of the same producers
come back year after year, knowing that they grow
good, quality forages every single year and are able
to share their knowledge. “That’s the part of the contest that has stayed pure through all the changes;
that’s truly great,” he said with a satisfactory smile.
“We started out fairly simple; it was mostly hay
and haylage with maybe 280 to 350 total entries,”
Harland said. Finalists’ samples were once processed on-site in a tent, and the equipment needed to
grind the samples was loud.
In 2017, Harland received over 1,000 samples
entered in the eight categories of the contest. Of
those, 802 were corn silage. Such a large pool of
entries led to a whole new logistical challenge:
Where do you put everything?
“I only have four chest freezers in the basement,
and 800 samples are not going to fit in four chest
freezers,” Harland chuckled. He recalled buying
large totes and taking the samples that didn’t fit
in the chest freezers to commercial cold storage.
“You can’t get rid of any samples until you know
who the finalists are, so I had to keep all 1,066
samples,” he recalled animatedly.

Many memories
Harland reflected on some of his best memories of overseeing the Superbowl. He spent several
moments thinking before responding, “So many
amazing things have happened that there really

DOUG HARLAND has been involved with the World Forage
Analysis Superbowl for over 30 years.

isn’t just one that sticks out in particular.” But he
did share one story that came to mind.
A few years back while overseeing the contest display samples, a man walked up to a haylage sample
and picked up a small portion. “It’s pretty normal for
people to pick up a sample to feel and smell it,” Harland explained. But what he did next threw Harland;
the man stuck it in his mouth and began chewing.
“I remember chewing on hay stems as a kid, but
never haylage,” he said through stifled laughter.
In his regular job as a forage testing lab
manager, Harland’s duty list is a long one. He
provides the best service and data he can to
customers, along with managing daily lab operations. In May of 2017, Dairyland opened a new
lab in Battle Creek, Mich., in which Harland has
some supervisory responsibilities.
When reflecting back on his career, Harland
noted that the largest change he has seen is how
specialized forage and feed testing has become.
“Back when I first started, nutritionists mostly
wanted CP (crude protein), NDF (neutral detergent
fiber), ADF (acid detergent fiber), and dry matter;
now, forage digestibility is a huge thing,” Harland
explained. He said that forage analysis reports
have gone from a single page with a dozen parameters to a page and a half with various components.
“It’s become so pinpointed, and it’s up to us
to provide the data accurately and efficiently,”
Harland remarked.
But above all, it’s the variety that his job entails
that means the most to Harland. With his math
and numbers background, he thoroughly enjoys the
analytical side of his job. Perhaps on the opposite
end of the spectrum, is his fondness for customer
interaction. He relishes the sensation of knowing
he helped somebody. “My wife likes to call me a
math geek that can talk to people,” Harland chuckled. “That pretty much sums me up.”

A bright future
Harland made it explicitly clear that making
the Superbowl run smoothly is a team effort.
He hopes the Superbowl will continue long into
the future, but no matter what that future holds,
it is certain this event has had a large impact not
only on Harland and World Dairy Expo, but also
the many producers who submit entries and the
sponsoring companies.
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Sculpting her way into the dairy world
by Christy Achen

Y

OU’RE going to have to
make them on your own.”
Carol Herden recalled her
mother saying this to her
about her habit of collecting Breyer
model horses. Growing up on a farm,
her mother told her that if she wanted
model horses, she would have to make
them on her own because the family
couldn’t afford to purchase them.
After that, Herden said her mother
gladly bought her clay and she
started sculpting her own horses, and
it wasn’t long until she was sculpting cows, too. These hand-sculpted
figurines propelled Herden into her
career as an artist.
“I spent probably 90 percent of my
day in a corral,” Herden said of her
childhood north of Cody, Wyo. Herden’s family has been in the cattle
industry since the 1800s when her
grandmother moved to Montana and
developed a herd of polled Herefords.
On her family’s ranch, they ran a commercial cow-calf operation and on the
side raised sheep and quarter horses.
While cows have always been a
central part of her life, she confessed
that she only started sculpting them
because there weren’t any to go along
with the Breyer model horses.
“People were saying Breyer produces all these little horses but there
are no cows to go with them, and
that is how I got my little niche market with the cows,” said Herden. “I
started producing these little sculptures of cows that were the size of the
Breyer model horses.”
Through this discovery, Herden said
she wasn’t trying to compete with
Breyer. She saw the cows as an accessory to her favorite horse figurines.
The author was the 2018 Hoard’s Dair yman
Editorial Intern and recently graduated from Utah
State University with degrees in agricultural communications and journalism.

She also had a bigger goal in mind for
her art, and as an artist, this led her
to take a different route in how she
produces and sells her work.
“Instead of going for a gallery presentation, I want everyone who sees
my art to be able to afford it,” she said.
That desire was a result of her own
inability to purchase figurines because
of a limited income from her family’s
ranch. “I really didn’t deal with the
elite, I dealt with farmers and ranchers; to me that was my customer.”
Her entire production was done
right from her house in Wyoming. In
1989, Herden began casting her molds
in what she calls cold cast porcelain
instead of bronze. The move away from
bronze was cheaper and meant she
could make a more affordable product.
That same year she officially named
her business Carol’s Original Works.

Part of the dairy world
While she first produced horse and
beef cattle sculptures, a move to the
Midwest, and introduction to a wellknown farm and ranch catalog store,
gave Herden her start in dairy.
The catalog was Nasco, and at the
time, they saw an opportunity with
Herden to update all the ideal model
cows for each of the six dairy breeds.
Herden collaborated with each individual breed organization for those new
sculptures, which debuted in 2001.
From there it grew. Those ideal
models are really what helped her
business take off in the dairy world,
Herden explained.
“What’s fun about the dairy industry is they have had an ideal breed
model since the 1960s, and people
collect those. Beef and other livestock don’t really have an ideal
model for their breeds,” she said.
The uptick interest from the dairy
industry was so stark that after she

finished the six dairy breed sculptures, her customer base became
almost entirely dairy. Herden added
that the dairy community taught her
a lot about the individual characteristics and structure of each breed.
She felt that because she wasn’t
affiliated with any specific breed, she
was free to create the different breed
sculptures without any prejudice.
“She can capture dairy cattle in
3-D better than anyone in history,”
remarked Les Hansen, a professor of
dairy cattle genetics at the University
of Minnesota. He uses his collection of
dairy breed models to teach students
in his dairy cattle genetics class.
“The first thing I do when I get to
World Dairy Expo is go straight to
her booth,” he said. Hansen shared
that Herden has an innate sense
when it comes to sculpting dairy cattle, even though she never grew up
with them. “Each breed’s characteristics are independently portrayed, and
her detail in getting every single proportion correct is phenomenal,” said
Hansen, a long-time friend of Herden.
As dairy cattle genetics change
overtime, Herden said she pays close
attention to these proportions and
aims to sculpt the most modern cow
she can.
In 2001, cows she molded were
sharper, narrower, and more of a
show cow. Her recent breed sculptures for the Brown Swiss, Holstein,
and Red and White Holstein Associations reflect a more common cow.
Herden explained, “They are a little broader, thicker, and a cow that
everyone might have on their dairy.”
John Meyer, CEO of Holstein Association USA, pursued Herden to create the Ideal Holstein Cow and Bull
from Bonnie Mohr’s paintings. He
also worked with Herden while she
created the Brown Swiss cow model.
“She did outstanding work on
each breed model and was always
extremely easy to work with,” shared
Meyer. “I would recommend her to
anyone who wants high-quality livestock sculptures.”
Not only have the cows changed,
but Herden mentioned that she has
improved her skills as well. “The first
group of ideal breed models were an
education for me, and I had to take a
lot of direction from the breed committees. Now, I have a little better
eye, a little better understanding, and
use more of my own knowledge.”

Herden’s style is known as realism.
She sculpts each animal to look as
real-life or close to the actual animal
as possible. Because of this, she has
a unique way of taking feedback and
critique of her work.
“When people look at something
I’ve made and say, ‘That’s great,’ I
instantly think, okay something is
wrong,” explained Herden. “But, if
someone comes in and says, ‘That
hock is just a little too shallow’ or
‘The poll needs to be a little longer’
and start nitpicking the tiny details,
to me, that means I am getting very
close to what they are looking for.”
Herden utilizes these critiques to
improve the infinite details on her
sculptures. She explained that a person sees eight different views when
looking at a sculpture. She must
mold each view equally and as good
as the last and next view.
The most commonly asked question is: “How long from start to finish
does a sculpture take?” Her answer:
“Twenty-five years and a day. The
reason I say that is because since I
have started sculpting, I have been
honing my skills,” she said. In the
25 years of practicing her trade professionally, the fastest she has ever
sculpted a figure was a day.
But, Herden said it depends on
the project. “I have found that each
sculpture presents a new challenge,
depending on size, design, detail,
and the people involved,” she added.

Herden and World Dairy Expo
For the last 10 years, Herden has
primarily made livestock awards.
She now sculpts sheep, goats, draft
horses, and hogs, expanding her business into the whole world of livestock.
In 2016, at the 50th Expo, the
large sculpture awards were brought
back for Grand, Supreme, and Junior
Champions. Herden has been asked
to help create these for the last three
years. This past Expo, she created
all the class awards, which had a belt
buckle design. Herden has always
been a long-time sponsor of Junior
awards at World Dairy Expo, and
she felt it was an honor to be asked
to create the champions’ awards.
Almost all her awards are done in
collaboration with her husband, who
has a degree in manufacturing and
does all the woodworking in-house.
Although Herden prefers to be
behind the scenes, she enjoys visiting
with people who come to her booth
every year. Over the years, she said
she has established this beautiful customer base of friends and collectors.
“It’s like our own little Expo family,”
she concluded.
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CAROL HERDEN has been sculpting professionally for 25 years making a wide array of
gifts and awards, including those surrounding her in this picture from her 2018 World
Dair y Expo booth.
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Junior careers set them up for their futures
by Amy Ryan
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ERLE Howard was a
pioneer in the dairy
industry, whose commitment to developing
outstanding cow families and fostering youth development throughout
the industry can be seen in many of
the lives that he touched.
To honor Howard’s great contribution in the industry and dedication to
youth, an award named in his honor
is presented to the top Junior exhibitor at World Dairy Expo each year.
The award is sponsored by Tom and
Sandy Morris of Amery, Wis. Receiving this award has not only been an
honor for the Merle Howard Award
recipients, it has served as an inspiration for them to stay involved in the
industry. In the Round Table below,
California’s Robert Teixeira, the
inaugural winner in 2004, the 2007
winner, Wisconsin’s Brandon Ferry,
and the 2011 winner, Karen Johnson
from Minnesota, share the stories of
how winning this award cemented
their positions in the dairy industry.
Describe your youth experiences leading up to winning
this award.
Teixeira: I was very involved in
many youth activities, including
4-H, FFA, the California Holstein
Association, and the Holstein Association USA. I judged in FFA and
was on the 2000 National Champion
Dairy Judging Team that went on
to judge at the world competition in
Scotland where we placed second.
I also received the National FFA
Dairy Entrepreneurship Award in
2003. I won Senior Showmanship at
Expo in 1999 along with numerous
other accolades in my Junior career.
Ferry: I was involved in 4-H, FFA,
Wisconsin Junior Holstein Association, and Fond du Lac County Junior
Holstein. I also participated in dairy
judging through 4-H, FFA, and our
county team, and exhibited animals
on a local, state, and national level.
My fitting career began under the
guidance of Chad Ryan. As I gained
more experience clipping cattle,
I was asked to work at the Great
Northern Sales Arena, where I currently still help with sales. Working
at the Great Northern has given me
several connections and enabled me
to become a full-time fitter, traveling
throughout the country.
Johnson: Throughout my youth, I
was very active in my local 4-H club
and further expanded my involvement
in the dairy project through judging
and quiz bowl. I started judging at a
The author farms with her husband and his parents
at Ryan-Vu Holsteins, an 80-cow dairy in Fond du
Lac, Wis.
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young age and over time, improved my
placings and speaking abilities. I had
passionate coaches that taught me to
refine my skills for my judging career.
Their guidance helped me to win
three national contests, namely the
2006 4-H division at the All-American
Invitational Youth Dairy Cattle Judging Contest in Harrisburg, Penn.,
the 2009 National 4-H Dairy Judging Contest at World Dairy Expo in
Madison, Wis., and the 2010 Collegiate Judging Contest at the North
American International Livestock
Exposition in Louisville, Ky.
I enjoyed showing our registered
Guernseys from my family’s 50-cow
herd in Lester Prairie, Minn., at the
county, state, and national levels. My
parents gave me the opportunity to try
different things like clipping and getting our cattle ready at various shows.
Involvement in the Minnesota and
American Guernsey Association
during my youth and in the Gopher
Dairy Club and Beta of Clovia during
my time at the University of Minnesota have also aided in my personal
and professional development.
What are some of the most
important things you learned
from youth showing?
Teixeira: The most important
thing I learned in my Junior showing days was the value of hard work
and dedication. With those two
things, the sky is the limit!
Ferry: Hard work and respect are
two of the big ones. If you’re a selfmotivated individual, and always
show people respect, it won’t go
unnoticed. I was fortunate enough to
work with some of the most knowledgeable and talented people in the
dairy industry. Working with these
people taught me so much about
the care of cattle. Everything from
grooming and feeding to the care of
a sick animal.
Johnson: I was very shy, and my
parents encouraged me to have faith
in myself and develop confidence in
many areas, including cattle preparation and dairy judging. Practice
really does make perfect. The more
you clip and judge, the more you
refine your skills. Finally, be willing
to invest in yourself by taking the
time to further develop your talents.
What did winning this award
mean to you?
Teixeira: Winning this award was
a true honor for me! It was an incredible privilege to win the inaugural
award in honor of the great Merle
Howard. He had a true passion for
youth and their future in this great
industry that we are part of today.
Ferry: Winning the Merle Howard

PICTURED ARE PREVIOUS MERLE HOWARD award winners along with the 2018 Merle
Howard recipient. From L to R, Kyle Barton, Tom Morris (award sponsor), Robert Teixeira,
Matthew Mitchell, Greta Koebel, Brandon Ferry, Kelly Lee Reynolds, Kyle Natzke, Stephanie
Aves, Karen Johnson, Cy Conard, Cassy Krull, Jade Krushke, Doug Boop, and Dawson Nickels.

Award meant a great deal to me, especially looking back at it now. Several
very accomplished individuals have
received this award, so to be a part of
this group is certainly an honor. It was
also an honor to be selected by some
of the top individuals throughout the
dairy industry to receive the award.
Johnson: I was completely shocked
and honored to win this award. To
be honest, being a Guernsey breeder,
I didn’t know much about it, but now
looking back, I am even more honored
to receive it.
Every year when the new winner is recognized and our group of
previous winners stand in the ring
again, it reminds me to continue to
build what I’ve started in the dairy
industry and to inspire the next
generation of producers.
What is your current profession?
Teixeira: I am still very much
involved in the industry. Currently, I
live in Turlock, Calif., with my wife,
Kate, and our four children on our
family farm, Gil-Tex Holsteins. We
continue to be involved in all aspects
of the showring, and look forward
to bringing our kids up in the same
environment that we were blessed to
be raised in.
Ferry: Currently, my wife, Shianne,
and I own and operate Fer-Crest
Farms with our two children Bryleigh
and Ryker. We milk 70 registered
Holsteins and Jerseys with a 111.8
Breed Age Average (BAA). We enjoy
exhibiting our own cattle as well as
managing a tie-in group of cattle with
Luke Lensmire at numerous shows
throughout the year. I also work various sales throughout the U.S.
Johnson: I work as an extension educator with the University of
Minnesota Extension where I cover
McLeod and Meeker Counties. I work
to develop educational programs
for farmers and gardeners with an
emphasis in the areas of dairy production and women in agriculture.
My husband, Beau, and I continue
to help on my family dairy farm, Up
the Creek Farm, a 50-cow registered
Guernsey herd run by my parents,
David and Donna, and brother, Kevin,

in Lester Prairie, Minn.
What impact do you feel winning this award had on your
future in the dairy industry?
Teixeira: For me, it was seeing all
the time, hard work, and dedication
I had put into something really paid
off. You can achieve great things
with those values. I continue to use
them today and look forward to
passing them on to our children and
other young people striving to be
successful in this business.
Ferry: Receiving all the guidance
and support I got throughout my
Junior career made me want to help
young individuals. Shianne and I
have helped coach and still host 4-H
and FFA judging practices. We are
always willing to give any advice and
guidance we can to youth showmen.
Johnson: I had a good start in
this industry and want to give others
the same opportunity. Now, I coach
the local dairy judging team and
judge local shows in the area.
What advice do you have for
today’s youth?
Teixeira: Set goals and always
work toward them. With hard work
and dedication, you can achieve anything. Never be afraid to ask questions or advice from the people you
look up to.
Ferry: Be respectful, both in and
out of the showring. Never be afraid
of hard work. I have found that people
are always watching and talking. If
you want the chance to work with
elite cattle and well-known show
strings, don’t be afraid to be the one
to pick up the pitchfork.
Johnson: Try to find a mentor
to work with and ask them a lot of
questions along the way; if possible,
have that mentor be someone outside your family.
For instance, if you are interested
in showing but don’t have the cattle or
experience to get to the next level, find
someone who can help you get there.
There are many opportunities in the
industry, and I encourage youth to follow their passion and jump into what
they like. Find your passion in the
industry and run with it.
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Expo recognition award honorees
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ORLD Dairy Expo is
pleased to once again
honor four outstanding dairy leaders as
the 2019 World Dairy Expo Recognition Award winners. Dedicating their lives to their local dairy
communities and the global dairy
industry, the impact of each of these
individuals has been felt around
the world and back.
The 2019 Dairy Woman of the
Year is Janina Siemers of Newton, Wis. She farms with her husband, Dan, and sons, Jordan and
Connor, at Siemers Holsteins, a
herd of more than 2,700 registered
Holsteins. The daughter of immigrants, Siemers moved from California to Wisconsin upon marrying
Dan in 1994.
Since then, she has been a pace
setter at Siemers Holsteins, and
an instrumental player in building
up the farm
and seeing it
come to fruition. In the
early 1990s,
Siemers was
a d a m a nt
that the farm
implement
Dairy Comp
305,
and
Siemers
after learning how to use the program, she
began assisting local dairies as they
transitioned to the new technology.
Today, Siemers is responsible for
the farm’s Holstein USA registrations, human resources, payroll,
finances, purchases, developing
standard operating procedures, and
so much more on the farm. While
she does not have a registered Holstein background, she encouraged
the family to invest in Cherry Crest
Manoman Roz, a now global household name.
As a life-long learner, Siemers is
dedicated to gaining more knowledge and teaching others. As her
children, nieces, and nephews
began their involvement in Dairy
Quiz Bowl competitions, so did she
as a parent and coach. She continues to offer her knowledge and
skills as the coach of the junior quiz
bowl team in Manitowoc County as
well as assisting individuals who
come to her with questions.
Her accomplishments as a leader
also include service as a board
member for organizations she
believes in and as a committee
member for national and local agricultural and Holstein fundraising
projects. This includes the recently
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completed 2019 National Holstein
Convention held in Wisconsin and
the Howards Grove Elementary
School Special Education Referendum Committee.
Steve Maddox of Burrel, Calif., a
managing partner in Maddox Dairy
and a partner in RuAnn Genetics,
is the 2019 Dairyman of the Year.
Following graduation from California Polytechnic State University in
1980, Maddox returned to the farm
and began working with his family
to build RuAnn Genetics.
RuAnn Genetics is a 1,000-cow
herd that serves as the breeding
herd for Maddox Dairy, a 4,000-cow
herd. In a single year, 3,000 to 4,000
embryos are collected at RuAnn,
and more than 100,000 embryos
have been collected since its establishment 25 years ago. Many of
these embryos are transplanted in
recipients at Maddox Dairy.
Maddox oversees the total feed
management and ration formulation for the herds while coordinating the activities of more than 60
employees. Under Maddox’s care,
the cows in both herds maintain a
rolling herd average above 26,000
pounds of milk with 200 cows classified Excellent and more than
1,000 Very Good. Maddox works
closely with his brother, Pat, and
son, Stephen Jr., to achieve these
results. He also has two other
grown children, Melissa and Christina, with his wife, Brenda.
Off
the
farm, Maddox
has a colorful résumé of
i nvolveme nt
in organizations, in most
cases beginning at the
bottom
and
slowly rising
Maddox
to top leadership positions. He has offered input
and leadership to the National Dairy
Promotion and Research Board as
a member of the U.S. Dairy Export
Council Board, Dairy Export Committee, serving as vice chairman
and chairman in 2012 to 2013.
Maddox has also held board positions with the Innovation Center
for U.S. Dairy, National Milk Producers Federation, California Dairies Inc., Challenge Dairy Products
Inc., Danish Creamery Association,
and Fresno Dairy Herd Improvement Association, just to name a
few. In addition, he also serves on
Holstein Association USA’s Legislative Affairs Committee and makes

regular trips to Washington, D.C.,
to advocate for dairy producers.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Dairy Science professor Randy Shaver is the 2019 Industry Person of the Year. For more
than three decades, Shaver conducted research and taught at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
where he dedicated himself to translating complex nutrition research
results into practical feeding recommendations for the
dairy industry.
While
working to do
this, in 1989,
he hosted an
applied nutrition
conference that has
now
grown
Shaver
into the FourState Applied Nutrition and Management Conference in Dubuque,
Iowa, which attracts more than 600
annual conference participants.
Shaver’s career efforts have contributed to the establishment of
corn silage as a predominant forage
in dairy cattle diets. He promoted
the use of corn silage hybrid evaluation, improved corn silage maturity
and moisture content at harvest,
corn silage kernel processing and
improvements, and optimized forage length of chop guidelines. He
is also credited with reducing phosphorus feeding to lactating dairy
cows, increased focus on starch
in dairy cattle diets, use of fecal
starch as a dairy farm diagnostic tool, and more widespread use
of rumen-protected methionine in
dairy cattle diets.
Shaver has advised or co-advised
over 30 master’s or doctoral students
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and authored or co-authored
more than 100 peer-reviewed journal
publications, 200 scientific abstracts,
more than 100 popular-press articles
in industry trade magazines, and
several hundred newsletter articles,
extension handouts or bulletins, and
internet publications.
Shaver has served in leadership
roles for Professional Dairy Producers of Wisconsin, American Dairy
Science Association (ADSA), American College of Animal Sciences, and
the American Registry of Professional Animal Scientists.
Recognized for his impact in the
dairy industry, Shaver is a past
recipient of the ADSA American
Feed Industry Association (AFIA)
Dairy Nutrition Award, ADSA Pio-

neer Hi-Bred Forage Award, ADSA
DeLaval Dairy Extension Award,
ADSA
Nutrition
Professionals
Applied Dairy Nutrition Award,
and the UW-Madison College of
Agricultural and Life Sciences
Pound Extension Excellence Award.
Beginning his career as a surgeon, Julio Brache Arzeno, the
2019 International Person of
the Year, now serves as president
of Rica Group in the Dominican
Republic. For nearly two decades,
Brache’s career as a physician
included five hospitals and a private
clinic. He was also a professor at
two universities.
In the early 1960s, Brache and his
wife, Elsa María Álvarez Bonilla,
started raising livestock that
resulted in a dairy products processing and sales initiative while raising
their five children: Julio Virgilio,
José Braulio, Carmen María, Pedro
Guillermo, and Elsa Julia.
Over the next 50 years, after
leaving his medical career, Brache
developed one of the most significant agro-industries in the Rica
Group. With the help of other farmers, he founded Pasteurizadora Rica
in 1966, and in 1971 he began managing the company.
After just 10 months, monthly
sales reached one million quarts
of milk. The company grew to
become what
it is today, a
consort i u m
that
has
achieved
success
in
the business
world, fostering
innovation, quality
care, and a
Brache
portfolio currently made up of more than 100
products consumed domestically
and abroad. As president of Rica
Group, Brache has seen his original farm develop into San Antonio
Dairy, a large-scale farm that provides milk for Rica Group products
while also breeding show winning
registered Holsteins.
Brache is the founder and first
president of the Holstein Association of the Dominican Republic, serving from 1990 to 2003. He
is credited with creating the first
herd book in the country and the
most up-to-date database of dairy
cows in the Dominican Republic to date. His list of accolades is
impressive and includes awards
on all levels from local to national,
and now, worldwide.
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Hutjens recognized as Guest of Honor
Hutjens has been president of both
the American Dairy Science Association (ADSA) and Midwest ADSA
Division, a member of the Journal

involved in numerous dairy cattle
nutrition training programs for
veterinarians in the United States
and around the world.

Lifetime
Performance

of Dairy Sciences’ editorial board, a
Federation of Animal Science Societies’ board member, and a director for
the Illinois Holstein Association.

®
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From calf to cow, dairy cattle thrive when they receive optimal trace mineral
nutrition throughout their life. It’s what we call “Lifetime Performance®.”
In fact, research1 shows that when dry and lactating cows were fed the complexed
minerals in Availa®Dairy they experienced a 7% increase in pregnancy and
13 fewer days open.
Contact your Zinpro representative or visit Zinpro.com/lifetime-performance to learn more.
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ICHAEL F. Hutjens,
internationally
acclaimed dairy cattle
nutrition expert and
esteemed educational communicator,
is being recognized this year with
National Dairy Shrine’s highest recognition, the Guest of Honor Award.
Hutjens, who makes his home at
Savoy, Ill., grew up on a Holstein
dairy farm in DePere, Wis., where he
was active in 4-H and FFA. He went
on to earn his bachelor’s, master’s,
and Ph.D. degrees in dairy science
and nutritional sciences at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
In 1979, Hutjens became the
extension dairy specialist for the
department of animal sciences at
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. After 32 distinguished
years in this role, he was named
“professor emeritus.”
While “officially retired,” Hutjens
continues to keep a very full schedule
as a teacher, speaker, and writer.
One of the most highly sought after
speakers in the world for his expertise in dairy cattle nutrition, Hutjens
speaks at an average of 100 meetings
a year where he presents cutting-edge
research and nutrition information.
He has spoken or provided nutrition
instruction or training in 46 states
and 17 foreign countries.
Hutjens is a prolific writer as well.
Over the last four decades, he has
authored or co-authored countless
articles and four books on dairy cattle
nutrition for Hoard’s Dairyman. He
was the catalyst for Hoard’s Dairyman’s monthly dairy educational
webinar series that began in 2011.
Hutjens continues to serve as the
co-producer, co-host, and sometimes
presenter of this award-winning agricultural webinar, which this year
marked its 100th edition.
In addition to these popular press
articles, Hutjens has authored
scientific abstracts and papers in
the Journal of Dairy Science, coauthored the textbook Principles of
Dairy Science, and written several
computer programs.
Hutjens’ groundbreaking work and
experience in online education put
him at the forefront of dairy education
when it came to using the internet
and other computer technologies.
The launching of his CD-ROM
and now internet-based “Dairy
certificate” program in the 1990s
was the first university animal science class of its kind offered in the
United States.
Hutjens provides the leadership
and coordination each year for Illinois Dairy Days, an annual program
held for Illinois dairy producers.
Since 1975, Hutjens has also been

All trademarks herein are registered trademarks of Zinpro Corp.
©2019 Zinpro Corp. All rights reserved.
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still many small companies back
home that would like to share their
products and modernizations at Expo.
At their first Expo, Dairy Valley
Holland sponsored a happy-hour
and a dinner for about 40 American
businesses. Next year they plan to
come back and do more.
de Vries elaborated, “We would
like to hold a seminar, so more farmers can connect with us and we can
connect with them.”

A lighter parlor

Gaining international
audiences
by Christy Achen

I

NTERNATIONAL companies
made up 17 percent of the
total commercial exhibitors
at World Dairy Expo’s trade
show in 2018. In total, 887 exhibitors participated. While World
Dairy Expo continues to have a
wait-list of companies wishing to
take part, Expo staff say their goal
is not to grow the show by number of companies, but to have more
effective booths that bring new and
innovative products and services.
Many international exhibitors
contribute to the wide range of new
ideas and technology showcased at
the trade show. Dairy Valley Holland from the Netherlands, Waikato
Milking Systems based in New Zealand, and Triolet Feeding Technology
founded in the Netherlands all see
Expo as a great opportunity to share
their knowledge, collaborate with
industry leaders, and have conversations with dairy farmers.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Connecting businesses
Dairy Valley Holland is a corporation of the Dutch government in the
Netherlands. They work heavily in
the Northern Netherlands’ region,
which is home to the Dairy Valley,
an area with Holland’s largest concentration of dairy farms.
Their business development agency
helps Netherland-based dairy companies export their products to the
U.S., and vice versa, helping American dairy companies export within
Europe. Last year’s show marked
their first year having a booth at
The author was the 2018 Hoard’s Dairyman Editorial
Intern and graduated from Utah State University with a
degree in agricultural communications and journalism.
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Expo, and they remarked on just how
international the event is.
“This, in terms of dairy, is the
most important event,” said Joep
de Vries, the organization’s foreign
direct-investment adviser. “There
are dairy people and companies
from all around the world.”
The group, which also included
Case Dorresteijn, who specializes
in business investment, and Casper
Rijnsdorp, a Dutch consultant, noted
a sense of motivation from the people
and farmers in attendance. Even
though the dairy industry was not
thriving at the moment, they saw
people who were still excited for the
future of this industry and companies that were still trying to improve
it with new innovations.
Dairy Valley Holland explained
that perspective to be a part of its
company’s mission and said the
exchange of new ideas goes both ways
between farmers and companies.
“We are looking at problems American dairy farmers have to see if our
expertise can help,” said Rijnsdorp.
“In the same sense, we are considering problems in our own dairy
industry and researching whether
dairy businesses here can help us.”
According to the group, their most
important task at Expo is talking to
American dairy companies of any
size who might be looking to venture
out of the U.S. and grow their company in the Netherlands or Europe.
Right now, between 10 and 15
Dutch companies have trade show
exhibits at Expo. Dairy Valley Holland has a long-term goal of expanding that number. They say the Dutch
companies here at Expo already have
an American presence, but there are

Waikato is a district in New Zealand and is the headquarters for
Waikato Milking Systems. They have
been in business for over 50 years,
selling everything from milking claws
to rotary milking equipment. They
make 90 percent of their products in
New Zealand and have distributed in
the U.S. for more than 30 years.
Currently, Waikato offers the only
composite rotary of its kind. This
unique rotary is made up of a composite base that is 75 percent lighter
than other rotaries and was part
of their display at last year’s World
Dairy Expo.
“Every year we try to make the
impression to farmers that we have
a solution for them when it comes to
the way they milk their cows,” said
David Potter, the North American
marketing manager. “Our improvements and changes to rotaries are
one way we are doing that.”
Waikato has been a part of the
trade show for the past 12 years, and
they keep coming back because of the
exposure and the international reach
of Expo.
“More and more people know what
Waikato is, but they don’t necessarily know our products and services,”
explained Potter.
Similar to Dairy Valley Holland,
Waikato said the international audience has been another reason they
like coming to Expo. Visitors from
Europe, Asia, and South America visit
their booth, shared Potter. Because of
this, Waikato invites members of their
South American team every year to
Expo to help communicate better with
international farmers.
Something else they have noticed
is that Expo continues to get bigger
and better each year.
Waikato has never been in the big
exhibition area but has always had
their booth in the attached side hall.
“We like being in that room
because you can’t go in there and not
see us,” Potter explained.
Waikato’s booth space is filled with
real-size parlor equipment, so they
can give live demos of how their
products work.
The conversations Waikato team
members engage in have also evolved
during their 12 years at Expo.
“We tend to have more quality discussions with people now compared
to 10 years ago. People see us year

after year and realize we must be
serious,” said Potter.
Besides the trade show, last year
was Waikato’s first time being
involved in a virtual farm tour at
Expo. The tour was of Benthem
Brothers farm in Michigan, which
has the third composite rotary ever
installed in the U.S.

The best place to meet
Trioliet, an almost 70-year-old
family business, has been a trade
show exhibitor for 18 years at World
Dairy Expo. They are a manufacturer of feeding machines and systems for dairy and beef farmers.
About 85 percent of their machines
are exported to over 45 countries.
Trioliet designs and assembles their
feeding technology in Oldenzaal (the
Netherlands). They, too, find World
Dairy Expo to be the one event they
can’t afford to miss.
“It has become an annual meeting point for many of our dealers
and customers,” said Hans Lambers,
export sales manager. “It is one of
the largest dairy shows on the planet
and the results our company gets are
large as well.”
Because they show sizable equipment like mixer wagons, Trioliet
began exhibiting in the outdoor trade
mall. In the past couple of years, they
have also acquired a booth spot inside
the Exhibition Hall. This is because
Trioliet also manufactures automated
and robotic feeding systems and
wanted to be able to showcase their
robotic technology in the same space
as other robotic companies.
While at Expo, Trioliet shared that
their goals are to reach out to the
international farmers and dealers
that use or sell their technology.
“It’s the best way to meet people
from over 60 different countries in
one week,” shared Jeroen Meijerink,
public relations manager. “We also
get to see and feed off of new ideas
and technology that dairy farmers
and companies bring.”
Since 2000, which was Trioliet’s first
Expo, the company has seen the show
get bigger and more professional.
“It truly is the most useful way for
us, farmers, and other companies
to all come together and collaborate
and make the world of dairy better,”
said Meijerink.
At future Expos, Trioliet wants to
host seminars and other gathering
events. They have attended seminars
at Expo hosted by other companies in
the past and see the value in bringing
together people with different interests
and ideas from all around the world.

This year’s show
Expo staff say the 2019 slate of companies will be a balance of current
exhibitors with larger booths as well
as companies that are new to Expo
and bring different products, technology, and innovations for visitors.
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Securing Expo — always a priority
by Karen Bohnert

The early days
Dane County Deputies were
assigned to secure the dairy show
when World Dairy Expo began. Prior
to 1994, it was the responsibility of
the general manager of World Dairy
Expo to coordinate the Dane County
(Madison) deputies to perform traffic
control and ground security during
the show hours.
That’s when Anderson first encountered Expo. From 1974 to 1984,
Anderson was assigned to work the
Coliseum unit of the Sherriff’s office
and was delegated to work a number
of early World Dairy Expos.
In 1994, the main commercial exhibition space, previously called the
Forum Building, was completely reimagined with the construction of the
Exhibition Hall. While that construction ensued, Expo needed commercial
exhibit space, so three large football
field-long, soft-sided structures were
put up in the north parking lot, adjacent to the old barns and across from
the west lobby of the Coliseum.
Anderson stated, “An Expo board
member at that time, asked Willis
(Willy) Hartwig, a Dane County deputy, to hire some off-duty deputies to
do overnight security on those tents
during the week of the show.”
From 1995 to 1998, Hartwig continued to hire off-duty deputies for
security, until he passed away from
cancer in 1998. At that time, Ander-

son was hired to take over Hartwig’s
place since he had worked so closely
with him on scheduling of the security team. Today, the current security
team consists of eight to 10 security
personnel daily during the event.
“Security is a fluid concept,” stated
Anderson. “We are always looking at
the current social media and world
opinions in an effort to keep pace with
security needs. We must be flexible
and ready to change our operating
procedures, if needed.
World Dairy Expo draws a large,
diverse crowd — locally, nationally,
and internationally, so we plan to be
alert and ready to act for whatever
happens,” he continued.

THROUGHOUT WORLD DAIRY
EXPO, you can find security
details watching, waiting, and
making sure everyone is safe.

It’s just part of our role
A global event such as World Dairy
Expo attracts a large online following and a great deal of passion. This
includes traditional dairy enthusiasts
and those that may promote alternative ideas about the dairy industry and
its future. Anderson and his team work
hand in hand with show and facility
management to ensure that demonstrators and outside solicitors are dealt
with appropriately and efficiently.
In recent years, it seems that Expo
has attracted a growing number
of individuals and groups seeking
attention for their “anti” causes. They
are dealt with quickly and effectively

to keep the spotlight on the priorities
of the show. “It’s just part of our role,”
explained Anderson.
While securing Expo is not a fulltime job, it does take weeks ahead of
the big event to organize, schedule,
and prepare.
Anderson went on to explain that
the crux of the challenge for security at World Dairy Expo is being
flexible to understand the complexities and needs of all exhibitors and
attendees. “Expo has policies and
procedures to ensure that everyone
is treated in a safe and secure man-

ner,” he said. “The security team
enforces that philosophy.”
Anderson concluded that he does
not feel that the challenges to security have changed over the years, but
that they have simply grown larger.
“It breaks down to the fact that there
are more exhibitors and attendees,
making our scope of securing Expo
bigger,” he concluded.
Thanks to the lead work by Anderson and his security team, World
Dairy Expo opens their barn doors
with a close eye on making sure it is
a secure event for all to attend.

No two herds
are alike.
You need a one-of-a-kind plan to get exactly what you want
from your herd. Our nutritionists can help make that plan
stronger with their field experience and technical expertise.
Learn more at purinadairy.com
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EETING security challenges in the post-9/11
era is no small task;
it requires a complete
approach that includes top-notch leadership, human resource management,
strategic planning, and technological solutions. It also requires a strong
relationship with law enforcement,
and this is demonstrated during the
first week in October when the dairy
world reunites in Madison, Wis., at
World Dairy Expo.
“With what we have seen at public
events around the world and in this
country, security is going to be a top
focus at World Dairy Expo,” said Scott
Bentley, general manager of World
Dairy Expo. “We want both exhibitors
and attendees to feel very comfortable
coming to this must-attend, highly
sought-after global dairy event. We do
all that we can to make sure Expo is
safe and welcoming.”
Securing World Dairy Expo far
exceeds just adding security personnel to the Expo grounds. Garvin
Anderson, who has served as security coordinator since 1998, leads
the security team.

© 2019 Purina Animal Nutrition LLC. All rights reserved.

The author and her husband work in partnership
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A supreme addition to World Dairy Expo
by Sarah Lenkaitis

F

OLLOWING the conclusion
of the International Holstein Show, the Coliseum
fills with dairy cattle enthusiasts in anticipation for the World
Dairy Expo Parade of Champions. It
marks the culmination of seven international breed shows with 2,500 cattle exhibited from across the United
States and Canada.
In 2018, in addition to the traditional display of the seven Grand
Champion cows, seven heifers stood
in the center of the ring. The seven
heifers represented the Junior
Champion of each breed, and they
were vying for the newest honor at
Expo — Supreme Champion Heifer.
The idea originated from the Dairy
Cattle Exhibitor Committee. “World
Dairy Expo is the premier dairy cattle
show where the best cattle grace the
colored shavings,” said Katie Agnew,
dairy cattle exhibitor committee member. “It can be equally as tough to win
with a heifer as with a cow. We wanted
to take the opportunity to highlight
the Junior Champions, along with the
breeders and exhibitors.”
Representatives from all breeds
embraced the idea, and it was
approved by the Dairy Cattle Exhibitor Committee and World Dairy
Expo Board of Directors within a
year of its proposal.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Heifers under the spotlight
During the Parade of Champions,
each animal enters the showring
one-by-one. All eyes, and a spotlight,
are on the animal and leadsperson
as the emcee introduces the duo and
lists their accomplishments.
That factor in and of itself proved
to be a logistical challenge. “Although
we were doubling the number of individuals in the showring, it was important we were mindful of the length of
the ceremony,” explained Ann Marie
Magnochi, World Dairy Expo dairy
cattle show manager. Following internal discussions and feedback from the
breed superintendents, a plan was
finalized to have the heifer, followed
by the cow, enter for each breed. The
seven breeds would continue to enter
in alphabetical order.
The Supreme and Reserve Supreme
Heifer is named first, followed by the
Supreme and Reserve Champion Cow.
The Supreme Champion Heifer is
named using the same process as the
Supreme Champion Cow, explained
Magnochi. Just before the start of the
The author and her husband work in partnership
with family on a 100-cow dairy in St. Charles, Ill.
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ceremony, the seven individuals competing for the coveted title of Supreme
Champion Heifer gather outside of the
Coliseum. The judges from each breed
show evaluate and rank the candidates. Then, the votes are tallied to
determine the winner.
“Because the Supreme Champion Heifer could vary in size from
a Jersey fall calf to a Holstein winter yearling, the recipient receives a
royal banner. We designed it using
the same crushed velvet material as
the royal blanket presented to the
Supreme Champion Cow to keep the
same grandeur,” said Magnochi.

2018 MARKED THE FIRST YEAR
that World Dairy Expo named
a Surpreme Champion Heifer.
Milksource Gentry Marriot-ET, the
Junior Champion of the Jersey breed,
garnered the inaugural honors.

In honor of Howard
In addition to the royal banner,
the 2018 Supreme Champion Heifer,
Milksource
Gentry
Marriot-ET
exhibited by MilkSource Genetics LLC and Finca Valparaiso of
Kaukauna, Wis., received the inaugural W. Terry Howard Memorial
trophy. The Waterford crystal bowl,
sponsored by World Dairy Expo, was
presented by Howard’s wife, Karen.
Howard passed away in February
2017 following a career with University of Wisconsin-Madison extension and decades of involvement
with World Dairy Expo. Magnochi
said World Dairy Expo Staff and the
Dairy Exhibitor Committee agreed
the new award was a fitting tribute
to honor Howard’s passion and dedication to the show.
World Dairy Expo volunteer and
exhibitor Phyllis Agnew recalled
Howard’s unforgettable presence,
“His mere stature and booming voice
commanded your attention,” she
said. His voice became well-known
over the loudspeaker used to make
announcements in the barns at
World Dairy Expo.
Although he had an intimidating
exterior, she added, “Howard had a
wonderful sense of humor. He enjoyed
the camaraderie between World Dairy
Expo exhibitors and staff. I looked forward to that welcoming hug he’d send
my way each year along with his big
smile, hearty laugh, and a slightly
mischievous twinkle in his eye!”
According to Phyllis, Howard was
well respected by World Dairy Expo
exhibitors during his 21-year tenure
as breed superintendent and 18 years
as overall dairy cattle superintendent.
“I would describe him as being
fair. It’s a tough position — enforcing rules and not backing down from
sometimes volatile situations,” she
said. Phyllis went on to reflect on
his dedication to World Dairy Expo,

“You knew the success and integrity
of World Dairy Expo was always in
the forefront with Howard.”

Garnering interest
Katie received positive feedback
from the individuals exhibiting heifers in the 2018 Parade of Champions.
“Everyone was excited to be a part of
the inaugural year. Whether the animal was homebred or one they raised
or boarded, they felt proud to showcase their elite heifers and genetics,”
she explained. Katie added that highlighting heifers in the ceremony opens
new marketing channels and opportunities for exhibitors and breeders.
Adding heifers to the Parade of
Champions generated more excitement from others in the dairy cattle
barns, she said. “Additional animals
in the showring pulled more people
from the dairy cattle barns to the
Coliseum. It gets more breeders
involved and serves as a great catchup on the show if you missed anything during the week.”
Magnochi confirmed the new

Supreme Champion Heifer award
will continue in perpetuity, and there
are no significant changes planned
for the 2019 Parade of Champions.
World Dairy Expo named its first
Supreme Champion in 1970. Since
then, 40 animals that have received
the coveted title and left an indelible
mark on the dairy industry. Many of
the champions need no introduction
and are recognizable by just a first
name — Redrose, Veronica, Pistachio
Pie, Paradise, and Beauty. Several
have garnered Supreme Champion
honors multiple times including fourtime Supreme Champion Brookview
Tony Charity.
With the addition of Supreme Champion Heifer, World Dairy Expo enthusiasts have a new generation to watch
during the Parade of Champions.
How will Supreme Champion
Heifer winners contribute to World
Dairy Expo history and the dairy
industry? Will a Supreme Champion
Heifer go on to be named Supreme
Champion Cow of World Dairy Expo?
We will all have to wait and see.
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AT THE 2018 WORLD DAIRY EXPO, Rick
Halvorson was recognized for his nearly 30
years of service as the veterinarian-on-call
at World Dairy Expo. Fittingly, the award was
presented by Shelia McGuirk (left) who has
been a fellow volunteer for much of the same
time and Al Deming, president of the Expo
Board of Directors.

Vet on call
by Andrea Haines
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VERSEEING the health
and well-being of the
highly valued animals of
the world’s most famous
dairy cattle show is a hefty task.
Only three individuals have served
as the head veterinarian on-call for
the animals at World Dairy Expo
since its inception: Lee Allenstein,
Rick Halvorson, and Michael Miesen, all members tracing back to the
Whitewater Veterinary Hospital in
Whitewater, Wis.
In 2018, Halvorson passed on the
reins to Miesen, a role that had been
bestowed upon him by the original
Expo veterinarian, Allenstein. “Dr.
Lee was my mentor in practice in
Whitewater, where I started veterinary medicine in 1978,” shared
Halvorson. “In my early practice
years, World Dairy Expo time meant
that I got to work a bit extra at our
practice, and do extra herd health
work in Whitewater while he was
away at the show.”
Halvorson eventually set foot on
the Expo grounds to assist his mentor. “Dr. Lee wanted to continue
with the Expo duties, but he wanted
help so he could continue in that
specific role. In 1993, I stayed in
Madison the entire week to do the
day and night duties,” he explained.
“The process of being the ‘official’
vet was a gradual one,” Halvorson
said. He remembers eventually taking on a more prominent role at Expo
after Allenstein wasn’t able to attend
due to health reasons. “It was then
I found myself as the ‘official’ vet for
World Dairy Expo,” he shared.
The Whitewater Veterinary staff
and World Dairy Expo assisted in
the transition with flawless effort. A
The author is a freelance writer based in Union
Bridge, Md.
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mentor to many, Allenstein started
the practice in 1955 when he purchased the office. Known throughout
the dairy industry as a veterinarian
specializing in hoof health, a regular
contributor to the Hoard’s Dairyman
column Cowside Practice, and a professor of dairy medicine at the UWMadison School of Veterinary Medicine, Allenstein left large shoes to fill.
Halvorson was raised on a dairy
farm near Rugby, N.D. After high
school, his pre-vet requirements were
completed in two years and he was
accepted into the veterinary school at
Oklahoma State in Stillwater, Okla.
“Four years later, in 1978, I was
working at Whitewater Veterinary
Hospital,” he said. “I stayed in that
location for 40 years (retired in 2018),
starting out in mixed practice but
eventually concentrating on dairy.”

No time for rest
According to Halvorson, a typical
day at Expo often includes an early
morning call (4:30 a.m.). “You know
that every call at Expo is an emergency,” he explained. “The cow must
be ready to show on show day, so
they can’t be sick and not eating if
they are to look their best.”
He said, “Clients would call the
hotel (before cellphones) with the
night calls. Back then, the vet truck
was your office, so notes were left on
the pickup seat or clipboard.” The
Expo veterinary staff now works
from an “office” location nestled in
the middle of the cow barns.
“Calls were answered as soon as
possible,” he emphasized. “Rechecks
were done on all cases as necessary.”
The seasoned vet explained further about the brisk pace, “First,
you go to the animal (often a task
in itself to find the barn location,
especially in the older barn system)

to make a diagnosis, go back to
the truck to get the treatment, and
return to the animal. Other clients
would stop you along the way to
request a supply item or ask a question about a case.” He kept a small
notebook to jot down pertinent information about each case. He chuckled, “Before you knew, it was time
for lunch or sometimes, supper!”
The Expo vet also works with the
sale animals as they come to Expo
with interstate paperwork. “Obviously, we didn’t know where they were
going until after the sale,” he shared.
“Each animal required an interstate
paper with proper testing information
recorded to go to its new home. This
was a full-time job all by itself. Bonnie
Wilson from our hospital did a superb
job in preparing these documents.
“Showing dairy cattle is expensive, and the price goes up each
year,” Halvorson added. “Exhibiting
your finest animals is advertising,
and you need to capitalize on that
by selling some of those prized animals. That is hard to do, even for the
seasoned dairyman.”
One of the major factors about
show animal health he feels is pertinent is the feeding changes the animals go through. “The use of total
mixed rations (TMR) on dairy farms
is necessary for the best cow health,”
he explained. “When you travel to a
show, that process is difficult to continue, so there are feed changes that
affect the cow’s rumen. It is this feed
change that leads to health challenges for show animals.”
A case holding memory with the
upbeat vet was one with a happy
ending. “An exhibitor brought
a Brown Swiss cow to the show
that didn’t react well to the feed
changes,” he shared. “The cow developed a frothy bloat that I couldn’t
resolve with conventional treatment.
When it abruptly fell over in the
bedding pack, I had to quickly use
my pocket knife to open its rumen
on its left side. The cow did live, and
came back to the show another year.
The exhibitor and I laughed about it
many times afterwards, but it was a
bit tense in real life!”
Halvorson expressed that while
this may be an animal business, it
is the people that are the best part
of Expo. “The exhibitors brought
their best animals to the show, and
it was rewarding to be trusted to try
to help with medical issues. Most of
the exhibitors came back every year,
and became friends,” he smiled.

“The same can be said for the other
volunteers who made the show happen; it was wonderful to be part of a
group working for the common goal
of the show.”

Passing the torch
Miesen, also from the Whitewater Veterinary Hospital, has been
working alongside Halvorson since
graduating from veterinary school
at UW-Madison. Smiling, he said,
“If you ask me, I’d say 2017 was the
‘official’ start of the ‘head’ vet duties
at Expo because that was the year
Dr. Rick would call me the ‘boss.’”
Miesen grew up on a small family
farm south of Platteville, Wis., and
has been in large animal practice
for over 12 years. “Tips I’ve learned
from Dr. Rick include: smile, keep
a positive attitude even when one
feels bogged down for whatever reason, have fun, and don’t forget to
stop and have a piece of pie once in a
while,” he shared.
“Going forward, the most challenging task is to keep the trust exhibitors
have shown to my two predecessors in
taking care of their animals,” he said.
“They both laid the groundwork to be
well-respected ‘Expo vets,’ and I feel
humbled to follow in their footsteps.”
As the show added larger barns
and more space for animals, a few
changes have been put into effect for

LEARNING FROM HIS MENTOR, Rick Halvorson, Michael Miesen (right) will serve as the
lead veterinarian in 2019.

veterinary care. “There used to be
only one vet at Expo for many years,
but Expo attracted more cattle, and
we were able to offer more services
on the Expo grounds,” Miesen said.
“We’ve been fortunate to work with
three vets that were either residents or
part-time clinicians at the vet school
for the past few years,” he explained.
Miesen believes, “Being at Expo
for eight days is probably the most
fun and stressful week I have every
year. It is time spent away from family (overnight stays) and from my
responsibilities back at the practice.
I would not be able to do it without
their loving support and the partners’
efforts back in Whitewater.”
In your travels through the barns,
wave a quick “hello” to the men and
women in blue bib overalls, as they
may be in route to an emergency. In
that case, maybe also pass Miesen a
piece of pie, too!
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Making lasting connections
by Amy Ryan

The author farms with her husband and his parents at Ryan-Vu Holsteins, an 80-cow dair y in
Fond du Lac, Wis.

are taking advantage of technology
and social media platforms.”
Botham added that exhibitors
have given student workers more
responsibility. To assist with this
process, many companies provide
information on their products and
marketing strategies to allow students to familiarize themselves with
the company’s vision prior to Expo.

Reaping the benefits
From a corporate standpoint, Wedegaertner sited it as a more cost effective way for Cotton Incorporated to
staff the show. It allows the company
to have someone in the booth who
knows how to direct people to their
website, literature, and other sources.
Furthermore, he said that having
students from NAMA in his booth
adds a familiar face and makes it
more inviting. “The students know
many of the people walking through
the show and are familiar with the
area, which makes them very relatable,” Wedegaertner continued.
The benefits for students are
also well documented. This event
has grown to be the club’s largest
annual fundraiser of the year and
is a completely student organized
and run project.
Membership of the NAMA organization dictates the number of students

available to work for commercial
exhibitors. In 2018, there were 25
students covering booths, averaging
100 hours of work. In past years, they
have had upwards of 35 students.
The process begins in summer
when both Botham and the current
Expo student chair are contacted by
companies looking to NAMA to help
fulfill their staffing needs. The Expo
chair fields these requests as well as
contacts exhibitors whom the club has
worked with in the past.
Once all inquiries have been
identified, the student Expo chair
recruits fellow NAMA members to
fill staffing shifts for these companies. Students are responsible for
sending the invoices and collecting
payment for Wisconsin NAMA.
“This program is really a feather
in the students’ cap,” Botham stated.
“Companies come back year after year
and some even reach out for assistance with other events happening in
the Madison area the rest of the year.”
This valuable partnership has truly
become a win-win for both exhibitors
and companies, making connections
that lead to successful careers. Wedegaertner has seen firsthand how this
networking opportunity has helped
develop career paths.
“Students learn a lot about trade
show marketing, products, and cor-

UW-MADISON NAMA students such as Allie
Breunig and Emma Olstad, who are pictured
here, become part of company teams as
they also gain important marketing skills.

porate culture,” he said. “This broad
exposure to companies and their
marketing techniques allows them to
evaluate what sector of the agriculture
industry might be a good fit for them.”
Sarbacker agreed that many success
stories have come from this working
relationship. “Informing attendees
of the product or service of a particular company is a way for students to
improve their soft sell communication
skills,” she said. “Students have also
pursued internships for companies
that they either worked for or networked with during the week.”

“A 500 cow dairy can save

50,000

$

of feed cost by reducing
storage shrink 4%.”

Tools for profitability

Meeting the needs of any size operation

This calculation was recently reported by a major US dairy
publication. Ag-Bag can easily do this for you, and more. Silage
stored in the Ag-Bag system experiences minimal loss, typically
less than 5%. In addition, the feed is safer, healthier, more
appealing and more nutritious for your high value cows. Piles and
bunkers can lose 15% to 20% from shrinkage, and often higher.

Consider the options.
Buy an Ag-Bag bagger, rent one or custom harvest your crop.
Try a bag or two to see what a difference it can make.
You’ll like the results.
Learn more from your
Ag-Bag dealer. You’ll find the
closest one at Ag-Bag.com.
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Easily keep up with 2 self-propelled harvesters
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high performing
genuine Ag-Bag bags
& inoculant
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PARTNERSHIP that was
born out of necessity over
35 years ago has fostered
a unique opportunity
for college students and companies
to connect during one of the dairy
industry’s busiest weeks of the year.
Members of the University of Wisconsin-Madison National Agri-Marketing Association (NAMA) student
chapter become a part of a company’s
booth staff during World Dairy Expo,
offering a truly valuable experience
for companies and students alike.
Sarah Botham is a faculty associate in the department of Life Science
Communications and the adviser and
marketing team coach for the NAMA
student chapter at UW-Madison.
While the partnership was originally
developed to meet commercial booth
staffing needs, Botham stated the bigger purpose has now become connecting companies with future employees
and students with future employers.
“This experience offers students
a unique combination of trade show
and sales training in a real world
environment,” she said.
Tom Wedegaertner, director of
research and marketing for Cotton
Incorporated, has worked with Wisconsin NAMA students since the
partnership’s inception. “We needed
some help to fill in the gaps, and for
us, it was a no-brainer. Having a
student there to assist and answer
questions about cottonseed was an
easy fit,” Wedegaertner reflected.
He recalled being contacted by the
former UW-Madison student NAMA
chapter adviser, Tom Schomisch,
who offered the services of students
to meet their staffing needs. That
working relationship is still in place
today. To date, he has worked with
close to 50 students.
Lindsey Sarbacker is one of the students taking full advantage of this
opportunity, having served as the
2018-2019 NAMA World Dairy Expo/
Fundraising Chair. Most recently, she
was elected UW-Madison NAMA Student Chapter President, a role that she
looks forward to filling in the 20192020 school year. Sarbacker shed some
light on how the partnership evolved.
“During the early 1990s, NAMA students worked for the exhibitors in their
booths, selling magazine subscriptions
or promoting a new product. Exhibitors
would provide product features and
benefits so the student could knowledgeably communicate with attendees,” Sarbacker said. “Now, exhibitors

Ag-Bag.com / AgBagPlastic.com / 800-334-7432
© 2017 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. Ag-Bag is a registered trademark in the United States and many
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Dairy Shrine pioneers announced
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IVE outstanding individuals are being
honored with the National Dairy
Shrine’s Pioneer Award in recognition of
their longtime service and contributions
to the dairy cattle industry.
Michael Barnes of Blacksburg, Va., was a
longtime dairy science department professor and
dairy cattle judging team coach at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
After earning bachelor’s, master’s, and Ph.D.
degrees from the University of Connecticut, he ran
a dairy farm with a friend for a few years. He was
recruited in 1978 by Clemson University as an
assistant professor for their dairy science department. In 1981, he moved to Virginia Tech where
he was a highly regarded dairy science department professor, adviser, judging team coach, and
later professor emeritus. Barnes retired in 2016
after 35 distinguished years at Virginia Tech.
Barnes taught classes in dairy cattle selection,
reproductive and lactation physiology, and reproductive management. He conducted research and
wrote many scientific papers on the physiology of
reproduction and lactation. His ability to teach
both the “practical” and the “theory” earned him
many outstanding teaching awards.
Barnes served as an academic adviser to over
500 Virginia Tech dairy science students during
his career. His “everyman” quality enabled him
to “connect and motivate students from all backgrounds and ability levels and bring out the best
in them as students and industry leaders,” said
Douglas McCullough of Johnson & Johnson.
Barnes spent over 40 years as a dairy cattle judging team coach, coaching teams at University of
Connecticut, Clemson, and Virginia Tech. During
Barnes’ years at Virginia Tech, he coached five
National Champion judging teams (1984, 2006,
2008, 2009, and 2013) and three high individuals
(1991, 2005, and 2013).
Barnes’ unparalleled commitment to excellence,
his unflinching honesty, humility, and great sense
of humor made him popular among his students.
Another of this year’s Pioneer honorees is Kenneth
Butcher of Fuquay Varina, N.C., a man who devoted
his entire professional career to the advancement
and improvement of the Dairy Herd Improvement
(DHI) records segment of the dairy industry.
In 1969, Butcher joined the staff at Dairy
Records Management Systems (DRMS), the
DHI processing center, which had been founded
by North Carolina State University (NCSU) in
Raleigh to provide management information to
dairy producers in that region.
In 1984, he was appointed DRMS Director,
a position he held until his retirement in 1998.
Butcher’s forward-looking leadership, tireless work
ethic, and ability to create a “collaborative environment” helped to take a local DHI processing center and shape it into a national leader in providing
dairy herd management services to dairy farmers.
During Butcher’s tenure as DRMS Director, the
number of producers using DRMS services grew
by 80 percent, and the number of cows doubled
as more organizations across the United States
requested DRMS services.
In the late 1970s, Butcher, along with Dan Webb
from the University of Florida, designed an online
service called DART (Direct Access to Records by
Telephone), which was one of the first on-farm software innovations by any U.S. Dairy Records Process-
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ing Center. DART later evolved in 1985 into PCDART (Personal Computer Direct Access to Records
by Telephone), the popular comprehensive on-farm
herd management system used widely today.
Providing cost-effective, easily understood, and
valuable management programs and information to
dairy herd owners was always paramount to Butcher.
John Clay, Director of Dairy Records Management Systems (DRMS) at North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, N.C., and a leader in the Dairy
Herd Improvement (DHI) records segment of the
dairy industry, is one of this year’s Pioneer honorees.
After earning bachelor’s and master’s degrees
from Virginia Tech, Clay joined the staff at DRMS
in 1984 as an extension specialist and manager of
software development. He was appointed DRMS
Director in 1998, succeeding his mentor, Kenneth Butcher. Today, DRMS provides DHI records
processing services and on-farm records management tools to over 2.3 million cows from 11,000
herds nationwide every month.

Michael Barnes

Kenneth Butcher

As a professor, McGuirk provided teaching and
clinical training over the course of her career to some
2,400 veterinary students. Her research focused on
the development of clinical tools for the prevention,
early detection, and effective treatment and control of
common health conditions of dairy calves and cows.
A highly regarded authority on raising healthy
dairy calves and troubleshooting herd health problems, McGuirk has influenced how calf health is
investigated, measured, and classified on dairy
farms and in research.
McGuirk has been a volunteer at World Dairy
Expo for the past 35 years. She plays a key role
in upholding Expo’s show ethics standards and in
serving as a general cow health consultant during
the show. She is the first and only woman to have
ever been honored as Expo’s “Industry Person of
the Year” (2012).
Larry Moore (1907-1985) is the final Pioneer
honoree. He was a noted Red and White Holstein
breeder, entrepreneur, and visionary who lived in

John Clay

When Clay joined DRMS, his assignment was to
direct the development of a software program that
would help dairy producers make better management decisions and save them time. In 1985, Clay led
the team that created PCDART, the dairy herd management software program and record analysis system that helped transform the dairy cattle industry.
In addition to PCDART, Clay directed the
development of DairyMetrics, a web-based herd
benchmarking tool, and later negotiated DRMS’s
acquisition of PocketDairy and Money Corrected
Milk, software programs, which assist dairy
producers in cowside management and optimize
mating and culling decisions, respectively.
Clay played a key role in the dairy cattle industry
acquiring access, and then improving the accuracy
of phenotypic evaluations for bull fertility evaluations known currently as sire conception rates
(SCR). In his leadership role at DRMS, Clay has
been instrumental in supporting and providing
data for dozens of initiatives to help researchers at
land grant universities explore dairy science.
Among this year’s Pioneer honorees is Sheila
McGuirk of Dodgeville, Wis., the respected large
animal veterinarian and retired University of
Wisconsin-Madison School of Veterinary Medicine
(UW-SVM) instructor.
After graduating from Cornell University,
McGuirk went on to obtain her Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.) from the University
of Georgia in 1977, and then master’s and Ph.D.
degrees from The Ohio State University’s College
of Veterinary Medicine.
In 1983, McGuirk became one of the founding
faculty members of the University of Wisconsin’s
School of Veterinary Medicine. She would help to
shape the curriculum and culture of what is one of
the country’s outstanding veterinary schools.

Sheila McGuirk

Larry Moore

Suamico, Wis. Moore’s lifetime interest in animal
genetics and the interaction of recessive genes
made him truly a “pioneer” in the Red and White
Holstein movement.
In the early 1940s, Moore established a herd of
black and white Holsteins. A visit and subsequent
gift of a Red and White bull calf from Winterthur
Farm in Delaware in 1947 introduced Moore to the
bovine Red and White gene. That bull calf, who
was a double grandson of Posch Ormsby Fobes
14th, moved to Wisconsin and was named LarryMoore King. Moore used the bull extensively in his
herd and mated him with Red and White females
that he had acquired. From this nucleus, Moore
developed the first all Red and White Holstein herd
in North America and created a breeding stud.
The Red and White Dairy Cattle Association
(RWDCA) was formed in 1964, and Moore served as
a director from 1966 to 1971 and as president from
1967 to 1969. His home also served as the organization’s headquarters during his years as president.
In 1970, the U.S. Holstein Association voted to
accept Red & White cattle registrations into their
herd book. Almost a third of the first males and
15 percent of the first Red and White females registered in the Holstein herd book were sired by
Moore-bred bulls.
Most A.I. units made semen available from
Moore’s homebred bulls. Among the most popular were “Transmitter Jack,” “Pioneer,” and “Sir
Roeland R,” whose dams were all sired by LarryMoore King.
In the mid-1970s, Moore became interested in
the polled trait. One of his homozygous polled
bulls, Larry-Moore Crosby B Poll-Red, is the greatgrandsire of Aggravation Lawn Boy P-Red, a bull
that has firmly entrenched the polled gene in both
Red and White and black and white Holsteins.
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National Dairy Shrine
(NDS) is pleased to announce the
recipients of the NDS and Dairy
Management Inc. (DMI) Education and Communication Scholarships for 2019. These generous
scholarships that are made possible by DMI and NDS encourage
students to pursue education or
communication careers.
Erika Franzen-Ackerman
of Frederika, Iowa, has been
awarded the top
scholarship
of
$1,500. FranzenAckerman is a
dairy manufacturing major at
South
Dakota
State University (SDSU). She
has served internships at the
Davis Dairy Plant and Schreiber
Foods. Franzen-Ackerman plans
on being a quality control specialist in dairy processing.
Three other undergraduate
students have been awarded
$1,000 scholarships.
Meikah Dado of Amery, Wis.,
is a dairy science and life sciences communication double major
at the University
of
Wisconsin–
Madison. In college, Dado has
been active in the
Association of Women in Agriculture, Badger Dairy Club, Collegiate Farm Bureau, and served
as a college student ambassador.
Rachel Coyne of Spring Valley, Wis., attends the University of
Minnesota and is double majoring
in agricultural communication
and
marketing
and animal science. Coyne has
been a member
of the Wisconsin State Junior
Activities
Committee, served as vice president
of the Gopher Dairy Club, and
is very involved in the National
Agri-Marketing Association.
Katherine Gathje from Richmond, Minn., attends the University of Minnesota and is majoring
in agricultural communication
and marketing.
Gathje has served
as president of the
Minnesota Junior
Holstein
Association, an officer
with the Gopher
Dairy Club, and a Princess Kay
of the Milky Way finalist.
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Connections supersede trade show sales
by Karen Bohnert

F

OR many dairy companies
World Dairy Expo, is simply a must-attend event,
but it is not for the reasons
many of you think. Truthfully, companies might not make a single dollar
of sales. For many, the takeaways far
exceed any monetary value, it is about
real connections and passing on useful information to farmers that can be
potential future customers.
Like many dairy industry leaders,
Laura Pires, marketing communication content lead for Cargill’s U.S.
dairy feed business, believes that
World Dairy Expo is an excellent
time to get out of the office and into
the field to meet a broad range of
dairy farmers.
“Many companies are based in
metropolitan areas and are not able
to connect with dairy farmers on a
regular basis,” Pires explained. “But,
we can come to Expo and chat with
small farmers from the Northeast as
well as large farmers from the West,”
Pires said. She elaborated, explaining that intimate discussions and
learning firsthand what is going on
in the minds of different customers
— learning what are their top concerns, future hopes, and areas they
might want and need help in — is
what makes Expo really special.
Kim Billman, director of communications for the American Jersey Cattle Association (AJCA) agreed with
Pires, stating, “AJCA feels strongly
that the connections we make each
year through the trade show at World
Dairy Expo are valuable to us and
the growing Jersey breed.”
Billman explained that AJCA
exhibits at World Dairy Expo, yearafter-year, not because of the immediate revenue it generates, but the
road it builds for future growth. She

The author and her husband work in partnership
with family on a 500-cow dairy in East Moline, Ill.

shared that the initial steps that
can start a deeper, more meaningful
conversation with dairy producers
at World Dairy Expo are crucial for
creating a win-win atmosphere for
both the customer and AJCA.
“We might not get the potential producer’s business that day, or even that
month, but the contacts that we make
at Expo allow us to put the right staff
member in touch with the producer,”
stated Billman. “We have many staff
members on-hand, ready to answer
questions on our AJCA programs and
services during Expo. Then we can
connect the right staff member to follow up with the producer, depending
on where they are located.”

Connecting for the future
Pires believes that in addition to
engaging and listening to farmers at
World Dairy Expo, it is equally important to follow up with that contact.
“This is another important piece of a
successful trade show plan,” she said.
The following up, according to
Pires, can happen in various forms.
“If your booth featured a giveaway
of some kind, then you will want to
send a follow-up to everyone who
entered, thanking them for their
entry and announcing your winner,”
she explained as an example. She also
said that for those more intimate, oneon-one conversations with farmers
who were looking for help in a specific
area, companies might want to send a
local representative to the farm with
some additional resources.
Billman agreed that follow-up is
essential to a successful trade show
and ultimately the success in procuring future business for a company.
“Follow-ups to individual producer
meetings at World Dairy Expo come
in many forms. For the dairy producers who we meet, it can be a visit
from their local area representative
or a phone call from the office helping

FOR EMPLOYEES working World Dairy Expo
booths, making a connection can often be
more important than making a sale.

Ryan Ebert

them with their question,” she said.
USJersey also has a variety of
events that the American Jersey Cattle Association hosts during the week
of Expo. “We have two consignment
sales in the area: one at Expo and
one 45 minutes south in Janesville,
Wis. In addition, we try to have a virtual farm tour each year to showcase
one of our standout registered Jersey
herds. It is also a chance to collaborate with the allied industry through
meetings and to stay abreast of the
latest dairy technologies,” she said.
For Cargill, their Expo related
events vary from year-to-year. “It
really just depends on what our objectives are for the year and the event,”
said Pires. “There are several World
Dairy Expo events to be involved
with, as well as the opportunity to
host your own at the nearby hotels.”
Dairy producers who attend World
Dairy Expo’s trade show are visiting
with dairy companies that can add
value to their business and improve
their operation. For dairy companies
exhibiting at Expo, a successful trade
show plan to them is really about

connecting pieces to helping their
customers succeed in their day-to-day
life on the farm.
Pires stated, “When you’re able to
really learn about what your customers’ dreams and challenges are,
then you can better tailor solutions
to help them achieve those goals and
illustrate to them that you and your
company are really there to be a
trusted, long-term partner for them
to work with.”
“Opening up conversations with
current and potentially new customers and understanding both their
challenges and opportunities is what
drives our company to new levels,”
said Billman.
Dairy companies often ask what
is the return on investments for
every cost associated with their
business, but attending World Dairy
Expo isn’t an easy mathematical
solution. The takeaways far exceed
dollars generated, but the real
connections that generate future
customers is why many dairy businesses continue to make their way
to Madison every fall.

Iager scholarships awarded
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National Dairy Shrine is pleased to
announce two recipients of the 2019 Iager Scholarship. These scholarships were created by an
endowment from the Charles and Judy Iager
family of Fulton, Md. This $1,000 scholarship is
awarded annually to second-year students enrolled
in a two-year agricultural school and pursuing a career in the dairy industry. Recipients are
selected based on academic achievement, leadership ability, interest in the dairy industry, and
future career plans. The recipients this year are:
Brock Irwin of Belvidere, Ill., who is attending
Kaskaskia Community College in Illinois working

on an associate’s in animal science
degree with plans this fall to further his education at the University
of Wisconsin-River Falls. Irwin has
served as the Illinois Professional
Agriculture Students (PAS) State
President, Kaskaskia College Ag
Club President as well as being very involved in
dairy judging, Dairy Bowl, and junior dairy breed
activities. Irwin is planning a career as a dairy
herd manager as well as continuing his passion for
educating consumers on the benefits of dairy products and the humane treatment of dairy animals.

Mary McGehee of Okeechobee,
Fla., attends Kaskaskia Community College and majors in dairy
science. In the future, McGehee
plans on obtaining a bachelor’s
degree in dairy science with a
long-term goal of earning a Ph.D.
in bovine reproduction. She aspires to develop a
reproductive specialty practice to work with dairy
farmers. While in school, McGehee has excelled in
dairy cattle judging and PAS activities, becoming
the high individual in the National PAS Prepared
Public Speaking competition.
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Kildee scholarships announced
National Dairy Shrine is pleased to
announce the recipients of the 2019 Kildee scholarships in honor of Dean H.H. Kildee who was a
renowned educator at Iowa State University.
Receiving a H.H. Kildee Graduate Studies
$3,000 Scholarship is Laura Jensen of Comstock, Wis. Jensen attended the
University of Minnesota and will
be entering graduate school at the
University of Florida in dairy cattle reproduction and genetics. Jensen grew up on a Guernsey dairy
and served as National Guernsey
Princess in 2016. She competed successfully

nationally in dairy cattle judging, Dairy Challenge, and Dairy Bowl.
She held summer internships with CRV-USA,
Select Sires, and six months studying abroad.
Jensen currently is serving as an intern with
the Council on Dairy Cattle Breeding, working
on health trait evaluations. Her ultimate goal is
to become a reproductive physiologist or quantitative geneticist.
Alexandra Gambonini of Petaluma, Calif.,
has been selected as this year’s recipient of the
H.H. Kildee Undergraduate Studies $1,000
Scholarship. She attended California Polytechnic State University and majored in dairy

science and agricultural business. Gambonini
has been very successful in dairy cattle judging, showing, and Dairy Challenge.
Her leadership roles included:
president of the Los Lecheros
Dairy Club, Animal Science Student Advisory Council member,
and Holstein USA Junior Advisory Committee member. After
an internship with an agricultural accounting firm, Gambonini has decided to
continue her education at the University of Minnesota to earn a master’s degree in agricultural
economics this fall.

LIVE MUSIC has been a staple of the dairy
cattle show at World Dairy Expo for nearly
four decades. The musical samplings span
the gamut of country, pop, jazz, and rock to
name a few.

learn how to play the piano, electronic
keyboards
(synthesizers),
drums, bass, guitar, trumpet, baritone, tuba, clarinet, and saxophone,
and he sings lead and harmony. “I’ve
even worked as an electronic technician, repairing and maintaining electronic musical equipment as well as
owning and operating my own music
store for 12 years,” he said.

Expo’s

A new gig

‘PIANO MAN’
by Andrea Haines

F

OR the past three years,
James Walter of Stoughton, Wis., has provided the
music for visitors of the
showring to enjoy while they watch
and cheer for their favorite bovine
beauties. A retiree from a career in
information technology, Walter is a
friend of previous World Dairy Expo
musician Mike Ashworth.
“I have known Mike Ashworth
for the past 40 years and had heard
him perform at World Dairy Expo
many times. I was referred by Mike
Ashworth to the Expo staff as his
successor,” he shared. “Aside from
Expo, you can frequently find me at
Liliana’s in Fitchburg, Wis., a New
Orleans-styled restaurant. I also play
for corporate events and parties.”
Observing Walter, an onlooker can
see just how passionate he is about
the music. Fingers gracefully gliding
across his electric keyboard, he happily “bops” to the rhythm of the notes
echoing into the large arena. Walter
The author is a freelance writer based in Union
Bridge, Md.

totes with him a substantial musical
history, too.
“I have been playing the Hammond
(electric) organ for 60 years. I started
organ lessons at age 6, and my parents decided that the family would
buy a home organ in 1959. The availability of the electric organ represented the leading edge of the home
entertainment industry and many
people purchased an organ instead
of a piano. I scored high on the musical aptitude test, so I started taking
organ lessons back then.”
Walter was led to playing in local
rock bands when he was in school, and
then taking classes at a conservatory.
“I later worked as a keyboard player
for various hotel chains in the 70s.
In the 80s, I played at area supper
clubs as the house musician on a fulltime basis, traveling the country,” he
explained. Walter transitioned into an
information technology career toward
the end of the 80s and did that fulltime for 29 years while performing on
weekends at local Madison, Wis., area
venues as a soloist with bands.
He’s also had the opportunity to

A cattle show was a different-styled
venue for the musician. Walter soon
figured out that he had to change a
few performance tactics to become
Expo’s music man. “On a typical performance, a four-hour window is the
normal time frame,” said Walter.
“World Dairy Expo requires up to 12
to 14 hours of playing each day.” Walter prepares for it each year by organizing his performance materials into
a computer-based keyboard workstation. Walter added, “I also maintain a
physical and mental regiment of exercise, nutrition, and practice to enable
me to build endurance for the long
periods of time required daily.”
As most musicians do, Walter has
some favorite pieces that he feels fit
into the lineup. World Dairy Expo is
able to give creative space to Walter
within the guidelines of the showring
etiquette. Walter enjoys playing music
from the great American songbook
(standards). “Jazz, rock, and country
are popular music, too,” he said. “I like
to incorporate many genres of music
into the World Dairy Expo song list.”
The majority of songs are popular
selections that sound familiar to the
audience’s ear. Walter likes to choose
songs that are in “major” keys (primary or familiar sound) with a positive and upbeat appeal.
“Songs in ‘minor’ keys project an element of melancholy and are used on
occasion, when needed,” he expressed.

Walter enjoys playing to the masses,
and with the diverse audience Expo
provides, it’s quite easy for him to offer
many different fields of musical flavor.
“Most of the pieces I use can be categorized as nostalgia, as I use material
from the past 100 years of pop music,”
he explained. “I include some current
popular music as well as ethnic music,
such as polkas, waltzes, Latin, swing,
Dixieland, and light-classical themes.
The music needs to be as positive and
diverse as possible.”
Most musicians are expected to
become well-versed at following cues
within a dance routine or singer.
Gathering experience from a typical performance, it comes to no surprise that Walter has mastered the
art of cattle-show etiquette when
it comes to coordinating musical
themes around a working showring.
“It’s pretty easy to get the rhythm (of
the show) and read the signs about
when to play and when to stop,” he
shared. “Once I played for the show a
few times, it got easier, but I need to
constantly watch the ring, the judges,
and the announcers for cues.”
The musician can also recognize
and appreciate the rhythm of a wellrun program. “The World Dairy Expo
show is extremely well-organized
and orchestrated by the staff who
put a tremendous amount of effort
into making everything perfect,”
expressed Walter.
Similar to the vibe a musician feels
when playing to a crowd at a dance
or concert, Walter can understand
the mood of the bovine audience he
bestows his melodies. “The cows love
me!” he shared with a chuckle. Walter
can tell the cattle enjoy the music by
watching them comfortably ease into
their paces on the colored shavings.
“I appreciate that the World Dairy
Expo staff incorporates and supports
live music, and I extend my gratitude,” shared Walter.
The next time you visit Expo and
find yourself humming to a familiar
tune, look up into the stands. You
will likely find Walter “bopping”
along to his musical talents.
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They do it for the youth
by Sarah Lenkaitis

O

N TUESDAY, October 1, World Dairy
Expo will open, and the exhibitors and
cattle of the International Junior Holstein Show will be the first to walk the
colored shavings in the Coliseum. It will mark the
fifteenth year of a dedicated youth Holstein show.
Over the years, the number and quality of the
youth showing within the International Holstein
Show caught the attention of World Dairy Expo
staff and the Dairy Cattle Exhibitor Committee.
So, in 2004, the International Junior Holstein
Show was founded to provide youth Holstein exhibitors an opportunity to show with fellow youth.
In the fifteen years since its inception, over 2,300
youth and 3,000 cattle have been a part of the show.
Working tirelessly behind the scenes each year has
been superintendents Rick and Paula Bovre.
While many know the husband and wife duo as
managers of the Great Northern Land and Cattle
Company in Fond du Lac, Wis., they are also longtime World Dairy Expo volunteers. Paula doesn’t
remember how she and Rick were approached to
be superintendents of the International Junior
Holstein Show, but she recalls it being a simple
decision to make.
“We enjoy volunteering at World Dairy Expo and
seeing the positive influence it has on the dairy
industry, especially youth. Being superintendents
of the show was a good fit,” she said.
While exhibiting on the colored shavings at
World Dairy Expo is an exciting achievement for
any dairy enthusiast, Paula explained the special meaning it holds for youth. “It means a lot to
these kids to have the opportunity to compete at a
national level with their peers,” she said. “It’s not
all about winning, but the camaraderie and experience they gain from participating.”
Rick and Paula, along with the other superintendents, work with World Dairy Expo staff to
ensure a successful dairy cattle show each year.
A few of their duties include coordinating showring volunteers, stalling assignments, and cattle
The author and her husband work in partnership with family on a 100cow dairy in St. Charles, Ill.

check-in. Specific to the International Junior Holstein Show, Rick and Paula work to ensure the
show abides by Holstein USA National Junior
showring policies.

Chance of a lifetime
By having youth compete separately, it can
alleviate the intimidation of exhibiting alongside
adults. “Some of the youth exhibiting are comfortable competing at a national show.”

SINCE THE INCEPTION of the International Junior Holstein
Show, Rick and Paula Bovre have served as superintendents
and looked to spur opportunities.

“For others, the International Junior Holstein
Show helps us provide a national show experience to those that are still learning and gaining
showring experience,” she explained. The more
manageable class size also allows the judge extra
time to provide reasons for his or her placings and
showring personnel additional time to work with
the youth on showring procedures.
The culmination of Rick and Paula’s work to create a learning environment is paying off as the
number of exhibitors continues to grow each year.
“Youth tell fellow youth about the positive experience they have showing at World Dairy Expo,
and it continues to help the show grow,” Paula
explained. The first year there were 138 exhibitors
in the International Junior Holstein Show. In 2018,

the show had its largest number of exhibitors yet
with 231 youth from 25 states and Canada.
Also, following the conclusion of the International Junior Holstein Show, exhibitors and
cattle can be released, said Paula. “This makes
showing at World Dairy Expo more feasible for
youth, especially in the Midwest, as they don’t
have the cost of being at the show and missing
school for the entire week,” she explained.
In addition to seeing the number of exhibitors
and cattle climb, Paula has seen the quality of the
show grow. “It’s developed a reputation as a highcaliber show and a great testament to the hard
work of the kids,” she said.
For many of the exhibitors, the International
Junior Holstein Show represents the pinnacle of
their year and the result of their efforts working
with their show animals throughout the spring
and summer show season.
Under Rick and Paula’s leadership, the show continues to flourish and has added several new awards.
“We started with the basic classes and have continued building it up. A few years ago, we added a Bred
and Owned Champion. This year, we’ll be adding a
Summer Junior Two-Year-Old Class,” she said.
For Paula, continuing to attract youth to participate in the International Junior Holstein Show
means continuous evolution. “We work closely
with the World Dairy Expo staff and board of
directors to evaluate any changes or new opportunities for the show,” she said. In addition to the
International Junior Holstein Show, youth can
participate in showmanship and a fitting contest.
With the show reaching its fifteenth anniversary, there’s a generation of individuals that
started showing in the International Junior Holstein Show and have graduated to the open show.
There’s a few that have moved to the center of
the ring as a volunteer or even a judge, including
Brandon Ferry (associate judge in 2019), Robert
Teixeira (associate judge in 2018) and Molly Sloan
(official judge in 2014).
“Kids look forward to World Dairy Expo,” Paula
added. “It’s an opportunity to showcase their hard
work, build lasting friendships with peers, and
learn skills that will help them in the future.”
Today’s exhibitors in the International Junior
Holstein Show are the future of the industry and
World Dairy Expo. With Rick and Paula Bovre and
their steadfast leadership, the International Junior
Holstein Show has developed a strong foundation
and is poised to have a bright future.

ASHLEY

Hagenow of Poynette, Wis., and
Kendra Waldenberger of Spring Grove, Minn.,
have been selected as recipients of the 2019
McCullough Freshman Communications Scholarships given in memory of Marshall McCullough,
the well-respected nutrition researcher and
educator from Georgia. This scholarship is presented to two high school seniors planning to
attend a four-year college or university to major
in an agricultural communications field.
Receiving the $2,000 McCullough scholarship
is Ashley Hagenow of Poynette, Wis. She plans
to use this scholarship as she continues her education at the University of Minnesota where she
will major in agricultural communications and
marketing with a minor in animal science. Hagenow has been very active in 4-H and FFA, attending leadership conferences and participating in

dairy judging and showing. She just completed
her term as the Wisconsin State FFA Reporter.
Hagenow stated, “I see myself as an advocate and a voice for both dairy and agriculture. I believe in the feeling of
community and the passion that
drives dairy people, and I want
to play a role in delivering that
message to so many people who
do not know about the positives
of agriculture.”
Receiving the $1,500 McCullough scholarship is
Kendra Waldenberger of Spring Grove, Minn.
She will be majoring in animal science and agricultural communications and marketing at the
University of Minnesota.
Waldenberger did not grow up on a dairy, but
she started her dairy career by leasing Brown

Swiss calves to show. She quickly
developed a passion for dairy and
has been very involved in Brown
Swiss activities as well as Houston
County dairy activities (serving as
Houston County Dairy Princess).
Waldenberger has had numerous
leadership roles in youth organizations and loves
being a mentor to younger members.
Waldenberger has a goal of becoming a marketing specialist, improving the sales of dairy
products. This position would combine her passion for education, communications, and the dairy
industry while allowing her to do many of the
things she enjoys like public speaking.
Both of these outstanding students seek a
future role in dairy related mass communications
just as McCullough desired.
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Grasping clippers from a young age
by Andrea Haines

J

OINING the long line of professional fitters and cattle
caretakers at World Dairy
Expo was a day to remember for Evan Creek of Hagerstown,
Md. “It makes the honor to fit more
special in getting to stand among
them,” he shared.
The honor mentioned is in memory
of a very special dairyman, Duncan
Mackenzie, the 1961 Klussendorf
winner and a prestigious cattleman.
Creek is the 28th awardee and one
of the youngest recipients in history
to win the Klussendorf-MacKenzie
trophy, taking his place among the
long list of some of the industry’s top
dairy caretakers.
Creek began showing interest in
his “dairy-fitting craft” at a young
age. A product of the Maryland 4-H
program, he remembers wanting to
help out with the showstring when
he was little.
“My brothers and I used to stand
on buckets when we were little so we
could reach to clip heads and tops
on our yearlings,” he said. “I started
doing nightline for several people to
get more experience when I was about
15 years old and slowly moved to other
jobs as I got better with my clipping.”
Creek’s experience in the state’s
4-H program was a positive one.
“Maryland’s program stresses doing
all of the fitting and animal preparation yourself,” he explained. “It is
a very strong, very competitive program and has produced many great
fitters as well as judges.
“Showing in Maryland is very comThe author is a freelance writer based in Union
Bridge, Md.

petitive, but it’s also a great place to
learn. The people involved with showing dairy animals are very supportive
of the youth programs,” he continued.
Creek’s family has also been showing for generations, working together
to prepare animals for the ring. The
Palmyra herd has produced some
exceptional Ayrshires, one of the most
notable being Palmyra Berkely P
Ruth-ET, who successfully defended
her 2017 title as Grand Champion
of the International Ayrshire Show
at World Dairy Expo last year. The
Creek family also took home banners
for 2018 World Dairy Expo Premier
Breeder and Premier Exhibitor.
The Palmyra prefix has been notable within the A.I. industry, too.
Breeding one of the breed’s reigning Premier Sires of both the heifer
and cow shows at World Dairy Expo,
Palmyra Tri-Star Burdette-ET, was
another accomplishment of Creek’s.
“My brothers, sister, cousins, and
I are the fourth generation to work
with our Ayrshires,” Creek said.
“We have had many All-Americans
and have been Premier Breeder and
Exhibitor at Maryland State Fair,
the Mid-Atlantic National, Southern National, and World Dairy Expo
many times.” Creek stated that his
family enjoys showing for the competition and friendships, but it is also
part of their business.
Speaking of business, Creek has
had the pleasure of working for
many people and farms growing
up. “Most of the ones I started to
work with were very helpful and
supportive and did a lot to teach
me,” he shared. Creek has worked
with MD-Maple-Dell, Triple-T,

Arethusa, Kueffner, Sherona Hill,
Glamourview, Windy-Knoll-View,
Waverly, Snider Homestead, Duckett,
Gil-Tex, Oakfield Corners, River
Valley, MD-Hillbrook, Morrell,
Pappy’s, VanExel, Elite, and Spungold Holsteins, to name a few.
“My work varies from one year to
the next,” he elaborated. “On average, I probably do six to eight sales
and 10 to 12 shows a year.” He
claims World Dairy Expo to be a
favorite, but he usually enjoys every
job he works.

Graduated early to work
Creek feels that a strong work
ethic is what placed him on the path
to business success. “I do not think I
work that much harder than any of
the other dairy fitters,” he shared. “I
did have a different work ethic than
the kids I went to school with.”
Creek elaborated, “I missed 28
days in the fall of my senior year so
I could work shows and sales, and I
had already ordered my trailer by
that time.”
Creek completed all of his graduation requirements by the end of his
first semester so he could graduate
high school early to travel more often.
His advice to youth wanting to
make a career choice out of cattle
care and fitting is to ask questions
and watch the professionals whenever the opportunity arises.
“My parents would send us (Creek
and his siblings) out and tell us to
watch certain people so we could
learn how to do what they were doing,
whether it was clipping or showing or
washing animals,” Creek explained.
“Practice clipping all of the time. It

MARYLAND’S EVAN CREEK was named
the 2018 Klussendorf-MacKenzie Award
winner at World Dairy Expo.

will help you to be quick and learn
how to hold clippers, to get them to
do what you want when needed,” he
continued.
He also emphasized that a true
fitter and showman will be able to
recognize the type characteristics
of the animals you are working with
so you can learn how to make them
look their best.
Creek’s future plans involve continuing to work on his craft. He is
interested in marketing his own cattle, too. “I’d like to spend a bit more
time helping to develop and market
our own cattle. However, I will probably continue to do what I have been
doing for a while yet,” he shared.

Milk and dairy products scholarships given
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announce the recipients of the NDS Dairy Management Inc. (DMI) Milk Marketing and Dairy
Product Scholarships for 2019. These generous
scholarships made possible by DMI and NDS
encourage students to pursue careers in dairy
product or milk marketing, and dairy product
development and/or quality control.
Emily Annexstad of St. Peter, Minn., has
been awarded the top scholarship of $1,500.
Annexstad is double majoring in
animal science and agricultural
communication and marketing
at the University of Minnesota.
Annexstad is president of the
Gopher Dairy Club, vice president
of the Minnesota Junior Holstein
Association, and served as the 64th Princess Kay

of the Milky Way. Annexstad plans on a career
in dairy communications.
Additionally, three other undergraduate students have been awarded $1,000 scholarships.
Kathryn Gardner of Fayetteville, Ark., is majoring in agricultural communications and
agribusiness marketing at the
University of Arkansas. Gardner
has served as an Associated Student Government Senator for two
terms, is active in the Razorback Foundation and
Leadership Academy, and the Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow. Gardner’s career goals
are to work in public policy and legislative affairs.
Ashley Warren of Watkins, Minn., is attending the University of Minnesota and majoring in
agricultural communications and marketing. At

Minnesota, Warren is the secretary of the Gopher Dairy Club,
president of the Beta of Clovia
Sorority, and active in Meeker
County 4-H, and Litchfield FFA
activities. Warren plans a career
in agricultural marketing.
Samantha Schuessler of Antigo, Wis., is
attending Cal Poly and majoring in dairy science with an agricultural communications minor. Schuessler
is a member of the Los Lecheros
Dairy Club, the Cal-Poly Dairy
Judging Team, and Sigma Alpha
Sorority. She also serves as a
contributor for Cowsmopolitan
magazine. Her career goals include marketing
and communications.
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Klussendorf and McKown scholars honored
by Sarah Thomas

Klussendorf scholars
The dairy cow has always played
an instrumental role in Brock
Irwin’s life. Growing up on his family
dairy farm in Belvidere, Ill., he quickly
learned the importance of working diligently. From an early
age, Irwin was responsible for the
calves, show herd, and assisting with
milking on his farm. He also values
his internship experiences with Sunshine Genetics, Golden Oaks Farm,
and Rolling Lawns Farm. Irwin is
a recent graduate of Kaskaskia College where he served as the Ag Club
president and will obtain a degree in
dairy science from the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls. He aspires to
become a herd manager.
Lukas Pierson has been around
dairy cattle his whole life. He says
that growing up on
his family farm raising Holstein heifers
in Butterfield, Minn.,
and also working on
Olmar Farms has
validated this goal
to operate his own dairy farm one
day. Pierson is a sophomore at South
Dakota State University.
His participation in dairy youth
activities has assured him that this
is where he belongs. If owning and
operating his own farm isn’t possible,
Pierson aims to work as an embryo
technician or as a nutritionist.
Samantha Schuessler is majoring in dairy science at California
Polytechnic
State
University. Growing
up on a 400-cow Holstein dairy in Antigo,
Wis., she learned
what it meant to be
part of a business.
Schuessler also credits RuAnn
Genetics, the Cal Poly Classic sale,

Cowsmopolitan Magazine, and the Cal
Poly dairy judging team for enabling
her to have the opportunity to grow
her network and expand her knowledge on what it means to serve the
industry. After graduation, she hopes
to pursue a graduate degree in either
genetics, marketing, or processing.

McKown winners
Creating opportunities for consumers to become more connected
to the dairy industry
is what drives Ellie
Ainslie of Little
Falls,
N.Y.,
during her studies at
Cornell University,
where she is majoring in animal science. She initially got her start growing up on
a 70-cow registered Holstein farm.
After her family sold the operation, they moved to a 1,200-cow
dairy where her father serves as
the herdsman.
This has enabled Ainslie to gain
hands-on experience with various
scales of dairying. That has inspired
Ainslie to bring her family farm back
to life one day. She plans to process
ice cream, cheese, and other dairy
products because she sees valueadded products grasping a niche
market in the current economy.
As a third-generation dairy enthu-

siast on his family’s Glen-Toctin
Farm in Jefferson, Md., Todd Allen
hopes to combine his
strong math skills
and love for the dairy
industry into a career
after
graduating
from Virginia Tech in
dairy science. He has
a specific interest in dairy genetics.
Allen has self-designed an undergraduate research project formulating two new Total Performance Index
(TPI) formulas for Holsteins: one for
commercial breeders and another
for those focused on merchandising.
His experiences through the Junior
Holstein Association, judging, and
showing have developed his love for
the dairy cow.
A native of Edmeston, N.Y., Cassie
Menendez grew up on her family’s
70-cow dairy, showing
registered Holsteins
and Jerseys. After
the farm was sold
in 2010, Menendez
was able to continue
some of her best cows’
pedigrees. She now raises heifers and
calves with her parents for shows and
to use as recipients for embryos. She
is exceptional in developing rations,
executing breeding decisions, and
assisting with embryo transfer.
She also attributes her background

with Tim Coon and Maple-Downs
Farms II with inspiring her to plan
for a career in the dairy industry,
potentially through marketing or
milk processing.
Katelyn Nolt of Harley, Texas,
got her start with the dairy industry in her birth state
of Pennsylvania. As
a second-year student
at Oklahoma State
University
majoring in animal science with a business
option, Nolt knows that she wants
to become a herd manager of a large
dairy after graduation.
Her passion has stemmed from
her early experiences working on
her family’s dairy. Since her family’s
move to Texas in April 2017, Nolt is
thankful for the experience of going
from a small dairy background to a
much larger one. This, along with her
2019 internship at Budjon Farms,
continues to fuel her aspirations.
The Klussendorf scholarships are
made available as a result of a gift
from the late Klussendorf member
Chris Kampf, who won the Klussendorf award in 1956. Money raised by
the McKown family and friends of
the late “Whitey” McKown, named
an honorary Klussendorf member in
1997, make up the funds available
for the McKown Scholarship.
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HE Klussendorf Association and McKown Fund are
excited to announce seven
$1,500 scholarship recipients. These scholarships are presented annually to students in their
first, second, or third year at a twoyear or four-year college or university
in the United States or Canada majoring in dairy science, animal science,
agri-business, or other related majors.
In all, over 80 students applied for
these prestigious scholarships.

The author was the 2019 Hoard’s Dairyman Editorial
Intern and is a senior at Virginia Tech majoring in
dairy science with minors in agricultural economics,
communication, and Spanish.
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More milk isn’t better Distinguished
breeders designated
by Kari Behling Michalovich
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ROM World Dairy Expo’s
inception, organizers dedicated themselves to presenting a professional, fair,
and world class event.
That professionalism and commitment to an honest show has drawn
exhibitors to the colored shavings.
Through it all, this core focus on ethics has allowed participants an even
playing field to display their genetics.
To this day, maintaining the integrity and safety of the animals presented to the judges remains a top
priority of the Dairy Cattle Exhibitor
Committee, the board of directors,
and the staff of World Dairy Expo.
To ensure that exhibitors do not
cross the line of unethical showring
practices that may harm cows, the
ethics committee, made up of dairy
cattle breeders, veterinarians, and
industry professionals, follow the
most up-to-date practices used for
showring preparation.
The ethics committee has been
a global leader in this arena. For
example, World Dairy Expo was the
first show to implement the ultrasounding of udders to look for alterations in udder attachments and
fullness of quarters of cows. Milk
sampling also aided this effort.
Sheila McGuirk, D.V.M., of the
University
of
Wisconsin–Madison Veterinary School has been at
the forefront of understanding and
evaluating showring practices. She
was approached by the Dairy Cattle
Exhibitor Committee to investigate
the effects of overfilling the udder
with milk for show day. With a
team of volunteers and Ken Waller,
D.V.M., the diagnostic imaging residency director at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison Veterinary
School, she set out to fill the knowledge gap about overbagging.
“While one component of overbagging is a long interval between milking, other individual cow factors like
age, nutrition, environmental considerations such as heat, time standing, function of the valves in milk
veins, previous bagging history,
and health status also play a role
and need to be better understood,”
explained McGuirk.
As cows continue to improve in physical appearance through advances in
genetics and nutrition, their ability to
milk has also progressed. A cow with
an udder full of milk will appear to
have a higher, wider, fuller rear udder
attachment and a longer fore udder
attachment. In most cases, this is

The author farms with her husband, Kevin, and
his parents in Lakeville, Ohio.
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seen as a benefit in the showring.
However, McGuirk pointed out,
“There is an ongoing concern for the
health and welfare of cattle. With a
long interval between milkings, the
accumulation of milk in the udder
can cause congestion and create
enough pressure that fluid leaks
into the tissue.
“The fluid that accumulates is
known as edema,” McGuirk elaborated. “When the edema reaches a
certain level in the fore udder, rear
udder, or udder seam, it is considered
overbagging. Cows with overbagging
edema showed elevated somatic cell
counts, change in rumination behavior, and an abnormally wide hind limb
gait in a previous study based on the
World Dairy Expo cow show in 2017.”

Better evaluations
In the last couple of years,
McGuirk and her team have
explored monitoring strategies for
overbagging further.
“Ultrasound examination was the
standard by which overbagging was
detected. Behavior and external
udder signs were then correlated to
ultrasound findings,” McGuirk said.
“World Dairy Expo has always
ultrasounded animals placing in the
top half of the milking cow classes.
With the study, the percentage of
cows ultrasounded was increased
to 60 percent in the first year of the
study in 2017. The following year,
the percentage of cows ultrasounded
was bumped to 80 percent of cows
exhibited. Cows placing in the lower
half of the class were selected by
appearance or behavior in the showring by trained observers standing
ring side,” said McGuirk, as she
explained the process in which the
study was conducted.
“With the completion of the statistical analysis of the 2018 data,
combined with the 2017 data, it
will determine which of the udder
appearance and behavior characteristics that were considered best correlated with overbagging edema by
ultrasound,” explained McGuirk.
“Ideally, if exhibitors detect signs
of overbagging, they will elect to
milk the cow rather than take her
to the showring. We will continue
to have a conference call with the
World Dairy Expo judges each year
about overbagging prior to the show.
We assure them of the support of the
overbagging committee and World
Dairy Expo to discriminate against
cows that are overbagged,” she said.
Again in 2019, the Dairy Cattle
Exhibitor Committee and McGuirk
plan to monitor the educational
efforts about overbagging.

T

HE brother and sister
team of Ralph W. Shank
Jr. and Mary Shank Creek
of Palmyra Farm in Hagerstown, Md., has been selected as
the 2019 recipient of National Dairy
Shrine’s Distinguished Dairy Cattle
Breeder Award. They are the first
brother and sister breeder honorees in the 70-year history of Dairy
Shrine. This award is presented
annually to an active, progressive
dairy producer who excels in the
management of a dairy breeding
herd based on sound business and
genetic principles.
Ralph Shank Jr. and his wife,
Terrie, and Mary Shank Creek and
her husband, Mike, own and operate the respected Maryland farm
with their children and grandchildren, who now represent the fourth
and fifth generations. While Palmyra Farm is best known for its
outstanding Ayrshires, it is also
home to a few registered Holsteins
and Jerseys. The family currently
milks 81 cows and
raises 132 heifers
following a downsize of their herd
late last year. All of
the milk cows are
housed in a freestall
facility and milked
in a double-7 herringbone parlor. The
herd is on production testing and has
been classified for
nearly 60 years.
Shank and Creek’s goal has
always been “to breed the complete
cow — milk, genetics, type, show,
and the ability to transmit.” Cow
families have always been at the
heart of this respected and successful breeding program.
As a result of Shank and Creek’s
breeding philosophy and emphasis on solid cow families, they have
placed 77 Ayrshire and 16 Holstein bulls into A.I. units. Palmyra
Tri-Star Burdette, a high production and type bull, has some 6,500
daughters in over 1,600 herds and
has been prominent in moving the
Ayrshire breed forward. Burdette
has been Premier Sire at World
Dairy Expo the last four years.
Another bull, Palmyra Tri-Star
Reality, is having the same influence
on the future of the breed, siring four
of the top 20 bulls on the December
2018 Active A.I. Bull List.
Over 100 Palmyra-bred cows
have appeared on the Ayrshire
Elite Cow Performance Index (CPI)
list, including 42 in one round. Ten

cows have ranked number one. The
breed’s current CPI leader (December 2018) is Palmyra Berkely P
Ruth-ET (EX-94), that was Grand
Champion at World Dairy Expo in
2017 and 2018. Ruth was also the
Total Performance winner at Expo
in 2018 and is a three-time unanimous All-American.
She is a full sister to Palmyra
Berkely Reagan, that is the most
heavily sampled Ayrshire young sire
in the U.S. with over 20,000 units of
semen sold. Already a sire of sons,
Reagan’s first daughters are now
milking. Palmyra Farm has bred
over 100 cows with lifetime production totals of 100,000 pounds of milk
or more, at least 20 with over 150,000
pounds of milk, and five with over
200,000 pounds of milk.
Palmyra was the first Ayrshire
herd to utilize embryo transfer in the
United States. They have exported
embryos to 10 foreign countries, thus
distributing that profitable Palmyra
performance to Ayrshire breeders
around the world.
Shank and Creek have been
Premier Breeder 11 times, Premier
Exhibitor nine times, and shown
the Grand Champion cow three
times at World Dairy Expo’s Ayrshire Show. To date, they have
earned 146 All-American Ayrshire
nominations and achieved 49 AllAmerican designations.
Shank and Creek have been very
active in the community, dairy
industry, and breed organizations.
They have been strong supporters of
agriculture youth programs, including hosting 13 student interns. They
welcome many tours and visitors
to their farm every year, in addition to classification workshops and
judging practices. In 2009, they and
their families launched Palmyra
Farm Cheese, producing uniquely
flavored Cheddar cheeses from their
award-winning Ayrshire cows.
Creek was World Ayrshire Federation President from 2012 to 2016
and is a past president of National
Dairy Shrine. She has judged
shows locally and internationally
and in 2015 judged the Ayrshire
Show at World Dairy Expo. In
2012, she was recognized as World
Dairy Expo’s “Woman of the Year.”
Shank is a past president and
director of the Maryland Ayrshire Association, past chair of the
National Ayrshire Youth Committee, and along with wife, Terrie,
chaired the 1998 National Ayrshire
Convention. He has won both the
National Ayrshire Young Breeder
and Young Leader awards.
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Sincerely,

Meet the 2019 judges

Phillip Topp
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Joe Sparrow

Seth Johnson

ORLD Dairy Expo welcomes an elite
slate of judges tasked to evaluate the
finest dairy cattle in North America
at the 53rd annual event in Madison,
Wis., October 1 through 5. These 16 individuals will
stand in the center of the showring, placing nearly
2,500 cattle throughout the five-day show. Following
is a brief biography of each judge.
Phillip Topp of Botkins, Ohio, is the International Ayrshire Show judge. Topp owns a small
herd of 40 registered cows consisting of a variety of
breeds along with a fabricating maintenance business, specializing in stainless steel tig welding.
Active in the showring, Topp has exhibited many
champions at the Ohio State Fair, North American International Livestock Exposition, and World
Dairy Expo, including the 1999 Grand Champion
of the International Brown Swiss Show. In 2016, he
was awarded the Ohio Young Breeder Award.
He has judged several county fairs, district
shows, and state fairs in California, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, New York,
Ohio, and Wisconsin along with the Peru International Brown Swiss Show and the International
Jersey Show at World Dairy Expo. Topp and his
wife, Carrie, have three children, Aubree, 13,
Aiden, 11, and Alaina, 9.
Matt Hawbaker, Clear Spring, Md., is the
associate Ayrshire judge.
Joe Sparrow of Owenton, Ky., is the International Brown Swiss Show judge. Sparrow is a
dairy nutritionist for CPC Commodities and coowner of Fairdale Farms LLC with his brothers
Ben and Kirby and father, Richard.
Sparrow is a member of the Kentucky Brown
Swiss Association and National Brown Swiss Association. Fairdale Farms is home to 40 Brown Swiss
cows with an average classification score of 88.2
points and a rolling herd average of 28,121 pounds
of milk with 4.5 percent fat and 3.6 percent protein.
The herd has produced a World Dairy Expo Intermediate Champion, North American International
Livestock Exposition Supreme Champion, and has
produced more than 30 All-American nominees.
Sparrow served as the associate judge of the
2013 International Brown Swiss Show and has
officiated the Eastern and Northeastern National
Brown Swiss Shows, the Dominican Republic
National Show, and multiple state fairs. Sparrow
resides in Owenton, Ky., with his wife, Angela,
and children, Archie, 4, and Wylie, 1.
Jeff Core, Salvisa, Ky., is the associate Brown
Swiss judge.
Seth Johnson of Tunbridge, Vt., is the International Guernsey Show judge. Johnson is an
area sales manager with Phibro Animal Health.
He previously served as the executive secretary of
the American Guernsey Association where he also
helped manage sales during his 18-year tenure
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Chad Ryan

Eddie Bue

Jack Lomeo Jr.

with the association.
Johnson has evaluated cattle at the Canadian
National Show, the Eastern States Exposition,
the All-American Show and the Ohio State
Fair. He has also served as an All-American
judge for the Guernsey, Milking Shorthorn,
and Ayrshire breeds.
Today, Johnson lives in Tunbridge, Vt., with his
wife, Shannon, and their children, Zachary and
Sylvia, where they raise a few Guernseys and
Ayrshires for the kids to show.
Jon Lantz, Ellsworth, Wis., is the associate
Guernsey judge.
Chad Ryan is the International Holstein
Show judge. Ryan resides in Fond du Lac, Wis.,
with his wife, Amy, and sons, Dylan, 11, and Cameron, 10. There he assists his parents in the dayto-day operations of Ryan-Vu Holsteins, a 100-cow
registered Holstein herd with a breed age average
of 111.8 percent. Ryan and his family have bred or
developed 30 All-American, Junior All-American,
and All-Canadian nominees, three of which went
on to be named All-American.
Along with being active on the farm, Ryan is a former director of the Wisconsin Holstein Association
Board, currently serves on the World Dairy Expo
Dairy Cattle Exhibitor Committee, and recently
joined the World Dairy Expo Board of Directors. He
also travels the country working with elite show cattle and genetic offerings at sales and shows.
Ryan’s judging résumé is also quite impressive, including the International Red and White
and Junior Holstein Shows, the Northeast
Spring National Holstein Show, various Midwest
National Shows, and the All American Jersey and
Junior Red and White Shows.
Lynn Harbaugh, Marion, Wis., is the associate
Holstein judge.
Eddie Bue, of Kaukauna, Wis., is the International Junior Holstein Show judge. Every
day, Bue works with an elite herd of show cattle
as the general manger of Milksource Genetics in
Kaukauna, Wis. Under his care are Expo greats
such as Musqie Iatola Martha, Weeks Dundee
Anika, and Co-Vale Dempsey Dina-ET. Bue and
his wife, Mandi, previously owned and operated
Legendholm Holsteins in Hixton, Wis.
Starting out as a professional dairy cattle fitter in
the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Columbia,
Bue later worked as the herdsman at Stranshome
Holsteins in Owatonna, Minn., and Ludwig Farms
of Fithian, Ill., before starting Legendholm. In 2005,
he was recognized at Expo as the KlussendorfMackenzie Award winner. Bue has stood in World
Dairy Expo’s Showring previously as the associate
judge of the 2015 International Holstein Show and
has also evaluated cattle in showrings at all levels
across the United States, Australia, and Mexico.
Brandon Ferry, Hilbert, Wis., is the associate

Keith Topp

Jamie Black

Junior Holstein judge.
Jack Lomeo Jr. is the International Jersey
Show judge. Lomeo resides in Sylvan Beach, N.Y.,
where he works as a territory sales manager for
STgenetics. The New York native is also the owner
of Purple Fever Cattle Company and owns 40 animals, representing all seven breeds, most of which
are leased to young 4-H members.
Lomeo has bought and sold numerous AllAmerican and All-Canadian nominees along with
locating show calves for many youth who have
commercial dairy backgrounds. He has played a
role in many nominations in both the All-American
and All-Canadian contests.
Lomeo returns to the Expo Showring as an official judge after having previously served as the 2017
official judge and 2014 associate judge of the International Milking Shorthorn Show. Beyond judging
at Expo, Lomeo has evaluated dairy cattle at the
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair, and is preparing for
a Jersey Show in Columbia this coming year.
Brent Walker, Guelph, Ontario, Canada, is the
associate Jersey judge.
Keith Topp of Botkins, Ohio, is the International Milking Shorthorn Show judge. Topp is
a fabrication welder as well as a partner in ToppView Farms. Owned with brother, Phillip, ToppView is home to a 40-head herd comprised of all
seven major dairy breeds.
Topp-View has exhibited several champions
at World Dairy Expo including the 1999 Grand
Champion Brown Swiss, the 2005 Reserve Grand
Champion Brown Swiss, and the 2013 Brown
Swiss and Milking Shorthorn Junior Champions.
Topp stands center ring this year with an
impressive judging résumé including the 2013
International Ayrshire Show, 2017 International
Brown Swiss Show, and 2017 Jersey Jug Futurity.
Topp lives in Botkins, Ohio, with his wife, Kindra,
and their children, Keaton and Kinley.
Clark Morgan, Urbana, Ohio, is the associate
Milking Shorthorn judge.
Jamie Black is the International Red and
White Show judge. Black of Batavia, N.Y., has
spent his life surrounded by cattle. Growing up at
Montdale Holsteins in eastern Ontario, Canada,
Black now works at Oakfield Corners Dairy where
he cares for high-type cattle. He also owns Opportunity Holsteins and Jerseys, which is made up of
about 70 animals. Black has played a part in developing numerous All-American and All-Canadian
nominees in both the Holstein and Jersey breeds
throughout his career.
He is no stranger to judging cattle and has evaluated Holsteins at the Royal Agricultural Winter
Fair, the Northeastern Fall and Eastern National
Shows, and the Quebec and Ontario Spring Shows.
Pat Lundy, Granville, N.Y., is the associate
Red and White judge.
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T

HE National Dairy Shrine
is pleased to announce
the recipients of the Merton Sowerby Junior Merit
Scholarships for 2019. These scholarships are designed to encourage
qualified junior status undergraduate students to pursue careers in
the dairy industry or related occupations. This scholarship is named
in honor of National Dairy Hall of
Fame Pioneer and Klussendorf
honoree Merton Sowerby.
Emily Annexstad of St. Peter,
Minn., has been awarded the top
scholarship of $1,500.
Annexstad is double
majoring in animal
science and agricultural communication
and marketing at the
University of Minnesota. Annexstad is president of the
Gopher Dairy Club, vice president of
the Minnesota Junior Holstein Association, executive officer of the Beta
of Clovia Sorority, and active in the
campus National Agri-Marketing
Association. Annexstad served as
the 64th Princess Kay of the Milky
Way. She plans on a career in dairy
communications championing the
positives of the dairy industry.
Additionally, five other undergraduate students have been awarded
$1,000 scholarships.
Shoshana Brody from Baltimore,
Md., is a major in animal science at
Penn State University. Brody is president of the Penn State
Dairy Science Club,
vice president of the
Penn State Coaly
Society, and vice president of the Penn State Reproduction
Research Team. She is a member of
Gamma Sigma Delta and in Schreyer
Honors College.
With a great interest in science
and biology this year, Brody is concentrating on furthering her knowledge of dairy science by working in
the dairy nutrition laboratory of
Kevin Harvatine.
Sarah Thomas of Pittsboro, N.C.,
is attending Virginia Tech and majoring in dairy science.
Thomas is very active
in campus organizations at Virginia
Tech, being a leader
in numerous positions
with the Dairy Science Club, president of Sigma Alpha,
and a College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences Ambassador.
Thomas has been a member of a
collegiate judging team which had
never placed lower than second at four
national contests. She was named an

All-American at the national contest in 2018. This summer Thomas
served as the Hoard’s Dairyman summer intern, and in the future, she
would like to be a program specialist
for the Holstein Association and the
Holstein Foundation.
Sanne de Bruijn of Vicksburg,
Mich., is attending South Dakota State
University
(SDSU)
double majoring in
dairy production and
dairy manufacturing.
de Bruijn is a student
ambassador for the
agriculture college at
SDSU, head mentor of the freshman
dairy seminar class.
She has worked with the Midwest
Dairy Association, attended Agriculture Future of America Conferences,
and is a member of the SDSU Dairy
Products Evaluation team. de Bruijn’s
dream is to breed a genetically superior dairy herd, process their milk
into nutritious products, and maintain a farm open to the public.
Madeline Meyer of Ionia, Mich.,
is attending Michigan State University (MSU) and
majoring in animal
science. Meyer is the
current director of
the Michigan State
FFA convention, secretary of the MSU
Dairy Club, president of the MSU
Block and Bridle Club, member
of the MSU Dairy Cattle Judging Team, and has participated in
Dairy Challenge.
Meyer has worked in the research
lab with Michael Vandehaar and as
a Purina Animal Nutrition intern.
Her experience in 4-H and FFA by
mentoring younger students has
developed a passion for education.
Ultimately, Meyer would like to
become a dairy science educator and
judging team coach at MSU.
Lauren Heberling of Carsonville, Mich., is attending Michigan
State
University
(MSU) and majoring
in agribusiness and
food industry management. At MSU,
Heberling
is
the
president of the MSU
Dairy Club, vice president of Collegiate Farm Bureau, a representative of the Student Senate, and a
member of National Agri-Marketing
Association (NAMA).
Heberling is the current editor of
the Michigan FFA magazine, has
had internships with Michigan Milk
Producers Association, and as a sustain intern with Land O’ Lakes this
year. Heberling plans on a future in
dairy product marketing.

T

HE National Dairy Shrine
is pleased to announce the
recipients of the Maurice
E. Core Freshman Scholarships. These $1,000 scholarships
are given in honor of Maurice Core,
the long-time executive secretary of
the American Jersey Cattle Association and former executive director of
the National Dairy Shrine. The Core
Scholarships are given to freshman
status students working toward a
degree in dairy/animal science.
Jessica Schmitt of Fort Atkinson,
Iowa, is a student at Iowa State
University
(ISU)
majoring in dairy
science and agricultural
communications. Schmitt has
served as a president
for her local 4-H club
and FFA chapter. She was named
the Iowa Dairy Princess in 2019.
At college, she serves as a College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences
(CALS) Ambassador and is a member of the Agriculture Communicators of Tomorrow, ISU Dairy Club,
and the CALS Council. After graduation, Schmitt would like to work
for a regional or national dairy
checkoff program.
Hayley Fernandes from Tulare,
Calif., is majoring in dairy science at Cal Poly.
Fernandes has held
leadership positions
in 4-H and FFA,
served as the California Junior Holstein
Association
President, and is on the National Junior
Holstein Advisory Committee.
In college, she belongs to the Los
Lecheros Dairy Club where she
served as the freshman representative. Her plans for the future include
law school and a career in public
policy and agriculture advocacy.
Lantz Adams of Laton, Calif.,
is attending Cal Poly majoring
in dairy science.
Adams has been a
regional and sectional officer in FFA
and president of his
4-H club. In college,
he belongs to the Ag
Ambassadors Club and Ag Business
Management Club. Adams’ goal is
to become an efficient dairyman,
breeding high genetic animals that
also excel in the showring.
Marie Haase of Somerset, Wis.,
is a student at the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls (UW-RF)
majoring in dairy science. Haase
has been president of her 4-H club,
treasurer in FFA, and very active
in Dairy Quiz Bowl and dairy cattle

showing and judging.
On campus, Haase
is a member of the
UW-RF Falcon Dairy
Club and a member
of the UW-RF honors program. After
graduation, she plans on a career in
the dairy industry or going home to
manage their 500-cow dairy.
Brianna McBride of Severance,
Colo., is attending Iowa State University (ISU) majoring in dairy science
and food science
industry.
McBride
has served as the
Colorado State FFA
Treasurer. She’s also
been a leader in 4-H as well as a
member of the national junior associations for the Holstein and Milking Shorthorn breeds. At ISU, she is
a CALS Ambassador and a member
of the Student Advisory Committee.
In the future, McBride would like
to operate her own dairy with an
on-site café and dairy bar featuring
products from her herd.
Sarah Lehner of Delaware, Ohio,
is a student at The Ohio State University (OSU) double
majoring in animal
science and agribusiness and applied
economics. Lehner
has been president
of her local 4-H club
and FFA chapter, on her high school
student council, and served as Ohio
Brown Swiss Queen.
In college, Lehner belongs to the
Buckeye Dairy Club and the OSU
Collegiate Dairy Cattle Judging Team, the Crops and Soils
Club, and the Delaware County
Dairy Association. With a passion
for dairy genetics and business,
Lehner hopes to have a career
with a genetics company as a
dairy sire analyst or manager in
international development.
The final recipient is Matthias
Annexstad of St Peter, Minn., who
is majoring in animal science at the
University of Minnesota. Annexstad
has been president
of his 4-H club, vice
president of his FFA
chapter, and historian for the Minnesota Junior Holstein Association.
He has competed in dairy judging,
showing, and quiz bowl.
Annexstad is currently serving as
a research assistant in the ruminant
nutrition laboratory of Marshall
Stern and has developed a love of
research. He plans to continue his
education in graduate school.
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Liddle did he know

FROM THE HALTER to the center of the
ring, Klussendorf winner Adam Liddle
displays his passion for good cattle.

by Andrea Haines

A

DAM Liddle and his family have frequented World
Dairy Expo for many
years, and he’s even heard
his name announced over the intercom
in the showring as a judge. Last year,
when he heard his name announced,
though, it was a little surprising.
“I was ringside with my kids, in
disbelief,” he mentioned. “I felt very
honored. Many of the previous winners, I respect very much. It was a
complete surprise to me!”
That announcement early Friday
afternoon alerted everyone that Adam
Liddle of Argyle, N.Y., was the 77th
winner of the award given in memory
of Arthur B. Klussendorf designed by
the famous Tiffany Jewelers.
Liddle owns and operates Liddleholme Farm in Argyle, N.Y., with his
wife, Nicole, and children, Anthony,
Brock, and Hailee. He developed an
appreciation for deep pedigrees and
show types by working for a few
notable herds along the way.

A family passion
“My biggest mentors are my parents,” shared Liddle. “I was brought
up on their farm and that is where
my passion for registered Holsteins
The author is a freelance writer based in Union
Bridge, Md.

and my love of farming began.”
When Liddle was in eighth grade,
his parents sold their home farm.
In high school, Liddle’s father, William “Bill” Liddle, managed Pamtom
Farm in Hudson Falls, N.Y. That’s
where he became involved in the
show circuit, working with exceptional show cows alongside his father.
“My first time at Expo was in 1988,”
he shared. “We just went there to
watch the show and see the quality of
cattle. It was pretty amazing!”
“The next year, we took a string
of cows from Pamtom and were
named Premier Exhibitor of the
show. I have gone every year since
then, some years working with the
Pamtom string and then with the
Ridgedale string,” he continued.
Pamtom Farm received the Premier
Exhibitor award at the 1989 and
1990 World Dairy Expos.
In 1993, Ridgedale Farm of Sharon Springs, N.Y., welcomed Liddle
into their barns. “Both of these
places were great work experiences
and gave me opportunities to meet
many people throughout the U.S.
and Canada,” he shared.
Liddle stayed with Ridgedale
Farm for five years until he and his
wife rented their own farm, milking 45 cows in 1999. In 2001, they
purchased the farm where they are

currently located. They now milk
70 cows in a tie stall barn, all registered Holsteins. They also own 290
acres, 60 acres of which are used
for corn and baleage. Liddle’s son,
Brock, also has a few Jerseys he
breeds. Liddle mentioned, “All of my
kids have shown at Expo and it is a
favorite place for all of us to go.”
Speaking of the showstring,
Liddleholme cattle have obtained
numerous show titles. All-New York
and Junior All-New York awards, as
well as nominations for All-American
and Junior All-American titles are
just a few of the achievements of
their show herd. “I have been fortunate enough to judge at World Dairy
Expo a handful of times and it is
always a thrill to see the best cows
and people in the business,” he said.

When It’s Time to Plant Alfalfa
Make Your Input Dollars Count
Improve the yield outlook for your
on-farm forage production with
S&W alfalfa varieties’ proven high yields.
Check out S&W’s university trial results
at this link: swseedco.com/alfalfa/2018trials/

S&W varieties are bred to perform, with high yields of
high quality forage, plus impressive disease resistance,
especially Phytophthora and Aphanomyces root rots that
can harm alfalfa during wet springs.
Establish your fields now with the right alfalfa variety
choice for the years to come.
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Liddle has judged the World Dairy
Expo’s Junior Holstein, Holstein, Red
and White, and Guernsey shows.
He’s judged many shows beyond
Expo, including the Northeast
Fall National, All-American Junior
Show, Western National Spring
Show, Quebec’s Supreme Show, and
the Wisconsin State Fair Junior
Show, to name a few. Liddle has
also traveled to Canada, Europe,
Australia, Africa, and Switzerland
to evaluate cattle.

A breeder’s perspective
In 2008, Liddle led a highly successful sale, the Liddleholme Farm
dispersal. New York state sale history was met that year when the
farm sale averaged $7,573 on 179
lots for a total of $1.2 million with
cattle traveling to 17 states and two
Canadian provinces. Liddle and his
family have marketed cattle under
the title of the “Stars of Liddleholme Spring Opportunity Sale” as
well. Liddle explained, “We believe
in the power of deep pedigreed cows
from outstanding cow families. We
try to merchandize about 50 of our
best animals from these strong cow
families each year.”
Liddle has a long list of cow families that he prefers, but there are
a few that really stand out to him.
“Working with those great farms
and going to World Dairy Expo for
all of those years, there have been
many cows that I really admire.”
“My favorite would have to be my
son Anthony’s cow ‘Lu,’ Liddleholme
Resur Lu-Red-ET, EX-97, 3E. This
cow was an All-American last year
and Reserve All-American the year
before. Lu is Bred and Owned and
from a great pedigree.”
He has some time-honored advice
for anyone trying to make a living
with cattle. “Do it because you have
the passion for it,” explained Liddle.
“Learn from every situation to get
better. Sometimes you learn what
‘not’ to do, and many times you learn
little things that make you better, too.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions.”
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Daniel Nauman, Dairy Star

BARB KAYSER (left) has been around Expo
both showing and volunteering almost every
year. She’s pictured here with fellow volunteer Mandy Sell (center) and exhibitor
Nicole Schirm (right).

by Kari Behling Michalovich

W

OMEN have always
played a critical role
not only on dairy farms
across the world, but
at World Dairy Expo as well. From
the earliest employees and volunteers,
to the ladies caring for their bovines,
women have always been there.
Although the number of women in
the dairy industry is much higher
today, ladies have always worked
beside men. Some of the first dairy
women don’t consider themselves
pioneers or feel that they were doing
anything extraordinary. They were
simply doing what they loved.

Getting her hands dirty
“My dad called me his ‘hired hand’
because I did everything on the
farm alongside him,” recalled Barb
Kayser of Milton, Wis. “But he didn’t
think girls should show. That was in
the 1950s and 60s. In high school,
I started going with Alvin, my husband. He let me show one of his
calves at the county fair. I had third
pick of 15 calves after his brothers. I
beat them both!”
Thus began Kayser’s lifelong love
of showing. Kayser and Alvin were
married after Kayser graduated
high school, and they began farming
together. Kayser focused her energy
on the cows and young stock while
The author farms with her husband, Kevin, and
his parents in Lakeville, Ohio.

Alvin focused on the crops until they
dispersed their registered Holstein
herd in 2003.
“Alvin wanted to exhibit at the Walworth County Fair, so he bought some
registered Holsteins. I had the choice
to either stay home and care for the
herd or go to the show,” she elaborated. “I chose to take our animals
to the fair. For over 40 years, that’s
how we split it up. Our children were
always with us in the barn. They
went to show with me as well.”
In 1967, World Dairy Expo commenced and Kayser desired to show
there, too. “There weren’t very many
women working and staying in the
barns at that time, but the men
were very welcoming. They treated
me like I was one of them. They
respected me because I was getting dirty and doing the work. If I
ever needed help, all I had to do was
ask. I enjoyed the camaraderie and
studying the herds that came to the
show,” she said.
Not only was Kayser interested in
black and white Holsteins, but after
having a few Red and White Holsteins
born on their farm, she took interest in
the developing Red and White Dairy
Cattle Association. After the very
first National Red and White Holstein
Show was held at World Dairy Expo
in 1968, subsequent shows were held
around the country.
In the early 1990s, a group of
Red and White Holstein breeders

and enthusiasts, including Kayser,
formed a committee to pursue having
their national show at World Dairy
Expo permanently. Their goal was to
promote the Red and White breed in
front of an international audience.
“It was a relatively small show
then. The competition wasn’t nearly
as deep as it is now,” remembered
Kayser. “They fit our show in where
they had a block of time. After the
year that the show ran until nearly
10 p.m. at night, they moved the
schedule around to split the show
like they did with other breeds.”
Kayser has been a committed volunteer for the show. “I have been a
ring volunteer for the Red and White
Show since the beginning. Even when
I was showing, I always made time to
volunteer in the ring,” she said.

An eye for cattle
Among the first women to judge a
breed show was Klussendorf winner
Alta Mae Core of Salvisa, Ky. She
judged the International Jersey Show
in 1999. Twenty-one years prior,
Milking Shorthorn breeder Marcia
Shaver Floyd from Saint Anthony,
Iowa, judged the Milking Shorthorn
Show in 1978 and again in 1981.
Since then, a number of women have
served as the official or associate
judge in most of the breed shows.
Core grew up with Jerseys. Her
parents bought their first Jersey cow
in 1955 as a family cow. That family
cow went on to win Grand Champion
at the Kentucky State Fair. After
her parents got the show bug, Core
explained, “My mother was the county
fair queen. We went to over 30 county
fairs during the summer, and we
always went to at least six state fairs!”

ALTA MAE CORE, pictured here after being
named the 1999 Klussendorf winner, was
one of the first women to judge a breed show
at World Dairy Expo.

“Over the course of years, university and extension types were the
first to judge. I never had a problem
with any of them. At the time I was
voted in, exhibitors seemed to be
looking for more breeders to judge
shows,” she explained.
Looking toward the future, Core
said, “I know there are many capable women out there with the cow
sense and experience to judge at
World Dairy Expo. I look forward to
seeing more women out in the center of the ring.”
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Not only did Core enjoy showing
with her family, but she was the top
judge at the 1975 National 4-H Contest
and competed with her teammates at
the Royal National Highland Show in
Edinburgh, Scotland.
“I am so grateful for the experience
4-H dairy judging gave me. Not only
did I learn about the confirmation
and evaluation of dairy cattle, but I
also gained confidence in speaking
in front of others,” stated Core.
“Judging dairy cattle has opened up
so many doors for me,” said Core. “I’ve
been fortunate to travel all over the
world to judge cattle. My very first big,
national show was the Ayrshire Open
Show at the North American International Livestock Show in Louisville,
Ky. When I judge, I get jitters right
before the show starts, but as soon as
the first class hits the ring, I’m in the
zone. It’s like the rest of the folks outside the ring aren’t even there.”
Core believes her experience judging shows as well as the showring
success that she and her family
have had with their homebred herd,
Keightly-Core Jerseys, led her to be
put on the judge’s ballot for the Jersey
Show in 1999.
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Woodmansee family earns McKown honors
by Sarah Thomas

L

EAD, breed, and progress. That’s
the attitude found at Woodmansee Holsteins within their team that breeds
and markets elite registered Holsteins
that possess remarkable type, impressive production, and superior genetics.
The author was the 2019 Hoard’s Dairyman Editorial
Intern and is a senior at Virginia Tech majoring in
dairy science with minors in agricultural economics,
communication, and Spanish.

With that foundation, Woodmansee Holsteins of Preston, Conn.,
has been selected by the Klussendorf Association as the 11th recipient of the Robert “Whitey” McKown
Master Breeder Award. This award
recognizes a well-managed breeder
and herd that has been successful
at showing and judging dairy cattle.
Winners exemplify all qualities of
the Klussendorf Award, including
ability, character, endeavor, and
sportsmanship. The Woodmansee
family will be formally recognized

at the 53rd World Dairy Expo in
Madison, Wis.

Generations of success
The Woodmansee family has
molded their operation into the noteworthy herd it is today. The family has
bred great cattle under the Woodmansee prefix in addition to owning
or co-owning other successful cows
including Hazel, Hezbollah, Dana
Rae, Cameron, Lotto, and now Blexy
and Cheers. Under their own prefix, they have bred eight Excellent
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94-point cows, six Excellent 93-point
cows, 11 Excellent 92-point cows, 26
Excellent 91-point cows, 50 Excellent
90-point cows, and 339 cows scored
at Very Good. In addition, they have
bred 15 cows that have earned Dam
of Merit and eight that garnered
Gold Medal Dam. Their current
operation boasts 37 Excellent cows . . .
30 percent of the herd.
Woodmansee Holsteins has been
a foundational name in Connecticut and in the greater New England
region for four generations. They
were one of the first herds in Connecticut to install a milking parlor in
the late 1950s. In 1974, Clark Woodmansee III purchased the farm and
began to focus on breeding an elite
herd of registered Holsteins.
Today, with Clark III’s son, Clark
IV, the home farm consists of 450
acres and a milking herd of 125 cows.
Their rolling herd average (RHA) is
23,850 pounds of milk with a 4.9 percent butterfat and 3.2 percent protein
test. Clark also owns two other farms
consisting of 1,200 acres. Those farms
are currently leased to a 400-plus cow
milking herd that carries the WoodHill prefix.

Booths 906-936

As no stranger to the showring,
a colored shavings favorite is none
other than Hazels Goldwyn Hatty
(3E-96). In 2017, she was named
Grand Champion at the Northeast
Fall National Holstein Show and
placed third at World Dairy Expo
in the 150,000-pound production
cow class. These accomplishments
earned her honorable mention AllAmerican honors that year.
Never fearful to add world-class
genetics to their herd, Woodmansee partnered with others to purchase Quality-Ridge Stomi Hazel
2E-96, who is Hatty’s dam. The farm
also partnered to acquire Dubeau
Dundee Hezbollah (EX-92), and had
considerable success developing her
daughters. Clark has bred no less
than 10 max-score EX-92 second-lactation cows from Hezbollah.
Additionally, he has bred multiple
excellent daughters from Scientific
Gold Dana Rae-ET (2E-95) and is part
owner of one of the most sought-after
cows in the business, Rosiers Blexy
Goldwyn-ET (EX-96). Other notable
cows he has partnered on include
Robrook Goldwyn Cameron (EX-95)
and Unique Dempsey Cheers (EX-92).
In the early 1990s, Clark caught
the show bug with Lo-Pine Jet
Biana, earning Reserve All-American honors. What’s more, Woodmansees BStar Jinx (EX-94), Woodmansees Inspired Bette (VG-89), and
Lew-Lin Highlight Hotstuff (EX-94)
were all nominated All-American.
Additional famous Woodmansee-
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bred cows include: Woodmansees
Starbuck Caramel (2E-94), Woodmansees Enhancer Holly (EX-94),
Woodmansees Buck Jamie (3E-93),
Woodmansees Sexation Megan Mae
(2E-93), Woodmansees T Threat
Lolita (EX-92), Woodmansees BA
Adilad (2E-92), and Woodmansees
Mandingo Jillian (EX-92).
Clark Woodmansee III has been
instrumental in Connecticut and
northeast U.S. Holstein activities, serving on boards for many years. He has
also been a leader in developing the
Eastern States Holstein Show into one
of the premier shows in the country.
The herd has been declared as
the Premier Breeder at the Eastern
States Exposition seven times since
1989, highlighting their depth of quality cows and having two herd sales
in 1987 and 1996. Clark has been
involved in ownership of cattle that
have won the New York Spring Show,
Eastern States, Grand Champion at
the All-American, Grand Champion at
the Royal Winter Fair, and Supreme
Champion at World Dairy Expo.
The awards and elite cattle speak for
themselves when representing Woodmansee Holsteins. The Woodmansee
family integrates passion, diligence,
and humility into one to maximize
their potential with the Holstein
breed. The service to their farm, local
and state Holstein associations, and
surrounding community have earned
them the honor of being named the
2019 McKown Master Breeder. The
Woodmansee family is indebted to
those partners and friends who helped
them along the way.

B. Klussendorf, considered the outstanding dairy cattle showman of
his time. Each year, the Klussendorf
Association votes to add a new dairy
cattle exhibitor to its rolls with lifetime membership for their cumulative works including ability, character,
endeavor, and sportsmanship.
THE WOODMANSEE FAMILY has been recognized as Premier Breeder at the Eastern
States Exposition seven times since 1989.
They have partnered on cattle that have won
the New York Spring Show, Eastern States,
Grand Champion at the Royal Winter Fair,
and Supreme Champion at World Dairy Expo.
From left to right: Lois and Clark Woodmansee III, Clark Woodmansee IV holding daughter Kendall, and Courtney Woodmansee.

COME SEE US AT

GERMAN DURABLE
COW COMFORT

Previous winners

PRODUCING THE VERY
BEST IN QUALITY AND
PROVEN SOLUTIONS FOR
30 YEARS
Choose the comfort system your
cows would choose for themselves

3 MILLION COW SPACES
IN PLACE

YOU’LL KNOW REAL
QUALITY WHEN YOU SEE IT

Premium quality & consistency
guaranteed with every roll…
after all, it’s German

We only use new tyre compound,
zero recycled tyres or fillers

NORTH AMERICA DISTRIBUTORS AT WORLD DAIRY EXPO 2019

STAND TC 885-886

STAND EH 5015-5017

STAND TC 927-928
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Past winners of the Robert
“Whitey” McKown Master Breeder
Award include: Ovaltop Holsteins,
Richfield Springs, N.Y., 2018; Wendon Holsteins, Innisfail, Alberta,
2017; Ferme Jacobs Inc., Cap-Santé,
Quebec, 2016; Walk-Era, Wisconsin Dells, Wis., 2015; Pond View
Farm, Danville, Vt., 2014; Quality
Holsteins, Vaughan, Ontario, 2013;
New Windsor Farm, New Windsor,
Md., 2012; Moondale, Monona, Iowa,
2011; Snider Homestead, New Enterprise, Pa., 2010; and Windy Knoll
View, Mercersburg, Pa., 2009.
The Robert “Whitey” McKown
Memorial Breeder Award was made
possible by the family and friends of
the 1997 Honorary Klussendorf honoree after his passing in 2009. McKown joined the Holstein World staff in
1956 and became widely respected as
he traveled nationally and internationally, reporting on shows, sales, meetings, and other Holstein events. The
1987 National Dairy Shrine president
also developed MooKown Holsteins
at Belleville, N.Y. McKown had great
admiration for the farmer breeder.
The Klussendorf Memorial Association, considered by many as the Hall
of Fame for Dairy Cattle Exhibitors,
began in 1937 in memory of Arthur

www.cow-comfort-huber.com
For dealer enquiries, email: intsales@huber-technik.de
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MILK QUALITY
by Peter Edmondson

We cracked
clinical mastitis

Lancaster sophomore
scholars selected

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

THE National Dairy Shrine is
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pleased to announce the recipients of the Mike Lancaster
Sophomore Merit Scholarships
for 2019. These scholarships are
designed to encourage qualified
sophomore status undergraduate
students to pursue careers in the
dairy industry or related occupations. This scholarship is named
in honor of National Dairy Hall of
Fame Distinguished Dairy Cattle
Breeder and Klussendorf honoree
Mike Lancaster.
Summer Henschel of Plymouth, Wis., has been awarded the
top scholarship of
$1,500.
Henschel
is a student at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
(U W-Madison)
majoring in dairy
science with a prevet emphasis.
Henschel has been active in the
Badger Dairy Club and the Collegiate Farm Bureau on campus,
while also participating in Holstein
and Brown Swiss breed activities.
Henschel has served as a research
assistant in the laboratory of Laura
Hernandez at UW-Madison as she
prepares for her future as a large
animal veterinarian.
Additionally, six other sophomore students have been awarded
$1,000 scholarships.
Kathryn Bosley of Malone,
N.Y., is majoring in animal science at the State
University of New
York (SUNY) at
Cobleskill.
Bosley has been very
active in the college dairy club,
Sigma Alpha, Beta Beta Beta
Honors Society, and Preveterinary Club. Bosley placed 16th at
the National 4-H Judging Contest
and has a strong passion for the
Jersey breed. Her plans for the
future are to become a veterinarian or attend graduate school in a
dairy research field.
Kathryn Gardner of Fayetteville, Ark., is attending the University of Arkansas
and double majoring in agricultural
c o m mu n i c a t i o n s
and
agribusiness
marketing.
Gardner has served as
an Associated Student Government
Senator for two terms, is active
in the Razorback Foundation and
Leadership Academy, Arkansas
FFA, Collegiate 4-H, and the Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow. Gardner’s career goals are to
work in public policy and legislative
affairs while continuing to be an

advocate for agriculture.
Lora Wright of Verona, Mo., is
an agribusiness prelaw major at
Oklahoma State
University. Wright
is
the
Sigma
Alpha Leadership
Chair and a member of the Oklahoma State Dairy
Club. She is president of the
Missouri Junior Holstein Association. Wright was the National
Judi Collingsworth Award winner in 2018. In the future, she
wants to obtain a law degree and
specialize in estate and dairy
succession planning.
Madeline Zutz of Valders, Wis.,
is a student at the University of
Minnesota majoring
in animal science
with a preveterinary emphasis. At
Minnesota, Zutz is
active in the Gopher
Dairy Club, Beta
of Clovia Sorority, and the Collegiate Student Board. She has been
accepted into the VetFast program
at the University of Minnesota to
prepare for a career as a large
animal veterinarian.
Jessica Mehre of Glenbeulah,
Wis., is majoring in dairy science
and agronomy at
the University of
Wisc onsi n-Mad ison. On campus,
Mehre serves as
the Badger Crops
Club
Treasurer,
Expo Business Chair for the Badger Dairy Club, and is a member of
the Association of Women in Agriculture. Mehre has a strong interest in nutrition and has worked in
the nutrition lab of Heather White.
Mehre plans to obtain a Ph.D. in
dairy nutrition and hopes to continue research into making dairies
more efficient and sustainable.
Lindsey Sarbacker of Edgerton, Wis., is attending the
University of Wisconsin-Madison
double majoring in
dairy science and
life sciences communication. Sarbacker is active
in the National Agri-Marketing
Association, Collegiate Farm
Bureau, Badger Dairy Club, and
is a co-host of Ag Chat Radio.
Her summer internship this
year is with the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture Trade and
Consumer Protection as a food
export intern. With Sarbacker’s
passion for public speaking and
marketing, she plans a future in
the agri-marketing industry.

D

ANIEL had a huge grin on his
face when I visited his dairy. “I
never knew that milking could be so
pleasurable with so little mastitis,”
he said. It was just over a year since
I first visited the farm when clinical
mastitis levels were very high.
Daniel milks 500 cows that are
housed all year round in a barn
with sand freestalls. He milks twice
a day, and the herd averages just
over 18,000 pounds of milk with a
somatic cell count of around 200,000
cells per milliliter (mL). He breeds
all his own replacements.
When I first visited the farm,
there had been 75 cases of mastitis
in the previous three months when
he was milking 450 cows; almost
one case a day. The milkers, Mike
and John, were fed up and disillusioned as this lengthened milking
time and it was just demoralizing.
Cows were housed in a freestall
barn, and he had changed to sand
bedding a few years earlier. There
were more freestalls than cows, and
they were not overstocked. Mastitis
levels had always been quite high.
Dry cows were kept on deep, strawbedded pack yards where they calve
and were last cleaned out mid-winter . . . typically they were cleaned
about every three months.
Cows were milked through a
16-point, low, direct-to-line herringbone parlor that was about 30 years
old and was due to be upgraded with
four extra units added in the next
year. It had nonadjustable automatic
cluster removers or ACRs, the milk
transfer lines were narrow, and he
had small volume claws in the clusters. Vacuum stability was marginal.

Beds needed improvement
We started looking at the freestall
barn. Daniel put old car tires in the
beds before filling them up with sand
to try and reduce sand use. The tires
were starting to pop up through the
surface, reducing cow comfort.
The sand looked compacted at the
rear. I dug down with my boot and
there was a really hard surface that
was very black and smelly. There
was clearly little drainage here, making the beds wet where the udder
was lying. Daniel had been topping
the beds with plenty of sand weekly.
Sand was always stored outside.
Deep sand beds work well when
they are properly managed. They
need to be deep raked to allow for
effective drainage, and when sand
becomes compacted or changes color,
it should be dug out and replaced.
The tires were a problem as you
could not drag a tractor rake through
the backs of the beds. I suggested that
The author is a vet who runs UdderWise-Global Mastitis Solutions, United Kingdom. To learn more about
the author, visit his website at www.udderwise.co.uk.

Daniel remove the tires and the old
sand and give up using tires. Stick to
a deep sand bed that was deep raked
weekly. Wet sand did not help either,
and he found part of a shed where he
could store dry sand for bedding.
The dry cow barn where the calving took place was overstocked at
85 square feet (8 square meters) of
straw lying area per cow when he
needed 125 square feet (10 to 12
square meters). When I dug down on
the beds, they were hot and parts of
the shed were wet. This was an ideal
condition for environmental Streps
and coliforms to grow profusely.
When you overstock in such conditions, the risk of dry period infections climbs even though Daniel
used an internal teat sealant on the
highest-yielding cows. I explained
how dry period infections occur and
recommended that all cows received
internal teat sealants at dry-off.

Milking mattered, too
Mike and John had quite a good
routine with cows being predipped,
forestripped, and wiped dry before
unit attachment. However, at times,
the routine was a bit hit-and-miss.
This needed a bit more structure,
and so we explained what we were
trying to achieve and why we carried
out each task. We moved to batch
prep of four cows at a time and that
worked well.
ACR function was far from ideal
with many cows being overmilked
and there was evidence of hyperkeratosis. Unfortunately, the ACRs
could not be adjusted and the milkers were so busy they had little time
to manually take off units.
There was little that could be done
to improve parlor function, and Daniel would have to wait until the parlor upgrade was completed. This was
going to include new clusters, larger
bore lines, new pulsators, and adjustable ACRs. This upgrade was completed six months before my visit.

First steps worked
Once the freestall and dry yard
management was improved, there
was a drop in clinical cases but the
real improvement occurred after the
parlor was upgraded.
In the previous three months before
my recent visit, there had been seven
cases of mastitis in total and in one
month there were no cases at all. The
herd cell count had dropped down to
less than 150,000 per mL.
Daniel, Mike, and John were really
pleased as this showed that clinical
cases could be kept at low levels, far
less than they even believed possible.
However, they had also set themselves a challenge to maintain such
low levels for the future! Sometimes
we can surprise ourselves in what we
can achieve.
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white clover. Cows are moved to a new paddock after every milking with access to dry
hay and mineral at all times. The majority of
the fed hay is purchased from the West, with
about 30 semi loads making their way to the
Indiana farm each year.
The Hesterses are proud of their efficiency,
and they should be. Cows are milked in a double-16 swing parlor where the family milks
around 120 head an hour while utilizing a
round holding pen. The current herd is averaging approximately 60 pounds during the
spring when cows calve. Production tends to
drop off during the summer as temperatures
rise, droughts affect the pastures, and hay
quality declines. Production bounces back in
the fall when component tests are 5 to 6.8 percent fat and 3.6 to 4.6 percent protein.

COWS’ ACCESS TO NEW, FRESH PASTURE is key
on the Hesters family’s farm. They are moved to a
new paddock after every milking.

Forced to move forward

Todd Garrett

Navigating toward a
new lifestyle
After almost deciding to depart from the dairy industry altogether,
the Hesters family chose to create their own ideal farm.
by Sarah Thomas

W

HILE in New Zealand for their
honeymoon in August of 1994, a
local Kiwi asked Ted and Karyn
Hesters if they wanted to visit
a dairy farm around the corner. They weren’t
overly eager to check it out as their herd back
home in Walkerton, Ind., had dwindled to 14
head and they were strongly considering leaving
the industry altogether. Ironically, the moment
Ted saw the big barn situated in the New Zealand field, he knew there was an adventure
awaiting the couple in Indiana.

THOMAS
The author was the 2019 Hoard’s
Dairyman Editorial Intern and is a
senior at Virginia Tech majoring in
dairy science with minors in agricultural economics, communication,
and Spanish.

That was the start of a generation’s worth of
change as Ted and Karyn converted Ted’s childhood farm from a conventional operation to an
organic, grass-fed, and seasonally calving herd.
“I’ve always wanted to milk cows,” said Ted
when discussing how he grew his parents’ herd
over the years. When Ted started farming in
1988, they milked year-round, fighting the
northern Indiana weather and failing to obtain
the results they hoped with the antibiotics they
adopted for their somatic cell count issues. That’s
when Ted decided to scope out a homeopathic
system for the farm. He loved the results he saw.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Steps toward better
In the spring of 1995, the Hesters family converted all their crop fields to pastures. The operation had already been greenchopping, but Ted
thought, “Why should we greenchop when the
cows could go out and harvest it themselves?”
The next step in the Hesters’ journey
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toward their ideal farm occurred while Ted
was attending a meeting in Indianapolis a
few years later. He was wearing a jacket that
symbolized his mostly Jersey herd and found
himself conversing with an Organic Valley
employee about the merits of organic dairying.
After their discussion, the Hesterses
checked further into the requirements and
found that they only had to wait three months
before becoming certified organic because of
past documentable practices on their farm.
Conveniently enough, the biggest transition
they had to make was just cutting out their
conventional grain that had served as a ration
supplement. On June 6, 2006, the Hesters’
farm officially became organic.
The farm became a seasonal operation in 1998
after Ted milked just four cows all winter long.
He best summarized his decision with, “Why
not work with nature instead of against it?”
Since then, the Hesterses have aimed for a
March 1 calving date. They traditionally calve
around 150 head during the month of March,
checking the pen every three hours.

“It works for us”
With that March due date in mind, reproduction and fertility are crucial for the Hesters’ herd of 170 Jersey and crossbred cattle.
Beginning on May 23 each year, Ted moves
eight bulls in with the cows and eight with
heifers. In recent years, he has moved away
from artificial insemination because he’s had
so much success with his own homebred bulls.
Anyone who has experience breeding cows
knows that it hardly ever goes as planned.
When asked what Ted does with the cows that
miss the target calving date, he explained,
“Those cows might not fit my program, but
they can definitely fit someone else’s.”
The Hesterses utilize around 185 acres of
mixed-species pastures, consisting of orchardgrass, timothy, bromegrass, red clover, and

In 2015, Mother Nature attempted to set
the Hesters family back when two of their
barns that had been recently stocked with
purchased hay caught on fire while Ted was
milking. “Murphy’s Law knows us well. ‘If
anything can go wrong, it will.’ The fire was
a wake-up call,” Karyn said. “You never think
something this drastic will happen to you. It
was a reality check and a humbling situation.
Neighbors and local businesses donated food
and water for the 12 fire departments battling
the blaze. We were so lucky that not a single
person was harmed.”
In popular Hesters’ fashion, the family
bounced back from the disaster. They were
able to construct new, temporary barns and
gathered feed materials to make up what was
lost in the fire.
Most recently, in 2018, the Hesterses became
certified as a grass-fed dairy farm. After they
converted the farm to a grazing operation in
lieu of crops 23 years before, Karyn expressed,
“We had not even considered grass-fed until we
heard it may be another avenue to explore as
an additional market. Milk prices have taken

KARYN AND TED HESTERS raise approximately 170
Jersey and crossbred cattle with their three children
(L to R): Kase, MaKai, and Kendall.

a hit, so we decided to take advantage of this
opportunity as we continue to strive to produce
a quality product.”
When asked why they chose these routes
for their operation, Karyn answered with one
simple word: “lifestyle.” She further explained
that visitors or other individuals often imply
that their farm “couldn’t make it in the real
world” of dairying because they choose to be
seasonal, organic, and grass-fed. The Hesterses plan to be around for many years to
prove the naysayers wrong.
They hope to remain a family-oriented operation where they can provide a wonderful childhood for their three adopted children, MaKai
(7), Kendall (5), and Kase (4). They also intend
to be productive while being excellent stewards
of the land. For now, they are enjoying their
time with their kids and cows. Karyn said it
best, “It’s not a job. It’s a way of life.”
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Made in USA

FILMS

BY CONNOR AGRISCIENCE

The world’s leading breeding
management indicator now features
a new and improved design with

the Breeding Bullseye™!

Best films on the market
Delivered direct to your farm
Competitive pricing

BREED

DON’T BREED

and best of all...

Easy to apply!
Call for a quote
©2019 Agri-Plastics Mfg.

559-779-5961
connoragriscience.com
sealprosilage.com

1-888-231-3575
CALFHUTCH.COM
©2019 ESTROTECT. ESTROTECT, Breeding Bullseye
and As Good As A Bull are trademarks of Rockway, Inc.
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INNOVATION
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Visual ID

Electronic ID

Tissue Sampling
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Monitoring
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Premium EID Tags for
Livestock Management
ComfortEar® is the most
unique RFID livestock tag in
the industry. Its advanced
convex design was created
specifically for the health and
healing of the ear.

Your
QUESTIONS
covered.

ICAR approved and ISE compliant
988 and 840 USDA approved
Easy application & superior retention

Plug & Play.
For Profit.
ComfortEar®
EID 988

Eight bolts later, it will look like it was
born there. Legendary kernel processors
for pull-type forage harvesters.
Turn a wrench and turn it loose.

Contact your distributor or
800-433-3112 to discuss how
ComfortEar® EID tags can help you.

TOTAL REPLACEMENT TRACE MINERALS
THE BUILDING BLOCKS FOR SUCCESS
• Boosts trace mineral reserves
• Aids in reproduction & health
• Availability as close to nature as possible
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ComfortEar®
EID 840

717.354.5040 | New Holland, PA
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Plus

The Peach Teat® is the
most natural feeding teat
on the market.

Steering rumen microbiota

It simulates the cow’s teat so perfectly that it can
be milked on a milking machine or by hand.

Quadri

l®

Rumen Health and
Milk Production
To find your local dealer, e-mail or call

More info:

sales@jdjsolutions
1-800-680-3167

Innovation at Work™

www.peachteats.com

norel.net/upgradeyourrumen

©NOREL Animal Nutrition USA Inc. · Pasadena, TX. USA
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Preg checking is
easy with our wireless
ultrasound goggles

NEW!

From this.... To this....
in just a few applications
• Fast control over foot warts
and other hoof problems
• A highly concentrated
hoof trimmer’s formula
• Quickly decreases pain
and inflammation
• No need to wrap

507-529-8200 | contact@imv-imaging.com

www.imv-imaging.com

IF YOU
HAVE COWS,
YOU NEED...

www.ssihoofcare.com
SSI Corporation
The Leader in Hoof Care Solutions

800-654-3668

Livestock & Poultry
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U.S. Patent 8,677,713
Canadian Patent 2833,490
Mexican Patent 344,648
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Best disinfectant for:
post milking, navels,
cuts/wounds, injection sites,
udder rot (when nothing else works)
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• Stay-in-place concrete FORM system
• 6" and 8" thick panels to 20 feet long
• 2 feet wide panels, fewer seams
• Bright white, high gloss, hard surface
• Cleans easily
• Low maintenance

1-800-656-6007
www.FightBac.com
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Boost Newborn Calves’
Vitamin Status

All newborn calves, especially
during the first few weeks, need
fat-soluble vitamins for optimum
immunity and performance.
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• Contains
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oils, including
peppermint oil

VITAL E®-NEWBORN
World Dairy Expo
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Research confirms VITAL E
brand injectables have the
most biologically available
A, D and E vitamins.

800-747-4538
Dairy.StuartProducts.com

These companies and products can be viewed on the Hoard’s Dairyman website at www.hoards.com
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ARTIFICIAL BREEDING
by Jeff Stevenson

We have so much to learn about reproductive failures
A

S A good manager of cows and
people, you like to control factors
that influence the success of your
dairy operation. Most factors associated with successful A.I. breeding and the resulting pregnancies
are well known to good managers.
However, those known causes of
reproductive success or failure are
often only the tip of the iceberg. It is
always the underlying and unseen
problems that jump up and wreak
havoc on a dairy farm.
Disease, body condition, sire and
cow fertility, heat detection, timing
of A.I., and synch program compliance are some of the known bottlenecks or limitations to maximizing
the success of each insemination.
Like an iceberg, other culprits lurk
beneath the surface and limit conception success or lead to embryo
loss once a pregnancy is established.
Among others, one of these culprits is
subclinical mastitis as measured by
somatic cell counts (SCC).

Bacteria bring mastitis
By definition, mast- (referring
to mammary tissue) itis (inf lammation) is inf lammation of the
mammary gland. Caused by a
bacterial infection, the resulting
toxins infect one or more quarters after being introduced via the
streak canal of the teat during or
after milking.
Factors that may lead to mastitis
The author is a professor of animal sciences and
industry at Kansas State University, Manhattan.

include overmilking, soiled bedding,
muddy drylots, teat injury, frostbite, faulty milking equipment, or
improper milking procedures. The
visible results of mastitis are lower
milk yields or unsaleable milk, poorquality milk, reproductive losses,
and, ultimately, less revenue from
sales of milk or hidden unrealized
income potential from pregnancy
failure and culling.
Subclinical or nonclinical mastitis represents 90 to 95 percent of
all mastitis cases. No symptoms
or clinical signs are visible, but its
existence is marked by an elevated
SCC. In contrast, mastitis represents
only 5 to 10 percent of the cases,
and its occurrence is detectable by
swollen, hard, hot, or sensitive-tothe-touch quarters. These situations
result in abnormal milk, plus a
very high SCC.

The impact of high SCC
The
relationship
between
changes in SCC and conception
described in many studies is consistently negative. The end result
is poorer reproductive measures.
A correlation exists between more
severe mastitis (a large SCC
spike compared with a small SCC
increase or clinical mastitis compared with only an SCC increase)
and a more pronounced reduction
in conception rates. Specifically,
the percentage declines in conception were approximately:
• 15 to 18 percent when SCC rose
above the threshold of 280,000

cells per milliliter
• 5 to 12 percent when various
SCC thresholds and periods of
increased SCC were considered
• Up to 60 percent when SCC
climbed above the threshold of
200,000 cells per milliliter of milk
during the conception period
All of these findings show that
more severe udder inflammation
leads to diminished conception success. Research clearly demonstrates
that conception is more strongly
affected by clinical mastitis or
higher SCC when these events occur
during or only after A.I. compared
with before A.I.
Causes
for
pre-implantation
embryo loss, which can be as large
as 50 percent or more of fertilized embryos, are multifactorial
and largely unknown. Studies in
dairy cattle using mastitis as a
model indicate that one cause of
early embryonic loss is infectious
disease or activation of immune
responses at sites outside the
reproductive tract.

Subclinical mastitis
Although impact of mastitis on
conception seems to be greater for
clinical than for subclinical mastitis, and for a large SCC spike
than for a small climb in SCC near
insemination, subclinical cases take
their toll. How can you identify subclinical cases?
Milk samples collected from a
total of 214 Holstein Friesian crossbred dairy cows were subjected to

bacterial DNA extraction and SCC
estimation. A cut point analysis
predicted the threshold value to
delineate a subclinical mastitis
case from the normal was 310,000
SCC per milliliter of milk.
A major cause of poor conception
rate also has been associated with
delayed ovulation in cows having
subclinical mastitis. A recent study
conducted in Israel (J. Dairy Sci.
99:2268–2275) assessed the role of
using timed A.I. to control ovulation
time more precisely in subclinical
mastitic cows at the first postpartum insemination.
A SCC threshold of 150,000 cells
in milk was set to distinguish
between uninfected and infected
cows. This cut point was based on a
meta-analysis of 21 published studies conducted in different countries.
Cows (n = 1,165) in three herds
were assigned to be inseminated at
estrus or at a fixed time (Ovsynch:
GnRH — 7 days — PGF — 60 hours
— GnRH — 16 hours — A.I.) when
all of the cow’s DHI tests were less
than 150,000 (uninfected) or all
tests were greater than 150,000
cells (infected or mastitic) before
first insemination. The results indicate that properly timing ovulation,
relative to time of insemination,
improved conception at first insemination for infected cows but had no
effect in uninfected cows.
Is subclinical mastitis a lurking
part of the iceberg below the surface
in your herd? It is something to consider. Happy A.I. breeding!
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The 2019 American Dairy Science Association Award recipients were recently named
at the organization’s annual meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio. Winners were: American Feed
Industry Association Award: Adam Lock; Cargill Animal Nutrition Young Scientist Award:
Joseph McFadden; DeLaval Dairy Extension
Award: Victor Cabrera; Hoard’s Dairyman
Youth Development Award: Theodore Halbach; J.L. Lush Award in Animal Breeding:
Nicolas Gengler; Lallemand Forward Award
for Scientific Excellence in Dairy Nutrition:
Gregory Penner; National Milk Producers
Federation Richard M. Hoyt Award: Isaac Salfer; Nutrition Professionals Inc. Applied Dairy
Nutrition Award: Paul Kononoff; Purina Animal Nutrition Teaching Award in Dairy Production: Leo Timms; West Argo Inc. Award:
Sandra Godden; Zinpro Award for Excellence
in Dairy Science: Paul VanRaden; Zoetis
Physiology Award: Stephen LeBlanc; Genevieve Christen Undergraduate Student Award:
Jack Myers; ADSA Foundation Scholar Award

in Dairy Production: Heather White; ADSA
Award of Honor: Ken McGuffey; ADSA Distinguished Service Award: Ulrich Kulozik;
ADSA Fellows: Michael Allen, Glen Broderick,
Les Hansen, and Matthew Lucy.

Fuel Up to Play 60 reached its 10 year
anniversary this summer. Created by the
dairy checkoff and the National Football
League (NFL), the program promotes health
and wellness in schools across the nation. An
anniversary celebration took place at FirstEnergy Stadium, home of the Cleveland Browns
football team, during the program’s annual
student ambassador summit.
Since its launch, Fuel Up to Play 60 has
reached about 38 million students in 73,000
schools. Fuel Up to Play 60 has also awarded
more than $48 million in grants to improve student wellness, including more breakfast food
options. Since 2010, these efforts have led to an

extra 1.2 billion pounds of milk used at schools.
Additionally, GENYouth, an organization created by the checkoff that has Fuel Up to Play 60
as its flagship program, has generated funds to
place breakfast carts in more than 200 schools.
These carts provide breakfast to about 70,000
students daily and serve an estimated 5.8 million
pounds of milk annually.

Traditional ice cream may face new
competition in the future. A startup company
called Perfect Day has created lab-grown ice
cream from whey protein produced by genetically modified yeast.
Unlike lab-grown meat, which requires a few
cells from an animal to get started, Perfect
Day only uses whey protein. By using whey and
casein, the dessert is reportedly creamier and
more similar to ice cream than other dairy-free
ice creams on the market. The product could be
available in stores in a few years.
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MILK CHECK OUTLOOK
by Mark Stephenson

It’s an epic battle of the “low-price”
villain and the “high-price” hero
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BouMatic
RealTime
Activity

A health snapshot of
your cows on time,
anytime.

The hero

• Activity – Ability to identify cows
requiring attention for servicing or for
potential preventive health treatment

Milk prices have been grinding their
way through a five-year stagnation.
We can really see the impact as farm
exits have accelerated when compared
to the long-term pace and milk production has slowed. In fact, milk production for the first half of 2019 was
below levels from the same months of
2018. Dairy demand, with the exception of beverage milk, has continued
to grow modestly, so the only way that
the books balance is by drawing down
our stocks of storable dairy products.
Stocks are lower. U.S. butter stocks
are below year-earlier levels, American cheese stocks are also below yearearlier levels, and dry whey stocks
are down. U.S. nonfat dry milk stocks

• In Barn or Out Barn – The activity
controller will read any tag within 350ft
(100m) for use in barn or central location.
And using same controller it can read any
tag within 2500ft (750m) for out of barn
installations, great for dry/open pasturebased farms
• Eating and Rumination Time – Monitors
additional animal health parameters in
relation to their feed intake behavior
• IDs Anywhere – There is no need for the
animal to walk through a parlor ID portal
making it ideal for heifers and dry cows
• Advanced Herd Management –
Use with HerdMetrix™ to provide
you flexibility in the reporting to
your own management style
• Accessible – Three ways to access
information anywhere: app,
smartphone and PC

Cow Activity and Health Monitoring Systems

Come See Us at the
World Dairy Expo
Booth EH 3801-3909.
U. S

A

The author is the director of dairy policy analysis
at the Center for Dairy Profitability, Madison, Wis.
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I actually have Class III prices up
by about $1.70 for 2020 and Class
IV up by $1.64. That doesn’t put us
back in a 2014 price range, but it
would be the recovery that we have
been expecting for the last couple of
years. Let’s hope that 2020 brings a
close to our price stagnation.

y

l y,

www.boumatic.com

Potential recovery

Actual and forecasted milk prices

Ja n

Even with our trade wars being
waged, we are finding support for
some of our dairy export sales.
Overall, dairy export volume was
down about 14 percent for the first
half of 2019. Much of that was loss
of whey sales to China, but there
have been some gains, too, to countries of Southeast Asia and Mexico.
Several countries, like South Korea
and Japan, have notably elevated
imports of cheese from the U.S.
The total volume of product may
be down, but the value of exports is
actually slightly up. Now, if we can
just conclude a few of these trade
agreements, the export front would
be an even brighter picture.
Our competitors for exports have
been having problems, too. The European Union has been excessively hot
this summer and that has taken a toll
on their milk production. Oceania has
been feeling the impact of a mild El
Niño, and dry pastures in Australia,
for most of the year, and in the last
half of New Zealand’s season have put
a damper on their production.
If this was a Marvel movie, the battle might really be epic, but the out-

Ge nt

Clearly, the markets are nervous.
The long-term interest rate has
fallen below the short-term rate.
This usually signals that investors
think we’re okay, for now, but they
are concerned about the future.
We also see the ratio of wealth —
the value of investments like the
stock market or home values — growing much faster than income. Both of
these indicators often forecast recession . . . not just a slowdown in the
economy. Historically, recessions have
not been good for dairy consumption.
Markets are also looking outside of
our borders. Germany experienced
negative gross domestic product (GDP)
largely because export sales suffered.
And, the United Kingdom and France
have barely positive GDP growth. We
really don’t need the world to slide into
recession like it did in 2008 and 2009
when these indicators were pointing
in the same direction.

How does this play out?

2. The more potent stimulus occurs
when buyers are worried that they
may not be able to get all of the product that they want, and they start
their purchases early.
Early purchases to beat the competition hasn’t started yet, but I
think that folks are getting nervous
about dwindling stocks and may
soon begin buying for the Thanksgiving through Super Bowl demand.

come would never be in doubt — the
good guy always wins. But this isn’t
comic book fiction, and there have
been plenty of casualties in this battle.
I’m prepared to forecast the outcome
differently than the futures markets currently sees it. As of now, the
futures market is forecasting a Class
III price for 2020 in the mid- to high$16 range. My forecast is running
well ahead of that and believe that
there is room for Class III to average
above $18 and to grow through 2020.
I get to my higher price forecast
because I think that by the end of
the year the markets may feel tight
to product buyers. Buyers may rally
for a couple of reasons:
1. When buyers think prices are at
the bottom of a cycle, they want to
procure product at the lowest cost.

Price per hundredweight

The villain

have been drawn down even as the
European Union has been busy selling off their large inventory of intervention stocks. At some point, dairy
markets will get nervous wondering
if there is enough product available to
meet expected demand.

tely ™

GREAT superhero needs a
great super villain. To be candid,
I’ve never had a more difficult
time trying to
think about the
outcome of an
upcoming year’s
milk price battle as I have at
this moment.
On the one
hand, we have
Stephenson
an economy that
seems to be on the brink of slowdown or perhaps recession. This
situation would typically signal
weaker milk prices. On the other
hand, we have slowing milk production with currently stable demand
that is drawing down stocks even in
the face of trade wars. This scenario
should support higher milk prices.
Who wins this conflict . . . the highprice hero or the low-price villain?

p le

A
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S’mores Crock-Pot cake
1 box Devil’s food cake mix
1 	4-ounce package instant chocolate
pudding
1 cup whole milk
3 large eggs
1/2 cup butter, melted
1/4 cup sour cream
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
2 	2-ounce Hershey bars, broken into
smaller pieces
6 graham crackers, crushed
4 cups mini marshmallows
1/4 cup melted chocolate, for garnish

In a large bowl, whisk together cake
mix and pudding mix. Add milk, eggs,
melted butter, sour cream, vanilla, and
salt. Mix until smooth. Fold in chocolate
pieces and graham crackers.
Add batter to a greased, medium-sized
Crock-Pot and smooth top with spatula.
Cook on high for two hours, checking at
one hour 45 minutes to make sure the
edges aren’t burning.
Preheat broiler in oven to high. Top cake
with mini marshmallows and remove
pot from slow-cooker base and place
in oven. Broil until marshmallows are
golden, one to two minutes. Drizzle
with melted chocolate and serve immediately. Serves 12.

Stress-free cooking

S

UMMER has come and gone and the kids
are headed back to school. Fall harvest is
just around the corner. As the children get
older, I’m finding we run from one sporting event to
another and have less time to spend in the kitchen.
As I file through my recipe stash, I look for those

BETH CRAVE
The author is the customer service manager
for Crave Brothers Farmstead Cheese LLC,
Waterloo, Wis. Crave studied culinary arts at
Madison Area Technical College.
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Homemade lasagna for the freezer
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1 pound ground beef, turkey, or sausage
3 cups of your favorite spaghetti sauce
4 cups shredded Mozzarella cheese
8 lasagna noodles
1 batch white sauce, recipe below
1/2 cup shredded Parmesan cheese
White sauce:
1/4 cup butter
1/4 cup flour
2 cups milk
	fine sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
1/4 cup Parmesan cheese

quick, easy meals to match our crazy schedule.
Before I had each of my children, I would spend
a day prepping meals to take out of the freezer
once we came home from the hospital. These were
a lifesaver. I just took them out and popped them
in the Crock-Pot or oven, and they were ready in
no time. It kept our kitchen mess free and our
prep time to a minimum.
The key to having successful freezer meals is
making a plan and a detailed grocery list. Shop
once, prep in a day, and just like that, you have
meals for the next week or two. It will leave weeknights stress free around the kitchen and allow
more time to get to all those events.
In a large skillet, brown the meat and drain. Add
the spaghetti sauce and set aside.
Make white sauce: In a medium-sauce pot over
medium heat, melt the butter. Whisk in the flour
and stir until well mixed, hot, and bubbly, about
two minutes.
Gradually whisk in the milk, stirring until
the mixture is smooth.
Simmer until thickened, about seven minutes,
stirring. Whisk in Parmesan cheese.
Compile lasagna: In a greased 9- by 13-inch aluminum pan, spread half the meat sauce in the bottom of the pan, and sprinkle 2 cups of Mozzarella
cheese over the sauce.
Lay four noodles across the cheese.
Pour the white sauce mixture over the noodles in
the pan. Top with the remaining four noodles.
Spread the rest of the meat sauce over the noodles. Top with the remaining Mozzarella cheese
and the Parmesan cheese.
Wrap the pan with aluminum foil. Chill completely before freezing.
To serve: Thaw completely in the refrigerator.
Bake in a preheated 375°F oven for 45 minutes.
Allow to rest 10 minutes before serving. Serves
8 to 12.

Hawaiian sliders
1
1/2
12
9
3
1-1/2
1
1/4

package Hawaiian-style sweet rolls
cup poppy seed dressing
slices Swiss cheese
ounces thin-sliced deli ham
tablespoons butter, melted
teaspoons dry minced onion
teaspoon course-ground mustard
teaspoon poppy seeds

Remove rolls from package, lay flat, and slice
in two (so you have one single top piece and one
bottom piece). Separate and lay side by side; cut
sides up. Spread with dressing.
Layer Swiss cheese slices over both sections of
sandwiches, covering as much as possible.
Layer ham over the bottom section of sandwiches. Carefully pick up top and flip over onto
bottom section. Place sandwich rolls into an
aluminum foil 9- by 13-inch pan.
In small bowl, combine remaining ingredients
and stir. Brush on tops of sandwiches.
Cover pan with aluminum foil tightly. Place
in freezer.
Ready to cook: Thaw overnight in refrigerator.
Bake in a 375°F oven, covered, for 20 to 25
minutes until centers are heated through and
the cheese has melted. Serves 6 to 8.
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by Karen Bohnert

The author and her husband work in partnership
with family on a 500-cow dairy in East Moline, Ill.

move cattle was also vital.
My husband and I went to look
at some places at 10 a.m., and an
hour later, trucks and trailers were
hooked up and ready to load cattle.
We couldn’t overthink this process
or get too picky about perfection
because in all honestly, nothing is
perfect when it comes to a disaster.
Cattle had to be moved that day.
Overthinking it would cost precious
time and add more unneeded stress.
Update policies. We are thankful
that we had sent our insurance company an updated inventory list the
first of the year. Doing our homework
in the “off-season” was essential.
My advice is to check your insurance policies and make sure you
understand the coverage you have
chosen. Hindsight is 20/20, but
underinsuring could result in a
quick exit of the dairy industry.
Pace yourselves. The road ahead
is long, and it will be a marathon.
The day before the fire, we all had
worked 16-plus hours and had gotten two to three hours of sleep
before the call came. Thanks to
adrenaline, on the day of the fire, we
all clocked a 20-hour day. You can
only operate on survival mode for
so long, though. Rest, eat, and stay
hydrated. This has been crucial in
the days and weeks that followed.

Extend grace, not your fist.
Everyone copes differently as
they go through a crisis.
Extend grace, not your fist.
Everyone copes differently as they
go through a crisis. Some might be
withdrawn. Some might yell. Some
might work like crazy. Try to realize
that everyone is fighting the same
fight, but we all cope differently.
Sometimes letting someone vent,
cry, or talk is the best medicine you
can offer them.
Accept help. I think this might be
one of the hardest lessons. Many people will offer a helping hand, but they
look to you to tell them what to do.
In the days that followed, people
offered to trim weeds and mow grass,
and one friend even helped our kids
clip their showstring for our county
fair that occurred the week after the
fire. After losing all of our bedding
material and feed, my husband asked
friends to help find hay or straw, and
even help move cattle. These needs
were urgent. I asked many people to
check back with us in a week. To be
honest, when we were in crisis mode,
we could only see so far.
While I wish I could get the image
of the fire out of my head, it has
given me so many more reasons to be
thankful. I’m especially grateful for
the things that did go right that July
morning. We feel so blessed that no
person or animal was injured and are
undoubtedly grateful for the outpouring of support we have received.

COLOR CODED FOR
EASIER COMPLIANCE
To ensure the correct product is used on
the proper day, we use a
color-coding system for
our reproductive synchronization program. A
red can koozie is used for
the PGF (prostaglandin)
bottle and a blue one for
GnRH. Red ink and blue
ink are used to create the
chart with cow tag numbers and dates for double
ovsynch or ovsynch protocol injections.
MINNESOTA
STEVE HERDERING

SALVAGE THE SEAT
I have a tractor that I’ve driven for
many years now and its seat wore out
to the point that it wasn’t comfortable enough to sit on day after day. I
installed a new one, but the old one still
had some value. I had been looking for
something to sit on while working on
my equipment, so I took that old wornout seat and attached some wheels to
the bottom. It’s comfortable enough for
maintenance work, plus I don’t have to
worry about it getting greasy.
NORTH DAKOTA

DARON STAHL

PAINT MARKS TRACK FEED INVENTORY
Having a solid gauge on feed inventories is important to ensure
enough feedstuffs, especially forages, are on hand to feed the dairy herd
throughout the year. At the Tianjin Jialihe Dairy Group’s farm in rural
Tianjin, China, the farm staff painted marks on the bunker silo walls to
track feed inventories. Every paint mark on the wall represents 1 meter,
and every 5 meter mark is further denoted by a numeral.
As a way to count down the remaining feed in the bunker, the lowest number is at the terminal wall and the highest number is at the
entrance to the bunker silo. By multiplying length, width, and height
and factoring in packing density, the farm team at the Tianjin Jialihe
Dairy has a rather firm grasp on remaining feed inventories.

Do you have an idea you’d like to share with other dairy producers? We pay
$50 for handy hints we use in the magazine. All hints must include a clear,
print-quality photo. Please send items to: Hoard’s Dairyman, Handy Hint Dept.,
P. O. Box 801, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538.
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T WILL be an image that I’ll never
be able to forget.
On a cool July morning, my husband received a call from his mother,
screaming, “Fire!” When I ran outside, I nearly
dropped to my
knees, witnessing
a wall of flames,
intense
heat,
and the sound of
our cows bellowing. Thankfully,
my husband and
Bohnert
father-in-law ran
toward the flames and were able to get
the 200 heifers that were inside out.
We helplessly watched our heifer
barn, commodity barn, two skid
loaders, and all our hay, straw, cottonseed, and bedding burn. It took
six fire departments nearly 11 hours
to put the fire out. A week later, the
pile was still smoldering.
With help from family and friends,
we moved those 200 heifers to four
local farms. The hours and days
that followed are a blur; days and
nights are intertwined.
It is so easy to think about everything that we did wrong or that we
could have done to prevent the fire.
We never will know for sure, but we
believe the fire started from some
wet hay. Adding 1,500 straw bales
the night before certainly didn’t help.
I try to remind myself, and our
whole family, that we did some
things right that day. I thought it
might be helpful to share with you
the things that we did well amidst
our disaster in case you find yourself in a similar situation.
Solid communication. At 2:30
a.m., I waited down by the entry to
our farm for our first shift of employees to arrive to work. The number of
flashing lights and first responder
vehicles were overwhelming. It
wasn’t easy to get into the farm.
We wanted our employees to know
it was safe to come to work and
learn from one of the owners what
had happened, instead of speculating or hearing incorrectly. They
went to work, feeding calves and
milking, as if it was any normal day.
And, honestly, that is what had to
happen. Cows still had to be milked.
Calves still had to be fed. Having a
point person to talk to employees,
media, and more was key.
Don’t overthink. We had so many
people call or text, saying they had
a place to house our heifers. Some
people didn’t quite understand that
we were dealing with young calves,
3 months to 8 months of age, so we
couldn’t just put them out to pasture.
They needed to be somewhat close,
to be monitored daily. But with the
generous outpouring of support, the
need for quick decision making to
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ALEX GAMBONINI HOPES TO GIVE BACK to the dair y
community in the areas of business and economics
because of the mentors and experiences she has had.

A foundation to build on
The 2019 National Dairy Shrine Student Recognition Award winner,
Alex Gambonini, hopes to one day combine her love of cows and numbers.

dairy science adviser, Richard Silacci, and
soon-to-be agricultural business adviser, Tim
Delbridge, she found something she was
passionate about.
She started college as a dairy science major,
and while at Cal Poly, she decided to add an
agricultural business major. That’s when she
encountered Delbridge, who asked Gambonini
if she had ever considered economics for her
future. “I’ve always wanted to set my own path,
so I thought, ‘Why not?’” said Gambonini.
Part of that encouragement came from Gambonini’s role on the winning Cal Poly Dairy
Challenge team in 2019. She was responsible for
the financial portion of the presentation. It also
led her to her 2019 summer internship at Frazer
LLP. Gambonini’s experiences have helped to
solidify her plan of working with finance in the
dairy industry. Her internship has enabled her
to analyze and build ideas from records to maximize dairy profitability. Beginning this fall,
Gambonini will move to Minnesota to complete
a graduate degree at the University of Minnesota in applied economics with an emphasis on
agricultural economics.

A crowning moment
by Sarah Thomas

I

’VE learned to never say no to new
opportunities,” said Alex Gambonini
in reference to the lessons she has
acquired during her time in the dairy
industry. “Whether it’s a small step or a bigger challenge, take a chance, and you might
surprise yourself.”
Gambonini is the 2019 National Dairy
Shrine Student Recognition winner who has
immersed herself in the dairy community
via multiple facets. She grew up in Petaluma,
Calif., on her family’s organic dairy farm,
Gamlake Dairy. The farm started at its current location in 1913.

THOMAS
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The roots of her interest in dairy date back
to ride-alongs in the truck while her dad completed chores on the farm. Her father, Frank,
would take Gambonini and her sisters, Frankie
and Sammi, along as he did feedings, treatments, and more. Then, he entrusted Gambonini with the responsibility of registering calves.
“My parents always told me, ‘If you really
want this, you have to work hard,’” Gambonini
said. That’s exactly what she has done. Gambonini is thankful to have had these values
instilled in her. “My mom didn’t grow up on
a farm, but she’s never let that stop her from
supporting my sisters and me,” she continued.
“I don’t want to be given anything. I want
to be known as someone who works hard for
what I earn,” she said. That’s a mentality she
attributed to her father. In fact, Gambonini
credits both her parents and her longtime
dairy bowl coach, Kirsten Areias, as her most
influential mentors. When they weren’t practicing for dairy bowl, Gambonini expressed

that Areias has always been supportive of her
endeavors by writing recommendation letters,
helping her select a college, and preparing her
for various junior Holstein activities.

Earning her opportunities
Gambonini first encountered Areias shortly
after getting involved in dairy bowl through
the California Junior Holstein Association.
“My sister, Frankie, and I competed in dairy
bowl, but we didn’t study much those first
years. Eventually, we got tired of not doing
well and really buckled down for the 2011
state competition,” she explained. After winning the junior division of dairy bowl at the
California Junior Holstein Convention, Gambonini distinctly remembers Areias encouraging her to try out for the state team. It was
then that Gambonini knew this was something she wanted to be serious about.
“Being asked to try out for the junior Holstein Association team really felt like I was
being asked into the industry in itself,” Gambonini explained. “These activities connected
me with the greater dairy network — one that
I am still in touch with today.”
Gambonini said she is very thankful for all
the doors that have opened and for the family time it has inspired. “It was really my dad
who encouraged us to attend Holstein convention because he knew of the opportunities
available. He will always be one of my biggest
role models because he has also learned with
my sisters and me through this process even
though he grew up participating in similar
activities,” expressed Gambonini.
“He always wanted to learn more,” Gambonini said. She clearly got her pursuit of knowledge from him, and it’s one that she is excited
to follow into the next chapter of her life.
Admittedly, Gambonini hasn’t always
known what she wanted to do after graduating from Cal Poly. Rather, she took a little bit
different approach — she figured out what
she did not want to do. After considering several careers in dairy and consulting with her

As Gambonini prepares for this big life
change, and as her junior judging and
showing career comes to an end, she has had
the chance to ref lect on some of her most
memorable moments.
Certainly, a highlight of her junior career
included her adventure with her homebred
cow, APGambo Atwood Keenan. When her
family started showing, Gambonini stated,
“We never expected to win anything.”
At the 2017 Sonoma County Fair, Gambonini and Keenan made their way around the
showring and won their class. Along the way,
they caught the eyes of a few distinguished
dairy show people who not only encouraged
Gambonini to take Keenan to the big dance
at World Dairy Expo, but also offered multiple
routes for her to get there.
The Gambonini family had never exhibited
at Expo before that year, and all Gambonini
wanted was to earn a top 10 medallion while
exhibiting in the International Junior Holstein
Show. “There were only nine exhibitors in the
class, so we met our goal just by stepping in the
ring,” Gambonini chuckled. What happened
next she could have never imagined.
Gambonini and Keenan not only earned
first place in the Junior Three-Year-Old Cow
class, but went on to claim Intermediate
Champion, champion bred and owned, and
honorable mention Grand Champion of the
International Junior Holstein Show.
It was a pivotal point for Gambonini’s dairy
career. “Winning with Keenan was a moment
I will never forget,” she said with a smile.
As Gambonini anticipates the future, she
aims to return to California, preferably near
her hometown of Petaluma. She wants to work
in the area of dairy finance, business, or economics. Aside from this, Gambonini aspires
to serve future dairy youth as a dairy judging coach, dairy bowl coach, or junior Holstein
adviser, giving back to the programs that
have given her so much. She is so thankful for
the volunteers who have helped shape her.
“In my book, you can only make yourself
better.” Gambonini’s passion for the dairy
cow flows through her each day. The foundation she has built in her first 22 years of life is
strong. Now, it’s time to build on it.
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Students honored with senior recognition
THE

National Dairy Shrine is pleased to
announce the recipients of the Student Recognition Scholarships for 2019. The Student Recognition program recognizes graduating seniors
planning a career related to the dairy industry.
Each university is allowed to nominate up to two
candidates for this recognition in any given year.
The top recipient receives a $2,000 award, the
second a $1,500 award, and the other recipients
receive $1,000 awards.
The top scholarship recipient of $2,000 is
Alexandra Gambonini of Petaluma, Calif. You
can read more about her in the preceding Young
Dairymen page.
The second award of $1,500 goes to Brooke
Roberts of Whitelaw, Wis. She graduated from
the University of Minnesota with
a degree in agricultural communication and marketing. Roberts
has been very successful competing in national dairy judging
contests, being in the top ten
numerous times, and was the
National Champion in Oral Reasons at World
Dairy Expo. She is the Gopher Dairy Club Vice
President and is president of the American
Dairy Science Association-Student Affiliate

Division (ADSA-SAD) Midwest Region. Roberts
plans on working in marketing in the future.
The next $1,000 recipient is Erica Helmer
from Plymouth, Wis., who received a dairy science degree from the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls (UW-RF).
Helmer held leadership roles in the
UW-RF Dairy Club, Student Advisory Council, Alpha Zeta, Block
and Bridle Club, and Collegiate
Farm Bureau. Helmer has been
honored with several FFA state and national recognitions and has competed successfully in dairy
cattle judging. Helmer plans to attend graduate
school in statistical genomics and dairy genetics.
Next is Abigail Jantzi from Clymer, N.Y., who
majored in animal science at Penn State University. Jantzi was a member of
the National Champion Judging
Team in 2017 and eighth high
individual. At Penn State, she
served as vice president of the
dairy club.
Jantzi has experience traveling to farms for problem solving with a nutrition company and assisting Chad Dechow in his
genetic research. This fall, Jantzi will attend

graduate school at Iowa State University to earn
a Ph.D. in animal breeding and genetics.
Following her is Elisabeth Regusci from
Modesto, Calif., a graduate in dairy science at
California Polytechnic State
University. Regusci was active
in the Los Lecheros Dairy Club,
Sigma Alpha, dairy judging, and
was a member of the winning
national Dairy Challenge team.
Regusci is an outstanding student and entered Cornell University Veterinary
School this fall.
The final senior recognition honoree is
Katelyn Allen from Jefferson, Md., who was a
major in dairy science at Virginia
Tech. Allen has been successful in dairy cattle judging, being
the 11th individual and a member
of the second-high team at the
National Intercollegiate Dairy Cattle Judging Contest at World Dairy
Expo. She served as secretary of the Virginia
Tech Dairy Club, president of Alpha Zeta, and
was a National Junior Holstein Distinguished
Member semifinalist. Allen has began her career
in communications at Hoard’s Dairyman.
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FEEDING
by Marin Western and Michelle Der Bedrosian

Silage hygiene tells us more about forage quality
loss of protein quality and value.
Certainly, high clostridia or enterobacteria counts are reasonable “red
flags” and should warrant some concern. But, as this research explains,
simply looking at microbial counts
and crude protein concentrations
(such as on a traditional lab report)
paints an incomplete picture.

Silage management is key

C

URRENT routine measures of
silage quality include a chemical analysis, a simple fermentation profile,
and a digestibility assessment. However, these measures often do not give
the full picture; they can tell us that
the silage is perfectly normal while
the cows tell us something different.
Newer silage hygiene tests may
have a role in dairy nutrition programs. Laboratories are now able to
test for some of the worst bacteria in
silage, such as clostridia and enterobacteria. In some cases, they can
even quantify biogenic amines, which
are the silage fermentation end-products that are highly undesired.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Naming the culprit
Enterobacteria and clostridia are
everywhere — in the soil, on farm
machinery, and covering plants in
the field. Their presence in silage is
inevitable. Their growth and metabolism, however, is not.
Clostridia thrive in environments
with a high pH (greater than 4.5)
and a higher moisture content (less
than 30 percent dry matter or DM).
During a successful silage fermentation, the pH of the forage declines,
which limits the growth of undesirable microorganisms.
Clostridia
and
enterobacteria
are extremely problematic not only
because of their effects in the gut
(such as hemorrhagic bowel syndrome and salmonellosis), but also
because they are detrimental to
silage quality. Their activity results
in higher DM losses and poorer
quality silage. They also degrade
sugars into butyric acid and degrade
valuable proteins into ammonia and
biogenic amines through a process
called proteolysis.
Examples of biogenic amines are
cadaverine and putrescine — compounds whose names reflect their
unpalatability. Biogenic amines can
reduce rumen motility, depress
intake, significantly inhibit protein digestion, and result in the
death of cows. In humans, biogenic
Western is a Vita Plus dairy specialist and Der
Bedrosian is a Vita Plus forage products and dairy
technical service specialist.
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amines can cause food poisoning,
and they can be carcinogenic.

What we’re dealing with
To better understand the potential
benefit of silage hygiene analyses,
we conducted a simple field survey
and laboratory assessment of 40
corn silages and 40 alfalfa silages
in the summer of 2017. We collected
silages from various storage structures (a total of 28 piles, 30 bunkers,
19 bags, and three baled silages) on
commercial Wisconsin dairy farms.
Representative samples of freshly
shaved silos were immediately transported to the laboratory for analysis
of clostridia, enterobacteria, volatile fatty acids (VFA), pH, DM, and
ammonia and biogenic amines.
Finally, producers were asked how
they would rate their silages on a
scale of one to 10 (one being the worst
possible and 10 being perfect).
The results and laboratory comparisons are shown in Table 1. The
mean and “normal” range (lower 25th
quartile to upper 75th quartile) of the
measured variables are reported.
We were not surprised by some of
the findings. For example, alfalfa
silages had a higher pH than corn
silages, and drier silages had less
VFA than wetter silages.
That being said, interesting trends
emerged when we tried to define the
value of a microbial count. Clostridia
thrive and grow in wet conditions,
degrading protein into ammonia and
biogenic amines. Thus, it was no surprise that wetter silages seemed to
have more proteolysis.
However, there were no correlations
between the numbers of clostridia
or enterobacteria and the metabolic
markers (biogenic amines, butyric
acid, and ammonia) of clostridial fermentation and proteolysis. In other
words, the presence or absence of
clostridia or enterobacteria is not
reflective of its activity.
This finding is extremely important as it brings into question the
usefulness of doing only clostridia
or enterobacteria laboratory counts
without measuring markers of proteolysis. Microbial counts provide a

snapshot of “who is alive right now.”
They do not reflect the history of
which populations thrived earlier,
did damage, and died out.
For example, crude protein is calculated from total concentrations of
nitrogen in a sample, regardless of
the form. Thus, the crude protein
concentration on a laboratory report
would not reflect which portion is
high-quality protein and which is
in the form of a biogenic amine.
This research found that as much
as 25 percent of the lysine in alfalfa
silages was converted to cadaverine,
which would represent a significant

These findings underscore the
importance of the silage environment. Silages that had a low pH
had less clostridia and enterobacteria and less proteolysis.
Theoretically, enhancing the upfront fermentation and decreasing pH faster would result in less
proteolysis and fewer biogenic
amines. Studies have shown that
inoculation with an up-front
fermenter resulted in better protein digestibility, a lower pH,
less ammonia, and less biogenic
amines, meaning less activity of
clostridia and enterobacteria.
Targeting the proper DM at harvest, using a proven inoculant to
facilitate a rapid pH drop, eliminating oxygen from the silage as
quickly as possible, and sealing it
well for storage minimize biogenic
amine formation by facilitating a
rapid pH drop.

Table 1. Results of on-farm silage hygiene survey
Alfalfa silages
Mean

Normal range

Corn silages
Mean

Normal range

Subjective feed score

7.55

6.88 – 8.50

8.34

8.00 – 9.00

Dry matter, %

40.69

34.09 – 48.56

34.11

32.11 – 35.94

4.8

4.5 – 5.1

3.9

3.7 – 3.9

6.00

3.82 – 8.38

7.31

5.57 – 9.31

Lactic acid, %

4.23

2.55 – 5.49

4.53

3.89 – 5.30

Acetic acid, %

1.52

0.78 – 2.14

2.44

1.09 – 3.88

Lactic : acetic

3.52

2.05 – 4.46

2.70

1.36 – 4.22

Propionic acid, %

0.06

0.00 – 0.05

0.29

0.00 – 0.44

Butyric acid, %

0.19

0.00 – 0.07

0.06

0.00 – 0.02

Ethanol, %

0.29

0.17 – 0.38

0.48

0.17 – 0.66

1,2 – Propanediol, %

0.08

0.00 – 0.07

0.31

0.00 – 0.35

Ammonia, % CP

9.03

5.85 – 10.77

9.11

7.84 – 11.03

Enterobacteria, log (cfu/g)

1.70

0.00 – 3.73

0.68

0.00 – 0.75

Yeast, log (cfu/g)

3.41

0.5 – 5.16

4.40

2.22 – 6.61

pH
Total acids, %

Mold, log (cfu/g)

1.76

0 – 2.87

1.15

0.00 – 1.98

Clostridia, log (cfu/g)

1.55

1.00 – 2.10

1.06

0.00 – 1.83

Total biogenic amines

1280

282 – 1,340

1,196

559 – 1,599

Cadaverine, ppm

422

44 – 374

334

149 – 535

Histamine, ppm

151

20 – 150

207

39 – 395

Phenethylamine, ppm

66

14 – 60

34

2 – 38

Putrescine, ppm

227

27 – 189

289

128 – 462

Spermadine, ppm

10

0 – 17

2

0

Spermine, ppm

8

0 – 11

2

0

48

0 – 38

13

0 – 15

348

14 – 452

315

0 – 535

Tryptamine, ppm
Tyramine, ppm
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IT’S remarkable that after all these

years and all the facts, figures, and
economic analyses proving that
it pays to cover bunker silos and
stacks or drive-over piles, there are
still some farmers who leave their
silos uncovered. We’ve heard the
reasons . . . or excuses. “It’s a lot of
work to apply the tarps and then
weight them down. The amount of
silage lost via top spoilage really
isn’t all that much.”
The first reason is “mostly true”
since even farmers who do the job
properly admit that it’s not one of
their favorite chores. However, while
the amount of top spoilage may not
seem like a lot, especially on larger
silos, it’s been estimated that these
losses amount to about 50 cents
per square foot of surface. Studies
have found that a plastic silo cover
returns about $8 for every dollar
invested in plastic and labor cost.

The search for alternates
One proof that farmers hate applying plastic tarps and some type of
ballast to their silos is the extent
they’ve gone to avoid the job! Many
years ago, a company in the northeastern U.S. test-marketed a sprayon product that dried to a black,
rubbery coating. The product was
reportedly nontoxic to cows, so the
coating could be fed with the silage.
However, the coating had a limited
useful life before it deteriorated and
was quite expensive because it had
to be custom applied.
USDA has also experimented with
an edible coating, but to our knowledge, it isn’t ready for commercialization. Among other products that have
been tried include agricultural limestone (too labor intensive), sawdust
(not heavy enough), soil (high ash content), and molasses (water soluble).

Plastic is best
Once a farmer becomes reconciled
to using plastic sheeting, the next
question is which type of silo plastic
to use? There are several types of silo
covering plastic products. They fall
into two categories: the standard two
or three-ply plastic (4 to 6 mil thick)
and the oxygen-limiting plastic film.
While oxygen-limiting films are
more expensive than standard silo
plastic, when applied properly, it is
more effective at reducing oxygen
infiltration, the enemy of ensiled forage. One test compared two layers of
standard silo plastic to one layer of
the oxygen-limiting films and found
the film to be superior.
More recent covers incorporate the
Thomas is retired from the William H. Miner Agricultural Research Institute and president of Oak Point
Agronomics Ltd. Wiersma is the alfalfa business
manager with Corteva Agriscience.

oxygen-barrier together with the
standard plastic (white, 5 to 6 mil).
No matter which type or brand of
plastic cover you choose, they will
always protect your valuable silage
and have a great payback compared
to no covering at all.
The options for silo ballasts have
become a popular topic lately, primarily because of the news that New
York state is imposing stricter regulations regarding the use of tires for
silo ballasts. Whole tires collect rainwater and can be a reservoir for mosquitoes carrying the West Nile and
Zika viruses. They’re also unwieldy
to handle, and many a farmer has
wound up with a boot full of foulsmelling water when removing whole
tires prior to feedout.
Many farmers have already tried
dealing with this problem by cutting
tires in half and/or drilling holes
in the sidewalls; this has been a
requirement in some states for several years now.
One type of ballast that has
become more popular are weighted
fabric bags, which are placed on top
of the plastic cover. The 3-foot long
bags, made of woven polyethylene,
are sold unfilled and farmers fill
them with the ballast of their choice.
Pea gravel is the preferred material
in Northern areas because sand will
hold water and during winter may
freeze to the plastic.
Because of their weight, weighted
fabric bags are typically applied in a
row across the width of the silo, with
parallel rows every 15 to 18 feet. As
the silage is fed off, the filled bags
are rolled back just enough to allow
silage removal, but to avoid air penetration under the plastic. In bunker
silos, a continuous row of bags are
placed along the sidewalls, which
pins the plastic to the wall. Gravel
bags and sandbags also work great
on the perimeter of drive-over piles.
More recently, full fabric covers
have become available. This simplifies the process of securing your
plastic cover, helps prevent damage
from critters, and is effective at preventing wind penetration beneath
the plastic cover. Gravel or sandfilled bags may seem like expensive alternatives when compared
to tires, which often are available
at low cost or even free. However,
properly cared for, the bags will last
for many years, and the savings in
labor should make the annual cost
quite reasonable.
Your goal is to get the silage covered as quickly as possible after
putting it in the silo (within eight to
12 hours) to avoid losses associated
with air penetration. When done
properly, silo covers and the labor
required will have a payback many
times your investment.
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COWSIDE PRACTICE
by Mark Fox, D.V.M.

In pursuit of good health
L

IKE many of you, I am often challenged with the complexity of disease.
Both in humans and in the dairy
herds and animals
we care for. Losing our health, or
our herd’s health,
produces stressful
challenges to overcome. I will share
two of my personal
Fox
experiences,
of
which many of you have also battled
through. They can be life changers for
our families and our farms.
I was diagnosed with colorectal cancer at 37 years of age. This was the
same cancer that took my father’s life
at 56. Following the immediate surgery, a Stage III diagnosis, intense
chemotherapy, and radiation, I,
through God’s grace, have remained
cancer free for nearly 26 years.
The initial symptom in my case
was occasional, mild rectal bleeding.
I felt fine. My surgeon told me the
process of tumor development probably spanned several years, perhaps
more. It was totally subclinical and
not on my radar.
On the dairy side, I recount the
disastrous polybrominated biphenyl
(PBB) feed contamination tragedy
that was suffered by so many farmers
in my home state of Michigan in 1974.
Following the detection of the toxicity, cows and herds were destroyed for
several years to follow, resulting in
such tremendous hardship for many.
The suspicion and documentation
of this fire retardant toxicity was,
in part, carried out by a very astute
and knowledgeable dairyman, who
was suffering through the consequences of this disease. Due diliThe author is a partner and large animal veterinarian
at Thumb Veterinary Services in Deckerville, Mich.

gence given in both examples made
a difference!
We can’t take health for granted.
What’s your herd’s risk? What is
your herd plan? Do you have a plan
for yourself?

Disease is often insidious
On the dairy, individual animal
illness is often subclinical, especially early in the course of the disease. Think about the protocols we
have in place on the farm as they
relate to the detection and subsequent treatment of specific diseases.
Often times, we use clinical signs
and symptoms such as diarrhea,
fever, abnormal milk, weakness, or
depressed appearance as our basis
for treatment. In many instances,
we do so without knowing the specific cause(s). We all would love
to have more cowside diagnostics
available to further strengthen our
diagnosis in individual cases.
Proper diagnosis of disease on the
farm is often not easy, as we dairy
vets struggle, along with you, trying
to “nail down” what’s going on with
this cow standing in front of us. The
animal gives us no history, or not
much anyway. Remember, our cattle
— both adults and young stock —
are herd creatures that attempt to
stay with their healthy herdmates
as long as possible.
Many of you have a great “eye” to
detect the abnormal. But still, we all
find value in the proper diagnosis.
National Animal Health Monitoring
System (NAHMS) data reveals that
the symptom diarrhea, both in young
stock and adult cattle, is perhaps the
most recorded malady on the farm.
What conclusions can we draw
when presented with a milk cow’s
“pancake batter” diarrhea? Simple
indigestion? Johne’s disease? Salmo-

nella? Bovine viral diarrhea (BVD)?
Dysentery? A nutritional cause?
Perhaps my most tragic herd outbreak involved newly purchased
cattle brought into a resident herd.
BVD, salmonella, and Johne’s disease all contributed to exacerbate a
serious outbreak.
At what point does the occasional
case become a herd problem requiring more diagnostics? These are
questions we all ponder and discuss.

Early detection is key
At the herd level, there are numerous diagnostic strategies that enable
a “first line” of detection of both subclinical and clinical disease. Early
detection of disease, regardless of
cause, allows for proactive measures.
Nearly all of our clients find value in
diagnostics relating to milk pathogens (both individual cases and bulk
tank), screening for BVD, Johne’s
disease, and metabolic profiles.
In the cattle industry (including our
dairy farms), we are increasingly seeing salmonellosis as a serious threat,
both in young stock and adults. We
need early, accurate diagnostics to
tailor effective control programs.
Our dairy health programs are ever
changing because the bugs seem to be!
Don’t forget about nutritional disease and its impact on maintaining
a healthy herd as well. Just recently,
I was involved with a herd level “disease” that appeared to be not only
infectious but nutritionally challenged as well. No surprise that the
arrows leading to disease pointed
back to many factors, often management decisions under our control.
Never lose sight of the value of
on-farm postmortem evaluations.
Certainly, many causes of death are
apparent, and the cowside diagnosis
is valid. Often, however, additional

diagnosis is evident on fresh carcass
necropsy. Many nutritional or infectious factors can be obtained by collecting timely tissue submissions.

Strive for prevention
Once we correctly identify disease,
press hard on the management
tools needed for control, prevention,
and eradication. We may need to
re-evaluate our current biosecurity
for diseases such as BVD, Johne’s,
Staph. aureus, and mycoplasma.
In other diseases, such as lameness, the review of herd records may
point to specific changes that need
attention. Search for clues on the
trimmer’s report. Infections? Hard
tissue lesions?
Lameness
diagnosis
requires
proper identification of foot lesions.
You’ve paid for the trimmer’s visit,
now put those records to use.

The human element
Finally, so much of my personal
pleasure rests with working with
dairy farmers like you! Sure, your
cows and herds are awesome as
well, but you owe it to yourself to
keep abreast of you and your family’s health. We must take the time,
be honest about how we are feeling,
and pursue wellness. It matters.
Stay diligent on diagnostics for
early detection of disease. Even colonoscopies are a “breeze” compared
to 25 years ago. You are important
to your family.
It’s a work in progress for me,
but every step in the right direction counts. I have come to enjoy the
beet, tomato, and goat cheese salads
my wife serves up. Hey, if the simple
changes in our health matter, why
would we not do them?
Take care, all, and I wish you a
great autumn!
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Dairy is now our family
My son has struggled to find how to fit in
through the past couple years. Being into farming
and 4-H, he chose dairy for his project. This year

he even insisted on showing his dairy calf that is
now a yearling. I see why now, although at first I
was thinking he was slightly off his rocker.
Caldera, his fall yearling Brown Swiss . . .
she accepted him for him. They grew together.
Joey shows for a local dairy farmer who said,
“He will know in his heart what is right.” I
thought he would choose a calf, he chose his
friend. Looking at the pictures from last year
and then this year . . . that lifetime friendship
is there.
This year my son Joey has a calm about him;
his circle is complete.
I am grateful for the resources that educate
us, including your magazine. I am grateful for
programs such as 4-H that give him a wide
range of everything from friends to beauti-

ful memories. I pray for the local farmers who
allow my children and others to have the opportunity with their cattle. We now have become
family. Dairy is a world of its own and what a
wonderful world it is.
Our family will forever be grateful.
WISCONSIN

ALICIA VAUGHN

These columns are open to the readers of Hoard’s Dairyman
for the expression of their opinions on current issues
of direct interest to dairy farmers. With the exception of
letters promoting religious creeds, proprietary products,
farm organizations, or political groups, the editors welcome
readers’ views on all subjects. Letters should be 250 words
or less. The right is reserved to select and abstract letters to
be published. Unsigned letters will not be printed, but names
will be withheld on request. You may send letters to Hoard’s
Dairyman, P.O. Box 801, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 or you may
email them to editors@hoards.com.
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Visit us at
World Dairy Expo!
Booth EH 3504
Learn more about the new
ESTROTECT™ Breeding Indicator at our
Knowledge Nook session featuring
Dr. Ky Pohler from Texas A&M.

Thursday, October 3, 2019
10:30 am

The NEW ESTROTECT™ Breeding Indicator featuring patent pending
Breeding Bullseye™ technology makes it easier than ever to identify
cows that are in heat, pinpoint timing for AI and Timed AI protocols, as
well as confirm successful pregnancies.

BREED

DON’T
BREED

According to third-party research, when the new ESTROTECT™ Breeding
Bullseye™ is rubbed off by mounting activity, cows are up to three times
more likely to conceive. Not only does ESTROTECT™ with the Breeding
Bullseye™ indicate when a cow is in heat, it tells you exactly when the
animal should be bred to achieve optimal results.

©2019 ESTROTECT. ESTROTECT, Breeding Bullseye and As Good As A Bull are trademarks of Rockway, Inc.

ET_BreedingSuccess_Ad_HoardsDairyman_10.25x14.25_DRAFT2_081219.indd 1
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SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES
RATES:

–Where Buyer and Seller Meet–

$2.60 per word, per insertion, except qualifying “farm help wanted” and “farm position wanted”
advertisements which are $2.50 per word. Each initial and group of figures counts as one word.
Such words as “for sale” and complete address including zip code must also be counted. If you use an advertising
number, include the following 11 words in cost of advertisement, “Hoard’s Dairyman, Advertisier #, PO Box 801, Fort
Atkinson, WI 53538-0801.” Websites count as one word per break. CHECKS MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER OR
PHONE US WITH CREDIT CARD INFORMATION. Classified display $260.00 per inch. Type selection by publisher.
No discounts. Different rates for livestock display space; please contact us for information. Deadlines: Copy for
10th of month issues must reach us by 1st of preceding month, copy for 25th of month issues must reach us
by 15th of preceding month. Only one issue in June, July, November, December – copy must reach us by May
1st, June 1st, October 1st, November 1st, respectively. New advertisers must furnish references upon request.

View the Classifieds Online: Go to www.hoards.com
“Classifieds” under the “In Hoard’s” tab.

STOCKMEN’S SUPPLIES

95% FLY CONTROL – GUARANTEED.
Dairy, stable, pasture. 1-800-DEAD FLY.
http://www.1800deadfly.com.
DEFLSY/9

FREE 4-H Sourcebook
available at 4Hmall.org
MANURE HANDLING

NEED BIO-GAS COLLECTION OR ODOR
CONTROL COVER? Call IEC 952-8290731.
IOEOCO/10

EQUIPMENT/BUILDINGS

FREON LEAKS repaired. (715) 3818917.
WOBRUC/4
BLUE DIAMOND DOUBLE 14 (CONTOUR)
HERRINGBONE stalls with misc. equipment.
308-550-0818.
SCEQCO/11
GERMANIA SB TAKEOFFS, 4 link arms,
turn valves, rounded covers. 308-5500818.
SCEQCO/11
ALL POLY CONVEYORS, wooden conveyors,
taperboard feeder, replacement chains: (877)
394-1186.
DUPRCO/10
HOOF
TRIMMING
CHUTES
AND
EQUIPMENT for sale. Call (806) 798-9684.
www.rileybuilt.com
RIWOSO/10
BULK TANKS, COOLING EQUIPMENT,
MILKING EQUIPMENT. Used all brands.
SALVAGE HOUSE. 800-844-5427 or visit
www.salvagehouse.net.                      SCEQCO/15
ALL GALVANIZED HYDRAULIC hoof trimming
chutes. Models include skid steer, 3 pt. hitch,  
stationary and portable. We deliver. Toll Free:
1-877-230-9993. Video available online.
www.berkelmanswelding.on.ca          BEWELD/25
BUYING AND SELLING BULK MILK COOLERS.
Wanted: all sizes. Several coolers on-hand.
319-330-2286.
SCCASEI/13
BUY - SELL - TRADE: Used bulk milk coolers.
(765) 455-8664.
AOANPOA/8
*SELL *TRADE OR *BUY new and used bulk
milk tanks: 1-800-558-0112 or (920) 3976313.
WIDASUB/13

FARMS FOR SALE

DAIRYREALTY.COM: buys, sells dairies; (608)
290-6790; www.dairyrealty.com.
DAREES/6
COLORADO DAIRIES AND FARMS New
sites, existing dairies, water rights, and farms
for sale. mark@landpros.net, 303-772-1164,
LANDPROFESSIONALS, LLC.
LALOLO/18
FARMS FOR SALE: All sizes of dairy farms for
sale in the Heart of Dairyland. Some bare,
some stocked and equipped. Call for free
catalog. CHRISTENSEN SALES CORP.,
Abbotsford, WI. (715) 223-6345. E-mail
address: info@christensensales.com. Website:
www.christensensales.com.
CHLOCO/36
300 ACRE
NORTH
FLORIDA DAIRY
FARM for sale. Wayne: 850-373-7944,  
Jason: 850-258-1085.                           POJASO/12

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
to Hoard’s Dairyman early.
Or, Are You Moving?
Notify us of your new address
30 days in advance.
Don’t miss any issues!

Call 920-563-5551 Ext. 148

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

HELP WANTED

CONTACT
HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT,
www.hansenagriplacement.com. All listed salaries are starting salaries. Housing and benefits
are not included as part of the listed salary.
Call Kirk Hansen at: 308-382-7370 or Email:
kirk@hansenagriplacement.com.        HAAGPL/29
GENERAL MANAGER, COLORADO: $80,000
- $110,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT.  
308-382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
DAIRY MANAGER, WYOMING: $100,000 –
$125,000.
HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT.
308-382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
DAIRY MANAGER, NEW YORK: $80,000 Plus
Excellent Benefits. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-382-7370.                                                  HAAGPL/10
DAIRY MANAGER, MINNESOTA: $70,000 $90,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
DAIRY MANAGER, MICHIGAN: $80,000 $110,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
ASSISTANT MANAGER, COLORADO: $70,000
- $80,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
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ASSISTANT MANAGER, IDAHO: $50,000 $60,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
ASSISTANT MANAGER, CALIFORNIA: 4,000
Milking. $80,000 - $120,000. HANSEN AGRIPLACEMENT. 308-382-7370.                        HAAGPL/8
HERD MANAGER / BUY-IN, WISCONSIN:
$45,000 - $60,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-382-7370.                                                  HAAGPL/7
HERDSMAN, IOWA: $45,000 - $55,000.
HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-3827370.
HAAGPL/5
HERDSMAN / WORKING COUPLE, WISCONSIN: $40,000 - $60,000. HANSEN
AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-382-7370.         HAAGPL/7
BARN MANAGER, TEXAS: $55,000 $65,000. HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308382-7370.
HAAGPL/6
HERDSMAN, INDIANA: $50,000 - $75,000.
HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-3827370.
HAAGPL/5
HERDSMAN, WISCONSIN: $50,000. HANSEN
AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-382-7370.         HAAGPL/5
HERDSMAN, OHIO: $50,000 - $65,000.
HANSEN AGRI-PLACEMENT. 308-3827370.
HAAGPL/5
HANSE N A GR I-P LA C E MEN T, D A IRY
POSITIONS: Small To Large Dairies
Throughout America. $25,000-$150,000+.
308-382-7370. For Our Full Listings And
Complete Job Descriptions, Visit www.
hansenagriplacement.com                 HAAGPL/21

ADVERTISERS: LET THE
CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU!
Over 50,000 Hoard’s Dairyman
subscribers may see your ad!

To place a classified ad:

Call: (920) 563-5551, ext: 125
or E-mail: classifieds@hoards.com
ENTERPRISES LAVOIE operates a large Dairy
Enterprise in St. Isidore, AB. They are currently
seeking a Herdsperson and Milker to join their
team. The successful candidate will have previous dairy experience and education in animal
science. For more information please contact
kgladden@omnimca.com.
ENLAIN/42
HARVEST
2019!
OPPORTUNITY
FOR
INDIVIDUALS to experience “harvest on the
Great Plains.” Operate John Deere combines
and Peterbilt trucks. Ag background helpful.
Call Gary: 620-874-1295. garyfrankharvesting.
com.
FRGARY/26
CUSTOM GRAIN HARVESTING CREW
SEEKING HELP with Fall corn harvest
September – December 15. Needs operator
for R series JD tractor and 1,000 bushel cart.
Truck drivers needed to haul from field to grain
bins. No CDL required, but helpful. Meals
and living quarters provided. Can assist in
transportation, if necessary, to our location.  
Dan: 620-340-2843. dskinner@osprey.net.
www.skinnerharvesting.com.
SKHALL/57

POSITIONS WANTED

VISIT www.hansenagriplacement.com To
Review Our Up-To-Date PARTIAL Candidate
Listings Or Call (308) 382-7370.
HAAGPL/13

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

DEALERS WANTED – Milk Replacers,
Electrolytes, Probiotics, Scour Treatments,
Silage Inoculants. Write: Box 563, Lakeville,
MN 55044; 800-690-9870, Fax: (952) 4693494.
TODONOA/18

NUTRITION

CAN’T MEET ENERGY DEMANDS? Liquid
Energy NEI 2.45/lb. $500 off 1st order. 24
tons. (800) 588-4993.
ONONON/16
HIGH SOMATIC CELL will cut in half in 10–14
days. Call 800-588-2558.
ONONON/13

When you need up-to-date information on

Dairy Cattle Health,
Nutrition & Management,

turn to the Hoard’s Dairyman secure
online bookstore for titles such as:

• NEW Feeding Guide
• Practical Organic Dairy Farming
• Dairy Herd Health

www.hoards.com/bookstore
E-Mail: hdbooks@hoards.com
Phone: (920) 563-5551

HAY-BEDDING-FEED

FEED GRADE STARCH: Malt Sprouts, Corn
Gluten Feed, Brewers Yeast, Cottonseed, Beet
Pulp, Distillers Grains, Oat Hulls. Nationwide
Service. LABUDDE GROUP INC. 1-877-6698117, www.labudde.com.
LAFEAN/24
ALFALFA HAY 175+ R.F.V., also straw, mixed
hay and dry cow hay. Grinstead Hay Farms,
Zionsville, Indiana. 317-966-2305.      GRJOEO/18
HIGH
QUALITY
WESTERN
ALFALFA.
Delivered by the semi load. Also low
potassium grass hay and clean straw. Don
Christianson. 38 years of satisfied customers.
877-781-7765.
CHDONO/25
DAIRY QUALITY ALFALFA HAY and
wheat straw. 3 x 4 square bales. Delivery
available. Call John 419-265-0017. Visit
benschoterhayandstraw.com
BEKYLE/19
TOP QUALITY ALFALFA DAIRY HAY, SUDAN
and wheat straw. DAVID WOODS ALFA
FARMS. We deliver or load your truck, 4x8 &
3x4x8. Call David, 1-800-952-4146, (620) 2855030. davidwoodshays@gmail.com        WODAVI/27
QUALITY ALFALFA AVAILABLE 24/7. Buy
with confidence. Over 30 years of supplying
dairy alfalfa needs. Call BILL WOODS: 1-800835-2096.
LAALAN/19
ALFALFA, BROME, PRAIRIE, GRASSY
ALFALFA: 3x3x8, 3x4x8, round bales, small
square – delivered to your farm. Experienced
dairyman with 28 years experience. Call
Lyndell: 1-417-683-6781. LAKEY & LAKEY
INC.
LAANLA/27

SEEDS & PLANTS

TRITICALE SEED, locally adapted varieties
bred
specifically
for
forage-including
awnless varieties.  Visit tricalforage.com for a
list of local seed houses in your area or call
406.952.1000
TRSUFO/27

SCHOOLS

HOOF TRIMMING SCHOOL one on one training
taught in four different U.S. locations by
extremely successful hoof trimmers. Chutes
and tools available. Call Bill at (806) 798-9684.
www.rileybuilt.com.
RIWOSO/27
DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT: Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College, located in NW WI,
offers a 9-month dairy management program.
Training includes health, reproduction, feeding, business management and more. Enroll
now. Contact us at 800-243-WITC, Ext. 5220,
www.witc.edu/programs.                       WOIOTO/36
INTERNATIONAL
EMBRYO
TRANSFER
SCHOOL. Our 5 day comprehensive Bovine
Embryo Transfer Course teaches you how
to collect, recognize, manipulate, classify,
freeze, thaw, and transfer embryos. Visit
our website for details: www.ETschool.com
662-562-0304.
ETSCHO/32
DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT PROGRAM:
LAKESHORE TECHNICAL COLLEGE, Cleveland,
WI, offers a nine-month award-winning training
program in east-central Wisconsin. Visit gotoltc.edu
or call 1.888.GO TO LTC, Ext. 1162.
LATECO/26

SERVICES

2-INCH WIDE GROOVING by SMITH’S OF WISCONSIN and surrounding states: 1-800-5259364.
SMOFWI/12
DAIRY GROOVING AND TEXTURING. Western
States. CONCRETE ROUGHENING SERVICE.
www.dairygroovingandtexturing.com, (800) 8692755.		
COROSE/11
MILK TANK FREON REPAIR. 30 years experience.
Work guaranteed. 605-881-1578.
SWTODD/10

DAIRY CATTLE

NOTICE TO
BUYERS

WHEN BUYING
DAIRY CALVES
OR DAIRY CATTLE,

inspect and select cattle personally.
If impossible, have them checked
by someone in whom you have
confidence. Complete understanding
in writing between buyer and seller
is very important. Should you buy
on approval, it is advisable to have
animals inspected by a veterinarian
on arrival before acceptance. Report
serious health problems to your state
veterinarian.
- HOARD’S DAIRYMAN CLOSED HERD, 900 CROSSBRED COWS
AND HEIFERS FOR SALE Calving fall and
winter Call 517-401-0610.
BRANDR/15
NEW YORK STATE DAIRY CATTLE. Fresh,
close heifers, also dairies and organic cattle.  
Large quantity open and short-breds on hand
at all times. 518-361-8129.
   FLEDWA/24

LOW LEASE RATES ON
QUALITY DAIRY CATTLE

Payment based on cows YOU select.
Leasing quality cows since 1990.

THE SUNRISE GROUP, INC.
TOLL FREE: 888-920-6789

CRUMP DAIRY REPLACEMENTS, LLC.
Continuous selection of top quality fresh
and springing heifers. Baldwin, Georgia.
706-768-2857. crumpdairyreplacements.org
Like us on Facebook.                      CRDARE/21
WANT TO BUY cross/bred and Holstein heifers,
bred & open heifers. STEVE MACKEY, Olathe,
KS: (816) 225-8510.
MASTEVC/17
H O L S T E I N , J E R S E Y, & CROSS-BRED
Heifers: Fresh, bred, and open. Brookhaven,
MS. Web: trobin3636@yahoo.com. Call
TOMMY ROBIN: 601-754-7490, 601-8334799.
ROTOMM/19

DAIRY CATTLE
FINANCING/LEASING
Maximize your dairy’s profitability!

SUNSHINE HEIFERS, LLC
602-768-6678

www.sunshineheifers.com

HOARD’S WEBINARS
The Hoard’s Dairyman webinar series
Held the second Monday of each month and
broadcast from noon–1 p.m. CST.

*Again this year, our webinars
swept the top three spots of the
Ag Editor’s Award competition.*
October 14, 2019

“Employee training impacts on
animal welfare”
by Robert Hagevoort,
New Mexico State University

Visit hoards.com/webinars
for more information and to register.

VIEW PAST WEBINARS FROM OUR ARCHIVES:

2019:

September 9: “Incorporating supplemental
fatty acids in dairy rations”
Adam Lock, Michigan State University
August 12: “Monitoring and improving cow
comfort in freestalls and tiestalls”
Lindsay Ferlito, Cornell University Cooperative Ext.
July 8: “Treating diarrhea in dairy calves”
Geof Smith, D.V.M. NC State University
June 10: “Synchronization strategies for
heifers” Joe Dalton, University of Idaho
May 13: “Focusing on fresh cow strategies”
Mike Hutjens, University of Illinois.
April 8: “Milking evaluation reveals costly
problems” Phil Durst and Stan Moore, Michigan
State University Extension.
March 11: “This award-winning herd talks
about reproductive strategies” Dairy producer
Brian Schilling and B.J. Jones, D.V.M.
February 11: “Heat stress affects dry cows and
calves” Geoff Dahl, University of Florida.
January 7: “The dairy situation and outlook for
2019” Mark Stephenson, Univ. of Wisc.–Madison.

2018:
December 10: “Cutting feed costs without
cutting milk.”
November 12: “Economics and user experiences with automatic milking.”
October 8: “The feed supply: the quality cards
we’ve been dealt’.”
September 10: “Bolstering transition cow
immunity.”
August 13: “What’s different about Jerseys . . .
and what’s not.’”
July 9: “The lowdown on reduced-lignin
alfalfa.”
June 11: “Supervise hoof health with a
‘No lameness tolerance policy.’”
May 14: “Calf rearing affects lifetime
eating behavior.”
April 9: “There’s a new calf killer in town
– What you should know about Salmonella
Heidelberg.”
March 12:“Dairying 50 years from now.”
February 12: “Animal fats: separating fact from
fiction.”
January 8: “How they achieve 40,000 lbs. of
milk per cow.”

LIVESTOCK & FARM SALES

Visit us at World Dairy Expo!
Arena Building: BOOTH 428

Subscribe to

It’s
FRE
E!

Magazine

WA L K E R D A I RY

Visit the Hoard’s Dairyman
booths at:

R.R. #1, Aylmer, Ontario

Canadian Holsteins

Good selection of fresh and
springing heifers on hand for private
sales throughout the month.

Coliseum: Arena Level 213, 217
Exhibition Hall:
4327, 4328

Auction Sale Last Friday of Every Month

Jon Walker & Jim Doan Phone: 519-765-2406
Ken Empey Phone: 519-280-2615

walkerds@amtelecom.net

Contact us today to start your
PROCROSS breeding program!

and visit

hayandforage.com

MONTBELIARDE / HOLSTEIN / SWEDISH RED
SWEDISH RED / HOLSTEIN / MONTBELIARDE

The newest
production and marketing
information for:

Creative Genetics of California, Inc.

“The Leader in Crossbred Genetics”

Call: (800) 640-BULL (2855)
or (209) 848-1531
Fax: (209) 848-1538

• forage producers
• custom forage harvesters
• ranchers
• dairy producers and
• cow-calf operators
Subscribe to

cgofca@sbcglobal.net • www.creativegeneticsofca.com

UPCOMING SALES
SEPTEMBER
27:
Canadian
Holsteins, Walker Dairy Inc.
Auction sale last Friday of every
month starting at 12:00 noon.
Aylmer, Ontario, Canada. (519)
765-2406.

It’s
FRE
E!

eHay

Check out the
Hoard’s Dairyman’s website!

www.hoards.com

WEEKLY

• Informative • Easy-to-use

e-newsletter
• Headline News
• Field Reports
• Market Insight and
Crop Updates
• Original Features
• Event Coverage
• Direct to your inbox
every Tuesday a.m.

ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
FOR CLASSIFIEDS:
ISSUE & WEBSITE
To place your order:
E-Mail: classifieds@hoards.com
Call: (920) 563-5551 Ext 125
Fax: (920) 563-7298
www.hoards.com
Mail to:
Hoard’s Dairyman,
Classified Advertising Manager
PO Box 801,
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0801

ISSUE WORD RATES: $2.60 per word, per insertion. $2.50 per word, per
insertion, for pre-qualified Farm Help Wanted and Farm Positions Wanted ads.

Payment must accompany order for website and issue advertising.

WEBSITE CLASSIFIED RATE: $2.60 per word per each 2-week posting.
DEADLINES: 10th of month issues: Due the 1st of preceding month
25th of month issues: Due the 15th of preceding month.
Only one issue is published in June, July, November and December.
Ads must reach us by May 1st, June 1st, October 1st and November 1st
WORD COUNT: Each initial and group of figures count as one word. Such
words as “for sale” and complete address including zip code must also be
counted. Phone numbers, E-Mail addresses and websites are one word.
Hyphenated words count as two words.
If you use an advertiser number, include these 11 words in the cost of your
ad, “Hoard’s Dairyman, ADV #, PO Box 801, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0801.”

Please check the appropriate box. If a box is not checked, advertisement will appear in the most current issue.
Publish my

hayandforage.com

From W.D. Hoard & Sons,
publishers of
Hoard’s Dairyman.

time (s) starting with the

issue. Classify under

.

Post my
word ad on the Hoard’s Dairyman website. Classify under
. $2.60 per word per
each 2 week posting. Ads received with payment will be posted online same day. Checks accepted or payment by:

MC/Visa/Discover

Exp.

/

Call or email to immediately post your ad on the Hoard’s Dairyman website.
Use additional paper for larger word counts.
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HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Sign-up for Hay &
Forage Grower,
and eHay Weekly is
fast and easy at:

word ad for

Ads published in a printed issue will also post on the website, at no additional charge, to correspond with issue dates selected).
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VETERINARY COLUMN
by Simon Peek, D.V.M.
School of Veterinary Medicine, University of Wisconsin

The Johne’s vaccine will soon be gone
We have used the Johne’s vaccination as an important part
of our control program for
decades. We heard the vaccine is
no longer going to be available.
Do you have any helpful advice
for producers who use it?
WISCONSIN

J. E.

Although there are many components to Johne’s control programs on
dairy farms, the use of the Johne’s
vaccine became important and quite
relied upon for some producers. As
such, the relatively recent news that
the single manufacturer in the U.S.
with federal licensure for vaccine

production was no longer producing
new vaccine came as a blow.
At this point in time, there does not
appear to be any strong likelihood
of a replacement product. Similarly,
none of the promising newer technology vaccines coming to market
will have obtained federal approval

v

DAIRY MONEY MATTERS

Sur vival guide for farm finance

RECENT
RELEASE
BY
GARY
SIPIORSKI
This 125-page book ser ves as a resource and guide for agricultural
business management. Learn what your numbers really mean, and how
even the smallest improvements can lead to greater success on your
farm. This book provides examples, discussion topics, and starting
points for having productive conversations with your accountant, lender,
and the next generation of your farm.

Available at hoards.com/bookstore

Dairy Money Matters • $24.95 each
Add shipping:
$5 for 1-4 books, $8 for 5-10 books
For orders greater than 10 books, call for
quantity pricing and shipping.

HOARD’S DAIRYMAN

Add sales tax: WI residents add 5.5%,
CA - 7.5%, Canada add 5% GST
Orders outside the U.S. Contact us for shipping and fees
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Hoard’s Dairyman Bookstore
P.O. Box 801 • Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0801
920-563-5551 • hdbooks@hoards.com
Payment enclosed for: _____ book(s)
Name
Address
City
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Email
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by the time the existing stocks run
out. So, at the very least, there will
be an extended period when herds
currently permitted to vaccinate will
no longer be able to inoculate preweaned calves as they currently do.
Not all states permit Johne’s vaccination at the current time, but several
do, including Wisconsin. In Wisconsin, though, there have not been any
new herds added to the list of those
using the vaccine for several years.
Many herds employing the vaccine
have done so for a considerable time
and feel strongly that it has positively
reduced the impact of the disease.
Many are either Guernsey or Jersey
herds where the disease seems to
have the biggest impact clinically.
By vaccinating calves preweaning,
the goal was not necessarily to prevent animals from becoming infected
on the dairy. Instead, the hope was
to lessen the impact of the disease
clinically and to reduce the amount
of shedding of the organism, thereby
lowering new infection rates. Wellmanaged herds that used the vaccine
and enjoyed a good response to its use
combined it with strong management
practices that limited exposure of susceptible animals to the organism.
It is well established that newborn
calves are most prone to acquiring
the infection from their dams or a
contaminated maternity environment. Prompt removal of the newborn and cleanliness of calf rearing
procedures become even more critical in the absence of vaccine use.
Herds that used the vaccine were
not able to utilize blood testing as
part of their control measures to
identify infected animals because
the most commonly used blood test,
the ELISA test, would give false
positive results in a vaccinated animal. Without on-going vaccine use,
these herds will at least be able to
use the ELISA test to help identify
infected animals and to make culling and management decisions in
the future rather than relying on
fecal culture or polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) testing exclusively.
Veterinarians and producers on
farms affected by the loss of vaccination may need to refocus their
collective efforts on newborn calf
and maternity pen management,
manure handling and removal, and
possibly some environmental testing
and tough culling decisions for highshedding adults.
The state of Wisconsin frequently
administered the largest number of
Johne’s vaccine doses annually in
recent years. Our colleague at the
State of Wisconsin’s Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer
Protection, Elisabeth Patton, D.V.M.,
has been kind enough to share the
following link to materials on their
website for producers interested in
finding out more about the issue:
on.hoards.com/Johnesvaccination.

Signature

8/26/19 7:42 AM

PI CALVES ARE HOW

BVDV MAKES A LIVING.

WE’LL HELP YOU GIVE

IT THE PINK SLIP.

BVDV Type 1b, the most prevalent subtype, makes
a living in persistently infected (PI) calves1. Using a
specifically labeled vaccine, like Express® FP, prior to
breeding will keep BVDV Type 1b where it belongs:
the unemployment line.

Talk to your BI representative
about keeping your herd PI free.
ExpressVaccines.com

Ridpath JF, Lovell G, Neill JD, et al. Change in predominance of bovine viral diarrhea virus subgenotypes among
samples submitted to a diagnostic laboratory over a 20-year time span. J Vet Diagn Invest 2011;23(2):185–193.

1

Express is a registered trademark of Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica, Inc. ©2018 Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica, Inc. BOV-1878-RESP0219

TRUSTED BY GENERATIONS

MY FIRST EXPERIENCE IN DAIRY FARMING WAS ON THE DAY I WAS BORN.

DETERMINATION, COMMITMENT and TEAMWORK to make it in this business.
You have to take the good with the bad. But if you LOVE WHAT YOU DO, you’re going
to keep going and SEE IT THROUGH. I admire my father and grandfather for showing
me that. I want that to be MY LEGACY.
– CORY BROWN, Sunburst Dairy, Belleville, Wisconsin

WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE?
Tell us your story at TrustedByGenerations.com

Rumensin, Elanco and the diagonal bar logo are trademarks of Elanco or its affiliates.
© 2018 Elanco or its affiliates.
fdprod 9842-8 PM-US-18-0595

T:14.25”

My dad had to get back home to milk cows before I even got my name. It takes
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Pre-fab Galvanized

Mad

High

e in

Qual

ity

Calf Nurseries

USA

Calfgates (Gate-In-A-Gate Design)

Arctic Front Curtain System closes fully to protect in stormy weather!

Call (866) 543-5116

Email: sales@sturdybuiltmfg.net

Insulated Feedroom

Request FREE EQUIPMENT GUIDES
on our Entire Product Line!

260 S. Muddy Creek Rd.
Denver, PA 17517

Technology Leader in
Liquid Solid Separation

Slurry pumps
with unique pumping
capacity and powerful
chopper.

The Next Generation of Green Bedding Separators
from FAN! The PSS3.3-780 HD produces highquality bedding material with a dry matter content
of up to 38% in solids

Submersible motor mixers
for rapid homogenization of
viscous medium.

SEPARATOR

For more about the many pros of Optomega Plus,
visit anpario.com
77702401

www.fan-separator.de
A

BAUER GROUP

company

Please contact:
Michigan City Office
Eastern US/Canada Jim DeWitt
Western US
Brian Freiburghaus
Southern US
Trey Poteat

(800) 922-8375
(630) 750-3482
(219) 221-2295
(219) 561-3837

www.bauer-at.com
j.dewitt@bauer-at.com
b.freiburghaus@bauer-at.com
t.poteat@bauer-at.com

September 10, 2019
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One of the many positives of Optomega Plus is that it helps increase
fertility in dairy cows, by supporting the establishment and maintenance of
pregnancy. Reproductive success increases a cow’s longevity, which in turn
increases lifelong milk production. A small point but another big plus is foil
packaging guaranteeing consistency of product and an excellent shelf life.
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See us at World Dairy Expo
Arena Building – Booths 437-438

Products for the Farm & Family
NEW Super Hut

Calf Warmer

Explora•dome
Hunting Blinds

Check out our full
line of Calf Nurseries
for almost any animal
application.

Call for the dealer nearest
you: 1-800-328-7659 or
email dan@polycome.com

www.polydome.com

Prepare
for Launch

CURIOSITY
GROWS
HERE.

The next generation of Bovamine Dairy
is headed your way, with extensively
researched probiotic bacteria proven
to support immunity, normal gastrointestinal stability, as well as gut
health and function. Power up your
feed; you need to get the most from it.
COMING THIS FALL. Talk with your
Chr. Hansen rep for more information.

HeartlandEXPRESS

Madissen, 4-H Robotics

HE-2

www.chr-hansen.com

September 10, 2019

Learn more about how we’re empowering young people in your
community with skills to lead for a lifetime. Visit 4-H.org

HeartlandEXPRESS

Healthy calves from the very beginning...

Established 1987

Natural Ventilation Systems

Come & visit us at
World Dairy Expo,
October 1 - 5, 2019!

...with our automatic calf feeders!
•

Needs-based feeding from the first day

No More Guessing the Weather

•

Fresh portions several times a day

•

All calf data at a glance also via CalfApp and CalfCloud -

Insulated • Transparent • Automatic • Seals Tight

•

Curtains adjust automatically for you!

with PC, tablet or smartphone

No Ropes • No Pulleys • No Limit Switches
No Cables • No Winches • No Drafts
JanAire has the curtain to match your budget and needs.

Get your free quote. Call 1-800-246-5387
email: sales@janaire.com
www.janaire.com

Optionally expandable by the HygieneBox
•

Teat rinsing from the inside and outside

•

Fully automatic circulation cleaning of the suction hoses
and all milk-carrying parts

•

Enables the natural udder bumping behaviour

Foerster-Technik North America Inc. | jan.ziemerink@foerster-technik.com |

Like us on Facebook

Phone: 519-239-9756 | foerster-technik.com | facebook.com/foerstertechnikNA

The ImPulse CL Milk Pump Controller System
• continuouS level variable Speed

E-Zee

• 4-20ma SiGnal with 1” reSolution

Milking Equipment, LLC
Partnering with you in the dairy industry

• allowS you to have different min/maX
Speed SettinGS for milk and waSh
• optional overflow alarm available

Stop in to See uS at the
World dairy Expo •

The Kleen Flo Wash System will clean any
size pipeline. Every segment of every
cycle of the Pipeline Washing can be
adjusted to the needs of the dairy.

NEW

• 3 formulaS & up to 7 cycle waSh proGramS
• the controller SyStem comeS
with an eaSy-to-naviGate touch Screen.

REFLEX
Variable Speed Drive Unit

• Standard120 vac for the output deviceS, but can eaSily be
modified to work with 12 v, 24 v, 220 v
• the 120 vac input iS SurGe protected
• there are 10 inputS and 14 outputS to control many deviceS

• Smooth, quiet vacuum pump operation
• Generally, an operation with a milkinG time of 10 hourS per day will
realize a payback within two yearS.
• the refleX SyStem Greatly reduceS the noiSe of the vacuum pump
• the vacuum level iS held Steady and true.

Tank LeveL MoniTor

NEW

Can be used with a
wide variety of Liquids
Milk...Fuel...Water, etc.

HeartlandEXPRESS

• reduceS electrical uSe by the vacuum pump by 70%

September 10, 2019
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Overachieverer

EST 1919

100

Scherer kernel processors are designed from the
ground up to optimize the higher outputs of
491, 492, 493, 494, 496, 497 and 498 machines.
Scherer’s processors handle all crop lengths,
feature oil bath bearings and hinge open
frames for the smoothest operation and easy
servicing. We put more into every processor
so you get more out of every kernel.

ROOTED IN TRADITION,
BUILT ON PERFORMANCE.
C E L E B R AT I N G 1 0 0 Y E A R S

Leading the kernel
processing revolution.

1• 8 0 0 • 8 8 3 • 9 7 9 0
schererinc.com

HARVESTERS

491
492
493
494
496
497
498

100 years

VISIT US
AT WORLD
DAIRY EXPO
EH #1108
TM H

schwartzmfg.com
920-793-1375

100 years
Schwartz_Hoards_ad_FINAL.indd 1

8/7/19 4:26 PM

100 years

EST 1920

s
Maximum flexibility
year
and cost effectiveness
EST 1920

1 0 0 years

1 0 0 years

100

100 YEARS

NOVACAT A10 CROSS FLOW – Swath merging
without conditioner
YEARS
 20% lower power requirement compared to
conveyor belt systems.
 Quicker drying – cross flow auger turns the
flow of forage.
 Intelligent mowing – single-side wide
placement reduces the number of passes
and saves time.
 Wide spread placement – for a more
intensive drying effect.
NOVACAT A10 CF received
“Machine of the Year 2019”
at SIMA 2019.

For more information, please call 888-943-3009.
HeartlandEXPRESS

www.poettinger.us
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ONLY EMCELLE contains the “same forms of
vitamins E and A found in colostrum.”

EMCELLE® MILKADE®
(For pasteurized colostrum and whole milk)

WORLD DAIRY EXPO

Contains the same form of vitamins E and A found in colostrum that are lost during
processing. Also includes vitamin D3 in a completely water-dispersible liquid.

Providing injectable and liquid
vitamin supplements since 1989.

1-800-747-4538

STUARTPRODUCTS.com

October 1-5, 2019
Alliant Energy Center, Madison, Wisconsin
Booth: TM 630-632

SaMASZ North America, LLC.
Represented by:

Ford Distributing
4061 Perimeter Drive

Columbus, OH 43228
Tel. (614) 873-8584

Available October 1st 2019

Feeding cows as
TM

team

Connect people like
never before with
TM

Cloud based feed management

Come see us at

www.onemilc.com

info@milcgroup.com

800.308.2178
September 10, 2019
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First 50 customers get free hardware
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Just The Facts:

U.S. REGISTERED HOLSTEINS
THE

WORLD’S

PERFECT

Heifer Conception
Rate (HCR)

COW

Heifer Conception Rate for
Females Born in 2016
Holstein

Holstein heifers have the highest
conception rate of any dairy breed,
which means Holsteins are the
most fertile. Looking for fertility?
Get Holsteins!

56.7

Milking Shorthorn

54.6

Jersey

52.3

Brown Swiss

46.7

Ayrshire

46.3

Guernsey

39.9
Source: CDCB

Somatic Cell Score for
Females Born in 2015
Holstein

2.31

Brown Swiss

2.51

Ayrshire

2.52

Milking Shorthorn

2.88

Jersey

2.90

Guernsey

®

Lowest Somatic
Cell Score
No other breed can match
Holstein’s low somatic cell
count. Looking for high quality
milk? Get Holsteins!

3.01
Source: CDCB

Note: For Somatic Cell Score, a lower score is better.

Superior Production
Total pounds of milk and components are critical in milk
pricing today, and DHI statistics show Holstein’s superiority.
Looking for lots of milk, fat, and protein? Get Holsteins!
2018 DHI Herd Averages for Official Testing Plans by Breed
Breed

# Herds

Milk lbs

Fat lbs

8541

25,669

972

800

Brown Swiss

121

19,121

800

659

Jersey

680

18,161

884

671

Ayrshire

44

16,112

643

512

Guernsey

66

15,122

710

516

Milking Shorthorn

24

14,152

530

447

Holstein

Protein lbs

Source: Summary of 2018 DHI Herd Averages, DHI Report K-3

Cheese Yield

intel

Selling your milk in a cheese market? According to the
April 2019 CDCB genetic evaluation, Holstein is the only U.S.
dairy breed that has any bulls available with a Cheese Merit
Dollar Index of 871 CM$ or higher. Holsteins offer you a
choice of 820 Holstein bulls with Cheese Merit Dollar Indexes
ranging from 871 to 1,095 CM$. Holsteins - the Cheese Merit
Dollar Index Leaders. Looking for cheese? Get Holsteins!

HeartlandEXPRESS

BELOW IS A LIST OF THE TOP 50 CHEESE MERIT DOLLAR INDEX BULLS
FROM THE APRIL 2019 GENETIC EVALUATIONS.
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NAAB

Name

29HO18960
200HO11500
551HO03600
200HO11586
551HO03800
29HO17454
29HO18693
614HO14226
29HO18868
29HO18906
29HO18937
29HO18929
11HO12157
29HO18984
29HO18850
614HO14453
7HO14703
551HO03749
29HO18784
29HO18870
551HO03797
507HO14451
551HO03590
29HO18783
200HO11251

ACURA
MOSALAH
NASHVILLE
EINSTEIN
DUBAI
INVICTUS
CRIMSON
ROME
DIVERSITY
BILLY
BUNDLE
VALUE
ALTALAWSON
MONTREAL
CELTIC
ARROWHEAD
HALLMARK
MAROON
AMPLIFY
VENTURE
TAMPA
BIG AL
DEDICATE
ADVANCE
WIMBLEDON

CM$

1095
1095
1086
1083
1081
1081
1080
1080
1079
1077
1077
1076
1074
1067
1066
1065
1064
1061
1060
1059
1058
1056
1054
1053
1052

NAAB

Name

29HO17947
614HO14085
29HO18296
29HO18858
1HO14107
29HO18903
200HO11478
551HO03529
11HO15007
29HO18772
550HO14633
551HO03418
29HO18812
1HO13879
11HO12346
29HO18823
551HO03812
1HO13882
29HO18697
29HO18843
551HO03754
11HO12194
11HO12358
11HO12286
11HO12356

ROWDY
SOLUTION
ACHIEVER
ENTITY
MILLENIAL
ROYAL
WILDCARD
CHARL
ALTAEXPECT
ATRIUM
BIGGELO
DYNASTY
ADVISOR
KORBEL
ALTATORRENT
BRAVE
IMPERIAL
RADAR
SASSAFRAS
PERK
NEBO
ALTACABOT
ALTAROADY
ALTAROBERT
ALTARNR

CM$

1051
1050
1049
1049
1049
1047
1046
1045
1044
1043
1043
1043
1041
1041
1040
1040
1040
1040
1039
1038
1036
1034
1034
1034
1032

Breaking news. Industry insight.
On-farm stories.
SIGN UP FOR OUR
FREE E-NEWSLETTER

Looking for profit?
Get U.S. Registered Holsteins !
®

www.holsteinusa.com
800.952.5200
September 10, 2019

Bonnie Mohr ©

hoards.com/intel
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Check out the newest
Hi-Gest® variety!
AFX 460
• For FD4-5 Geographies
• Patent-pending

Push your alfalfa to a
whole new level with
At Alforex®, we think you should expect more—
and get more—from your alfalfa and dairy herd.
With a higher leaf-to-stem ratio*, Hi-Gest® alfalfa delivers a 5-10% increase in fiber
digestibility and extent of digestion, 3-5% higher crude protein** and more milk per
cow per day, all with high yield potential and solid agronomics. Hi-Gest is changing what
producers can expect from their alfalfa. Just ask your neighbors to share their Hi-Gest story.
Talk to your dealer today about raising—and meeting—your
expectations for higher quality alfalfa with Hi-Gest technology.

(877) 560-5181 | alforexseeds.com
WWFP_Hoards_Sept2019.indd 1

8/14/19 11:50 AM
* Improved Hi-Gest

Visit the Hoard’s Dairyman Booths at World Dairy Expo
Exhibition Hall 4327-4328 and
Coliseum Building Arena Level 213-217

alfalfa leafiness, as documented by Alforex Seeds replicated trials at West Salem, WI and Woodland, CA, versus the following commercial alfalfa varieties: America’s Alfalfa Brand
AmeriStand 427TQ, Croplan Brands LegenDairy XHD and Artesia Sunrise, Fertizona Brand Fertilac, S&W Brands SW6330, SW7410 and SW10 and W-L Brands WL 319HQ and WL 354HQ.
®

** The increased rate of fiber digestion, extent of digestion, and crude protein data was developed from replicated research and on-farm testing. During the 2015 growing season at West Salem, WI
and Woodland, CA, the following commercial dormant, semi-dormant and non-dormant alfalfa varieties were compared head-to-head with Hi-Gest® alfalfa for rate of digestion, extent of digestion and
percent crude protein: America’s Alfalfa Brand AmeriStand 427TQ, Croplan Brands LegenDairy XHD and Artesia Sunrise, Fertizona Brand Fertilac, S&W Seed Brands SW6330, SW7410 and SW10 and
W-L Brands WL 319HQ and WL 354HQ. Also during the 2015 growing season, 32 on-farm Hi-Gest hay and silage samples were submitted to Rock River Laboratory, Inc., for forage analysis. The results
for rate of digestion, extent of digestion and percent crude protein were averaged and compared to the 60-day and four-year running averages for alfalfa in the Rock River database which included
approximately 1,700 alfalfa hay and 3,800 silage 60-day test results and 23,000 hay and 62,000 silage tests results in the four-year average.

™® Trademarks of Dow AgroSciences, DuPont or Pioneer, and their affiliated companies or their respective owners.
© 2019 CORTEVA.

Visit us at World Dairy Expo

Heavy Duty Headlocks

Freestall Systems

Stainless Dump Troughs

Galvanized Grating

Groomer/Push-up Equip.

Bedding Trailers

Calf Housing

Calf Feeding Equipment

www.hatfieldmfg.com
800.359.8171

Tired of
Bottles that
collapse?
Try ours.

September 10, 2019
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Arena Building Booth 464-465
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Freudenthal ManuFacturing
Call 1-800-688-0104 or visit our webpage www.freudenthalmfg.com
VARIETY OF HARDWARE
Free Stall
Clamps

Brisket Board
Clamps for wood
and fiberglass

Gate
Hinge

Auto Release Self Locking Panels
4 Way
Clamps

Elevated Dual Rail
Suspended Freestalls

Control Rail
Extension
Clamp

Cow Straps

Heavy 10 ga.
Tee Clamps

Feed Rail
Extension Clamp

Drinking Cups

Tie Chain Assembly

BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER – WE SHIP ANYWHERE!
Many other styles and sizes manufactured right here. Gates, mats, and waterers available also. Please call and ask!!

FARM CREAMERY
FO

RT

A T KI N S O N,

W

I

Hoard’s Dairyman Farm Creamery cheese is
crafted with pure Guernsey milk that comes
from the oldest continuously registered
Guernsey herd in North America.
Our Belaire Port Salut (POR sa-LOO)-style
variety is a very special, mild, classic and
creamy cheese that’s easy to eat and will
quickly become a favorite.

$70 per 5+ lb. wheel
Order by phone with a credit card
or visit our website
FARM CREAMERY

HeartlandEXPRESS
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HoardsCreamery.com

FORT ATKINSON, WI

HoardsCreamery.com

ELAIRE

A Port Salut-style cheese, handcrafted from
our familyʼs pure Guernsey milk.
HoardsCreamery.com
KEEP REFRIGERATED

September 10, 2019

Hoard’s Dairyman Farm Creamery
P.O. Box 801 • Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 • (920) 563-5551
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Helping your dairy save
time and money.
Our team of Elite Dairy Advisors
serve as a new tool for
nutritionists, producers and
laborers. Specializing in Herd
Analytics, Forage Quality, Cow
Comfort, and Talent Development
we work with you to troubleshoot
problems, set customized goals and help
lay a foundation for your dairy to save time and money.

Premium Alfalfa, Grass Hay
and Wheat Straw

For more information about the Alltech On-Farm Support program,
please contact DairyOnFarmSupport@Alltech.com or visit
Alltech.com/on-farm-support

Delivered to your farm
Big Squares & Big Rounds

©2019 Alltech, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Certified Organic Hay Available
Large Quantity Wheat Straw Available

Is injury, illness or arthritis
impacting your farming?
Get back to doing what you love.
Contact AgrAbility to find out how we can help.
AgrAbility: It’s about Hope.
800-825-4264 • www.AgrAbility.org/ad

Visit the Hay & Forage Grower
Booth at World Dairy Expo
Arena Building - Booth 428

More than 30 Years
Experience, over 22,000
customers & 60 million
square feet of

CONCRETE SAFETY GROOVING

GROOVING SERVICES
ACROSS NORTH AMERICA!
• Freestalls
• Holding Areas

• Pens
• Stalls

• Feed Lots

• Walkways
SAFE
AT
LAST

Diamond Pattern or 1-Way
1/2”, 3/4”, Wide Grooves

Protect Your Cows From Injury and Slippery Concrete
Visit us at World Dairy Expo, Booth EH-2416

DICK MEYER CO.

CALL TOLL FREE • 1-800-228-5471
www.dmsafetygrooving.com
Email: info@dmsafetygrooving.com
September 10, 2019
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zimmy@nemr.net • 660-216-0938
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Keep your farm on track
with these helpful tools from the
Hoard’s Dairyman Bookstore

Forages are the most
important plants on earth.
Forage grasses provide most of the nutrition
for cattle, sheep, goats, horses and other
livestock as well as wildlife habitat.

Dairy Farm Accounts & Records Book - $8

This revised 100-page accounting and farm records book is
designed to simplify your farm’s bookwork. In spreadsheet format, it
features room for short- and long-term capital receipts, breakdowns
for milk receipts and detailed expense reports.
INCO

6/24/13

11:14 AM

Page 2

Individual Cow Folder
Heat and Breeding Information
Date

Service Bull

Due Date

Date

Reproductive Examinations
Service Bull

Due Date Date

Condition/Treatment

Date

Condition/Treatment

• 1/4 of all acres in the US produces forage, for
a total of 528 MILLION
ACRES
in forage alone.
To learn more,
visit http://afgc.org
Forage facts compiled by the American Forage & Grassland Council

• 109 MILLION head of livestock are fed
by forages in the US. This is more than
the combined population of the four most
populated states of the USA.

Calving Record
Date

Sex

Calf ID/Remarks

Sire

Individual Cow Folders (pack of 75 folders) - $37.50

Keep track of information for each cow in your herd with the
individual cow folder. It includes heat and breeding information,
calving record and much more.

• An acres of forage can prevent 2 MILLION
POUNDS of soil from eroding each year.

Hoard’s Dairyman books always available at hoards.com/bookstore.

• 50 PERCENT of the total land area of the US
is occupied by forage.

q Individual Cow Folders (pack of 75 folders) - $37.50

• Forage accounts for about 25 PERCENT of
the total value of agriculture in the US.

q Dairy Farm Accounts & Records Book - $8

Forages are the most
important plants
oncow
earth.
• A dairy
consuming 1 acre of forage for a

year can produce enough milk to fill a bowl of
Forage grasses providecereal
most ofthat
the nutrition
is 14’ x 7’.
for cattle, sheep, goats, horses and other
Add sales tax: CA - 7.5%, WI - 5.5%, Canada add 5% GST
Call for quantity pricing and shipping
livestock as well •asUnited
wildlifeStates
habitat. dairy farmers use forage to
ORDERS OUTSIDE THE U.S. - CONTACT US FOR SHIPPING AND FEES
produce 20 BILLION GALLONS of milk each
year. It is enough for each person in the US to
Name _____________________________________________________
drink 1 gallon per week for the entire year.
Add shipping: $4 for orders up to $10, $7 for orders up to $20,
$12 for orders up to $60
Hoard Cow Folder 48703-1

2 December 11, 2013 9:04 AM

Telephone __________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________
City ______________________________ State _________ Zip ________
Email ______________________________________________________
PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD:

TO LEARN MORE,
VISIT HTTP://AFGC.ORG

VISA/MC/DISC ______________________________________________
Exp date _____________ CVV _____________

HeartlandEXPRESS

To learn more, visit http://afgc.org
Forage facts compiled by the American Forage & Grassland Council
Signature __________________________________________________
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Hoard’s Dairyman Bookstore
PO Box 801 • Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0801
1-920-563-5551 • www.hoards.com/bookstore

September 10, 2019

Forage Facts compiled by the American Forage & Grassland Council
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SAVE THE DATE!

Have you found us yet?

the FUTURE
Madison, WI

April 7–9

Annual Conference

The DCHA Annual Conference offers unmatched networking
opportunities and highlights the latest calf and heifer raising
practices, technologies and research.

STAY CONNECTED
CalfandHeifer | calfandheifer.org

Matt Rush – a farm boy and decorated
public speaker – headlines the 2020
DCHA Annual Conference.

HeartlandEXPRESS

Find us on Facebook
@HayandForageGrower

Join fellow producers and industry experts
to shape a future of endless opportunities.

www.hayandforage.com
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For those who carve
their own path.

You’re the kind who sweats the small stuff. Because you know it makes a big difference. You do
your research and challenge the status quo. You value brighter thinking and fresher ideas to stay
ahead. And, you know what’s right for you, because it’s your business.
To see how CLAAS could help you save time in the field and make more money, visit claas.com.

© 2019 CLAAS of America Inc. LEXION, JAGUAR, ROLLANT, DISCO, XERION and AXION are registered trademarks of CLAAS KGaA mbH.

eHay WEEKLY

Sign-up is fast and easy
at hayandforage.com
• Headline news and field reports

• Market insight and crop updates   
• Original features

• Event coverage

• Direct to your inbox every Tuesday morning

OUR BUSINESS
IS TO LEND
YOU MONEY.
OUR MISSION
IS TO GROW
YOUR SUCCESS.

Nobody finances agriculture like Farm Credit East.

Loans & Leases

Farm Credit East was made in agriculture – built for its

Financial Record-Keeping

unique credit needs and owned by the customers we serve.

Payroll Services

This explains why no other lender offers more ag financial

Profitability Consulting

products, dedicated services or greater expertise.

Tax Preparation & Planning

Or, works harder to achieve your goals.

Appraisals

We are mission-driven. We prove it every day.

Estate Planning
Beginning Farmer Programs
Crop Insurance

